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Out of gas 
A punctured main pipe cut off 
natural gas Aug. 6 to a good 
chunk of the city\NEWS A7 
It starts with youth 
Two visitors brought a message of- 
race unit to the city last 
week\COMMUNITY B3 
Pursuing a dream 
A local soccer player hopes to 
make the provincial under 14 
team\SPORTS B4 
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Sex assault reports rise 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
MORE SEXUAL assaults were reported in Ter- 
race in the first six months of 1998 than the: 
same six month period last year. 
But Staff Sgt. Doug Wheler of the Terrace 
RCMP detachment said that has more to do 
with people reporting offences committed years 
ago than new sexual assaults taking place. 
'"The majority of those offences are historical 
in nature," said W h e l e r . . ~  
Over half of the assaults happened before 
1998 but the offences only show up on police 
reports when they are reported to the RCMP. 
Lee Oldham, who compiles statistics at the 
Terrace RCMP detachment, said it's not un- 
usual for sexual assaults to be reported to the 
RCMP months, even years after the offence 
happened. 
Niuety per ceat of the 22 sexual assaults in 
Terrace from January to June of 1998 were 
reported before May and Wheler stressed the 
F 
' , t  
numbers did not mean there were 22 sexual of- 
fenders charged in Terrace as one offender can 
victimize more than one person. 
Wheler said Terrace's population did not need 
to worry about safety on the streets. 
"There is no need for the public to be afraid," 
he said. 
Non-sexual assaults, such as fist fights and 
beatings dropped 25 per cent in the first six 
months of 1998 as compared to 1997. 
Other offences including property crimes, like 
break and enters, shoplifting and vehicle thefts, 
dropped by four per cent but bicycle thefts rose 
an incredible 37 per cent. 
"There's a lot of expensive bikes on the 
market," said Wheler. 
He said the increase is probably the result of 
bike owners who don't lock their bikes proper- 
ly. Wheler said newer bikes can be so lucrative, 
some cities actually have bike-theft rings. But 
Wheler hasn't seen any evidence of that hap- 
pening in Terrace. 
The number of drinking and driving offences 
in Terrace also went down almost 50 per cent 
over last year. But 306 intoxicated people m 
one per cent more than last year and 11 per cent 
more people than 1996 were charged with being 
intoxicated. 
"People are still drinking they're just not 
driving as much," Wheler said. 
Other marked increases in offences include 
people breaking city bylaws like dog and noise 
complaints. 
"We've really been trying to target people 
who consistently re-offend the noise bylaw," 
said Wheler. 
Instead of just warning partiers, Terrace 
RCMP now keep a record of past noise viola- 
tions so they can fine or charge loud partiers 
more often. 
YOUNG NISGA'A gathered in droves at New Aiyansh Aug. 4 for 
the initialling of their land claims treaty. For many it represents 
the opportunity to stay in the Nass Valley and not have to leave 
to find careers. From the left are Melissa Scott, 19, and her 
brother, Jason, 15. They are both from New Aiyansh. Next to 
them is William Blackwater, 17, and an unidentified friend. 
Nisga'a treaty deal raises spirits 
and hopes up and down the Nass 
By ALEX HAMILTON "You need unity to make it work," she said. obedience," said Azak of worries that natives 
THE INITIALLED Nisga'a treaty still has to 
be officially signed but already it is changing 
culture and business in the Nass Valley. 
Christine Smythe, a Nisgu'a teen alcohol 
and drug prevention worker living in Kin- 
colith, has noticed there's already a stronger 
feeling of unity at traditional gatherings in the 
four Nass communities of New Aiyansh, 
Lakahap, Gitwinksihlkw, and Kincolith. 
"There's better living right now because our 
hands aren't ied," she said. "It seems like 
we're released from all the red tape or a black 
cloud." 
She's also noticed that more people are in- 
terested in moving back to the villages. 
"There are jobs coming up and homes going 
up," she said. 
Kincolith's preseat waiting list for homes, 
she sa:,  is 250 families. 
"Tey  want to belong to their traditional 
Nisga'a ways - -  they want to feel they belong 
again," she said. "They want to get to know 
their language attd culture. They come back 
for moral support - -  everyone helps each 
other here." 
Not only do many Nlsga'a people, like 
Smythe, believe the new treaty will bring 
them jobs and economic power, but also they 
hope the treaty will unify them. 
To Smythe, Nisga'a unity is more important 
Self government does make her nervous be- 
cause natives have never been able to 
determine their futures before in  British 
Columbia. 
Kincolith Nisga'a Cliff Azak, once a mem- 
ber of Gitwinksihlkw's economic ouncil, has 
been looking forward to this treaty for a long 
time. He sees it enhancing business in the 
Nsss and giving the Nisga'a the ability to 
work freely in the corporate cmnmunity. 
[] MP to conduct province wide 
poll on treaty deal 
[] Mayor backs treaty 
[] That overlap is still there 
For these and more stories on 
the Aug. 4 initialling of the 
Nisga'a treaty, see Page AS. 
"It's going to help carry out corporate in- 
itiatives and the ability to do things indepen- 
denily," he said. "It was different before be- 
cause the Indian Act restricted business." 
He said the Indian Act made it difficult for 
natives to establish land to build corporations 
and to develop relationships with multina- 
now than ever before. Because without unity tional companies inthe Nass. 
she fears Nisga,a self.government will be dif- "Companies weren't willing to get .involved 
ficult, with' us because of issues of cwll dis.. 
without reaties would resort o roadblocks to 
promote their causes. 
According to a 1990 Price Waterhouse 
study, close to $1 billion and 1,500 jobs have 
been lost in B.C.'s mining and forestry sectors 
alone over land disputes by natives in B.C. 
• But now with the new treaty, Azak said the 
investment climate should be tempting. He's 
expecting more joint ventures and pamerships 
with multinational corporations. He also said 
that Nisga'a who couldn't get high positions 
at large companies like Skeena Cellulose and 
West Fraser now have a better chance. 
Not everything about the new treaty, how- 
ever, has Nisga'a people xcited. The issue in- 
volving taxation on reserves worries many 
Nisga'a. 
Under the Indian Act, natives living on 
reserves have been exempt from sales taxes 
and income taxes. But that will change with 
the new treaty. 
"The (Nisga'a) central government will tax 
us, said William Angus shaking hm head. 
The Nisgu'a will pay taxes in the same way 
that other British Columbians so after a transi- 
tion period of eight years for sales tax and 12 
years for income taxes. 
Although he will be taxed and he anticipates 
an awkward adjustment period, Angus 
believes the treaty will free his people. 
"We're released from the cage m the 
monkey's cage. Now we,re our own, Now 
we'll say this land belong s to us."  
I 
Meters peter out 
A PROPOSAL to place parking meters in the 
downtown core fell by the wayside after it was 
reviewed by city council Friday. 
The council decided against bylaw enforcement of- 
ricer Frank Bowsher's plan, citing potential administra- 
tive costs and possible damage by plows removing 
snow.  
Councillors also felt there was no lack of available 
parking in the downtown area and Said they were not 
prepared to introduce parking meters. 
Bowsher wanted the meters to help deal with increas- 
ing demands from merchants for continuous enforce- 
ment of the street and traffic bylaw. 
The proposal would have placed meters along the 
4600 blocks of Park, Lazelle and Lakelse Avenues and 
would have required adding a half-time staff member 
to the bylaw enforcement office during the summer. 
The council did ask Bowsher to look into the 
feas~ility of extending the parking limit from one to 
two hours in the medical and dental area of Park Ave- 
nue to accommodate patients. 
No lawyers, aid 
LEGAL AID lawyers may be harder to find here in Sep- 
tember as a provincial defence lawyers strike spreads to 
Vancouver, 
In the absence of a local legal-aid lawyer, Terrace's pri- 
vate defence lawyers began refusing basic legal aid work, 
such as first court appearances and bail hearings for people 
who are in custody, in May. Ever since then, the Legal 
Services Society out of Vancouver has been flying lawyers 
here twice a week, at a cost of about $16,000 so far. 
When a group Of Vancouver criminal awyers withdraw 
• thL~ se~rvtces'Sept. 1; flnding a criminal awyer to come up 
here may be difficuit~ said Coalition for Access to JuStice 
(CAJ) representative Diana Lowe. 
"There's going to be a huge impact as cases come to tri- 
al in the fall," said Lowe from her Surrey office. 
The Legal Services Society hopes a local legal aid law- 
yer will be able to handle outstanding Terrace eases in 
September. 
But that lawyer, Lax Ghels Community Law Centre's 
Terry Brown, suffered a heart attack this spring and may 
not be back before then. 
That would compound waits in Terrace's already back- 
logged provincial courtrooms. 
"It's a nightmare," said Terrace's court services man- 
ager and justice of the peace Irene Blackstone, about some 
current in-custody procedures. 
She's concerned that people who don't understand the 
legal process will agree to pleas or conditions out of confu- 
sion or convenience, if they don't have a lawyer to explain 
their legal options to them. 
She's seen several days when there's been no legal aid 
lawyer present at the courthouse and noted that, lately, 
cases involving people in custody are rarely dealt with by 
the end of the day. 
She says normally a lawyer would be in to see cases by 
noon.  
But Bruce McAdams, a local family law lawyer said 
legal aid is asking the "unthinkable" by requesting he take 
legal aid cases. 
"How can you ask somebody who's unexperienced in 
criminal law to argue for somebody's liberty against a full- 
time, specialized prosecutor who's hired by the govern- 
ment and supported by the police," said McAdams. 
Club opening 
investigated 
THE REAL Canadian Wholesale Club store here is being 
investigated for allegedly breaking the law by opening on 
B.C. Day, Aug. 3. 
RCMP say their investigation comes under the provincial 
Holiday Shopping Act, which limits openings on statutory 
holidays according to the size of, and services offered by, 
retail outlets and by the number of employees they have on 
staff. 
Information and evidence gathered by the police is 
passed on to provincial crown counsel officials who make 
the final determination whether or not to proceed. 
Terrace is one of a tiny handful of B.C. communities 
which doesn't have a by-law regulating shopping on 
statutory holidays. 
In the absence of a local by-law, provincial legislature 
comes into force. 
Terrace last grappled with the concept of open-ended 
shopping in the late 1980s when a coalition of residents 
wanted Sunday openings of large stores resfficted. 
Local residents in a 1987 referendum voted down the 
idea of Sunday shopping. 
Council in 1989 did consider aby-law to have large out- 
lets close by noon on Sundays but in the end decided not to 
proceed. 
Backers of Sunday shopping at the time said it would 
boost he local economy and solidify Terrace as a regional 
service centre. 
Sunday openings of large stores became the norm in Ter- 
race in 1988 following a Supreme Court decision which 
found that Sunday restrictions were unconstitutional. 
jj 
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Leave town 
i i s ys the w(,a STOP Press A 58-YEAR-OLD woman, whose prospects for employ- 
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CORONER WAYNE Braid is investigating the 
death of Brian Derrick, 40, of Terrace whose body 
was found east of Kalum Lake Drive Aug. 3. 
Braid is attempting todetermine the reason Derrick 
died and is waiting for toxicology reports to deter- 
mine if any drugs were present i n Derrick's blood- 
stream. Braid will also attempt to determine the exact 
time of Derrick's death. 
The deceased's body was found inside his own 
velficle alongside Glacier Creek by two watershed 
restoration workers. RCMP Cpl. Rod Holland said 
the body appeared to have been at the scene for sev- 
eral days. 
"Whether that's weeks or days is still speculation at 
this point," said Holland. He also did not know 
whether Derrick died at the scene but Holland said 
the RCMP do not suspect foul play. 
Funerals held 
HUNDREDS OF people attended funeral and 
memorial services over the weekend in Kincolith for 
four of the five people killed Aug. 4 when a floatplane 
flipped as it was landing at the village at the mouth of 
the Nass River north of Prince Rupert. 
Killed were Marg Smythe, 30; Mille Moran, 62; 
Yvonne Barton, 38; and her sou, Robert, 9. Also 
killed was pilot Steve Marshall, 49, of Prince Rupert. 
Officials continue to investigate the accident. The 
deaths have renewed calls for the completion of road 
from Kincolith to Greenville in the Nass Valley. 
Access to Kincolith is now by air or by boat. 
Fined for moose kills 
TWO MEN were fined $1,100 each last week for 
killing two moose on the Kitselas reserve in the win- 
ter of" 1995. Charges were. laid after conservation ffi- 
cers found parts of two moose at a Skidegate Landing 
residence on the Queen Charlotte Islands in Dec. 
1995. 
Michael Stanley McNeill and Russell Gascoyne 
firs't old the conservation fficers they shot the moose 
on a traditional native hunting area near Bella Coola. 
But the officers, acting on a tip, determined the 
"moose had been killed on the Kitselas reserve. 
The pair entered guilty pleas in Prince Rupert court 
Aug. 4 of hunting moose outside the open season and 
failing to properly state the location where the moose 
were killed. 
The maximum sentence for each charge under the 
Wildlife Act is $10,000 and/or a six month jail term. 
Conservation officers i'esearched traditional abo- 
riginal hunting codes pf conddct to lielp2dletermine at~
appropriate fine amount. . . . . . . .  ~4 
Truck stolen 
RCMP ARE investigating the theft Aug. 8 of a 
Mazda 4X4 pickup from the parking lot of the Pizza 
Hut. 
Police say the light blue vehicle was taken at 
approximately 6:45 p.m. It has black running boards, 
a bug deflector, a trailer hitch and tinted windows. 
The l icence plate is 1064YD. 
Call Crimestoppers at 635-TIPS or the local 
detachment if you have intbrmation. 
Firefighters 
head south 
MORE THAN a hundred firefighters from the 
Skeena region are heading south to fight the fires rag- 
ing across the province. 
Four 20-person unit crews and four three-person 
initial attack crews have already been assigned to 
fires in southern B.C. Another four initial attack 
crews are scheduled to head out this week. 
As of yesterday, there were no fires in the Skeena 
region and tl~e Telegraph Creek fires were subsiding. 
The forest ministry has directed local crews to where 
they are most needed, which includes the large fire 
threatening Salmon Arm. The mass departure of local 
crews has left the forest district office in charge of 
organization i  case of any local fires. 
The Terrace fire attack base is predicting the 
remainder of the Skeena fire season will remain slow, 
with few possibilities for major fires. 
SCl targets European 
market 
SKEENA CELLULOSE'S sales agents have cast 
their eyes on the European market o buffer the large 
drop in the Asian market. 
Spokesman Don McDonald said agents are in 
Europe convincing prospective customers that their 
product is better than what's being produced by other 
manufacturers closer to the European market. 
'"We just have to show them what we have is bet- 
ter," said McDonald of the thrust o diversify markets. 
Just last month the mill was flying a French flag to 
welcome visitors from France, 
The downturn in the Asian economy has caused off 
and on again shutdowns ince spring at Skeena 
Cellulose's pulp mill in PrinceRupert and its saw- 
mills here, in Camaby and in Smithers, 
Its Terrace mill was on a four-day a week rotation 
until shutting completely for one week two weeks 
ago. 
It re,opened Aug. 4 at full production and tbr a full 
five-day aweek schedule; : : 
" PrtePq nrr. h~tno  ft~/~rmm~.cl h~e mnrL- ,=t  r ,nnrhhnne 
ment are limited following a heart attack three yearn ago, is 
appealing a Workers' Compensation Board decision that 
would have forced her to leave town to find work. 
Victoria Dodd, who suffered the heart attack while on 
the job as a taxi driver, was originally told to leave by 
Aug. 7 or face her benefits being cut off. 
A WCB letter sent to Dodd said the provincial agency 
would have paid relocation and job search expenses and 
would have cut her off from benefits eight weeks after she 
left Terrace, under the proposition that she would have 
found work by then. . . . . . . .  
The mother of seven and grandmother of 11 has lived in 
Terrace for all but eight of the past 28 years. 
"I can't pack up my home and leave my family on a 
whim that maybe there's ajob out there," says Dodd. 
With only 38 per cent use of her heart, Dodd can no 
longer drive a cab, which she did for 15 years, because she 
can't lift baggage anymore. Local dispatching jobs would 
require her to clean, which she can also no longer do. 
The WCB letter suggested she could find work as a dis- 
patcher in another city where cleaning isn't required or 
laud employment asa telemarketer. 
Dodd says she did mentio, to her case worker about six 
months ago that a son h~ Medicine Hat wanted her to come 
live with him and his family. But she soon rethought that 
possibility. She says she didn't want to run away from her 
life. Now she's worried at the prospect of having to move. 
"It's a big move at my age. It's very, very scary," says 
Dodd. "The last week I've been a nervous wreck. I don't 
need this stress." 
The WCB has offered her assistance since her heart at- 
tack. It rented her a computer last year and gave her some 
accounting software instruction packages, But' four months 
later, the WCB took the computer away. 
Dodd says she then borrowed the money to buy a com- 
puter with the hope of taking more courses but that she 
hasn't received any more similar help from the WCB. 
Although Dodd declined to give permission to the WCB 
to talk to The Standard about the specifics of her case, 
Sandra Buckler, manager of corporate communications did 
talk about he WCB process. "We wouldn't hrow some- 
one in an unfamiliar area," says Buckler. 
• Dodd said WCB officials suggested moving to Medicine 
Hat or Venmn, where she and her late husband once lived. 
But she says dispatching in a different city would be 
more stressful than in Terrace, because she wouldn't be fa- 
miliar with all the streets and the number of cabs would be 
far greater. 
While the WCB can't force people to do something they 
don't want to do, says Buckler, it is required to exhaust all 
possibilities to allow a claimant o find work. If someone 
has the option of finding work somewhere and does not 
pursue it, the WCB can't pay them for the loss in wages. 
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Consumer 
Product 
Stewardship 
Program 
An industry.run 
lrrogram for the 
collection, recycling 
&environmentally 
responsible disposal 
of leftover household 
solvents, flammable 
liquids, pesticides, 
gasoline & paint. 
Collection Depot Accepts 
Household Solvents, Flammable 
Liquids, Pesticides, Gasoline & Paint 
The following Consumer Product Stewardship 
Program depot is now open to serve residents of 
the Kitimat Stikine Regional District: 
TERRACE BOTTLE DEPOT 
3120 Kalum Street, Terrace 
Ph: 635-6909 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm, Sun lpm,5pm 
For more information, ask your retailer for our 
"Protect Our Environment" and "Eco,Fee" 
brochures, or call the CPSP's toll-free 
information line at: 
1.800.505-0139 
LIVING IN THE COMFORT ZONE 
Could you wear your hearing aids in fhis? 
• : i•::1%:i'; ~ 
) :/ : %: . ~ 
Today,s high-fidelity hearing aid technology provides clean, 
sound, even in higher sound levels, as they automatically adjust 
the volume level, keeping you in the COMFORT ZONE, 
Visits to Smithers & Hazelton 
TERRACE HEARING CLINIC 
The Hearing Professionals 
635-H EAR 1,800-811-1533 
Registered under the Hearing Aid Act B.C. 
Now *998 
Save $171 
Kenmore 
'Super Capacity' 
laundry team. 
Washer. #47602, 
Sears reg. 689.99. 
$599 
Dryer. #66602. 
Sears reg. 479.99. 
$399 
Save '201 
Kenmore 
19.9-cu. ft. 
top-mount fridge 
with 'Spillsaver' 
glass shelves. 
#60092• Sears reg. 
1199.99. 
$998 
Black-on-Black 
and Almond-on-Almond 
also available 
Save *60 
Sears Stereo TV 
S-video input. Comb 
filter/notch filter. #14528. 
Sears reg, 949.99, 
*888 
Locally 
owned and 
operated by 
Brian 
M©lntyre 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what  you want.. .  
but small enough to care who you are. 
Save =20 
Sears Hi-Fi VCR 
4-head. #30307• Sears 
reg. 249.99,229.99 
i 
•-~ ,, .h '2~__..,~.a..; = . : ..,:: 
Save 
Save 
=20-400 
ALL CRAFTSMAN ® 
TRACTORS 
Sears reg. 1299,99-5499.99. Ea. 
99.  99 1279 5099 
Save $100 16-hp 
tractor, #60826. Sears reg. 
1999.99. 
189999 
Begging attachment 
sold separately 
L 
Zenith 4-hd. Hi-Fi VCR 
Exclusive! #30316. Sears 
reg. 299.99,279.99 
Save $20 Kenmore BBQ 
Ready-to-fill tank 
included. #306o2. Sears 
reg. 199.99, 179.99 
= kL 
Save *100 
CRAFTSMAN 20" Mower 
5.5-hp, #36716. Sears 
reg. 399.99.299.99 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2K1 
Monday. Friday 
9:30am - S:3Opm 
Saturday 9:30am - 4:00pro 
08920 Copyright 1998. Sears Canada Inc. 
SEARS Brand 
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® 
~i III ~i~ i ~ 
i ~ ~!i~i~ i i / 
I 
I 
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Bears galore this season 
Locals told to take precautions 
IT'S GOING to be a bamter 
August and Scptember for 
bears in town, warns Ter- 
race district conservation of. 
ricer Adrian Juch. 
: "We've been catching 
bears pretty regularly every- 
where," Juch said. 
Already two black bears 
have been killed here this 
:: sutmner; and a total of six 
others were shot in Kitimat, 
Priuce Rupert and New 
Aiyansh. 
The  office here receives 
approximatcly 800 bear 
complaints a year, 80 per 
cent of which occur in Au- 
gust attd September. 
Black bears here are 
killed, instead of moved, be- 
cause they aren't good can- 
didates for relocation, said 
Jueh. 
That's because a relocated 
black bear will often return 
to the same area or become 
a problem in attother com- 
munity down the road. 
The conservation office 
also doesn't have the extra 
i nanpowcr ,  resources  o r  
time involved with moving 
black bears. It simply can't 
afford to fly the bears out of 
the area. 
And siuce black bears are 
in abundance in this area, 
consewation officers aren't 
worried about seriously 
depleting their numbers. 
"Grizzly bears and 
kemodei bears aren't as 
abundant so we relocate and 
make efforts to move 
them," he said. 
Heavy bear years tend to* 
be cyclical every other year 
and conservation officers 
say this year is slated to be a 
big year. 
Juch said whenever 
there's a good growing sea- 
son for berries in the bush,, 
once those berries overma- 
ture, bears come looking for 
fruit trees in town. 
He warned locals to get 
the fruit off their trees and 
off the ground by mid Au -J 
gust. If not, he said, people 
can expect broken branches 
from bears trying to climb 
up them. 
- He also warns people not 
to put rotting fruit or other 
food in their compost piles. 
"Bears can smell ferment- 
ing food for miles," he said. 
Other "things to keep in 
mind as bear season (August 
and September) approaches 
are: not to leave your gar- 
bage out the night before, 
and not to leave dog food 
and eat food out at night. 
For help picking unwanted 
fruit, call the First Nations 
Council of Women Seasonal 
Gathering of Foods at 635- 
9429. They'll pick your fruit 
for you and give it to ciders 
and others in need. 
A GRIZZLY BEAR fishes for salmon in 
a stream near Hyder, Alaska. Bears will 
DISTRICT CONSERVATION OFFICER Adrian Juch 
and new recruit Dale Ryan are preparing for a busy 
be coming closer to towns this season, i bear season this August and September. 
according to conservation officers, 
 uge Clever Of 
Used  Coveralls 
For a limited time only, we are selling all of our used 
cotton or polyester coveralls for the LOW price of 
$3.00 each,, 
They are great for working around the yard, painting, 
or for the backyard mechanic, etc. 
Get some used coveral ls 
now, whi le supplies last• 
Superior 
Linen 
Supply 
4404 Legion Avenue, 
Behind the Bingo Hall 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2838 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Wed,Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
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News In Brief 
NWCC board reshuffled 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College's board has re- 
placed four of its members and reappointed three, 
others. 
Judy Tracy, of Terrace, Kathleen Bedard, of Prince '~ 
Rupert and Dennis Carlson all left the board after com- 
pletlng their six-year tenure. Marie Sullivan also 
resigned from the board. 
The four have been replaced by Brenda Burghardt, of 
Prince Rupert, Barry Hale, of Prince Rupert, Edward 
Harrison, of Terrace and Myrtle Prett, of Kitimat. 
Rodney Arnold, of Terrace, Sandra Martin, of Mor- 
fistown and Trish McKay, of Prince Rupert were all 
reappointed. 
The other nine members of the board are still com- 
pleting their previous appointments. 
Our turn's coming 
THE NORTHWEST isn't being left out of a province- 
wide campaign to seize illegal liquor from licensed es- 
tablishments. 
RCMP officers raidcd 73 establishments in the Lower 
Mai~dand, Whistler, the northeast, he Okanagan and 
the Kootcnays, between September 1997 to March 
1998, scizing 8,000 bottles and cans of illegal alcohol. 
Eight places, seven of which arc restaurants, have had 
their liquor liccnces suspended. 
And northwestcm establishments can expect o be in- 
cluded in thc next round of visits, says attorney-general 
spokcsman Kate Thompson. 
"This was just Phase I ,"  said Thompson. "Other 
areas will be covercd next." 
Illegal liquor is any alcohol not bought from the B.C. 
Liquor Distribution Branch. It can include homemade 
and U-brew alcohol, stolen or smuggled liquor and liq- 
uor that has been watered own. 
New CO hired last month 
DALE RYAN, Terrace's newest conservation officer, 
has wanted to be a CO since he was a youngster. 
While in pursuit of a job here, he spent• the last five 
years in Dease Lake working as a forest echnician. 
Ryan is excited about working here, saying the area 
deals with a wide range of environmental issues from 
bear problems and fishing and hunting infractions to 
natural habitat damage and industrial dumping. 
The Terrace district is a busy spot, he said, since it 
encompasses the three large communities of Terrace, 
Kitilnat and Prince Rupert. 
Ryan said he'll spend 60 per cent of his time doing 
paperwork and the remainder in the field. 
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YEAR-END MODEL 
CLEARANCE 
On most new '98 Ford & Mercury  vehicles. 
 15OO 
• 4X4 • CAST ALUMINUM WHEEL C K 
• ALL TERRAIN TIRES 
• 4.BL TRITON VB ENGINE 
• AIR CONDITIONING 
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
• Limited Blip Rear Axle 
• Third Door • Chrome Bumpers 
• Electronic AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
• Speed Control/Tilt Wheel 
Cargo Box Light; • Power Windows 
/Locks/Mirrors • Tailgate Lock 
• 40/60 Split Bench Seating 
Body Side Mouldings • Fog Lamps 
IOOO 
CASH BACK 
IN-STOCK '98 MODELS CLEARANCE PRICED! 
Hurry in for best selection. (Before your neighbour does,) 
wwvv. fo rd .ca /o f fe rs /  
Bc FoRD MERcuRY DEALERS In l In l 
0% [ir~nong 0n I~ Ioll(~ng in.~J0¢k r¢~ 1998 [~ o~ Mercury l~iO~ [s~ort. ZY2. M J~tar~ C~nt~i. UC~Q..~ I~l,us ~b~ P~ Vdl~. Elpl0tU Vlqr~l~r f -~  J L~ht D~ fu a mu~Jm 0f 36 ~di~ 0n 
O~lt 10 (p.Jalil~J retakl p~c~se~ EQ ~0 000 limn,:ed at 0% anr~l per~ta~ ~e fol 3~ ~r,1~ ~nth!y ~F:rerd is ~55 56 ~ d ~ot~lQ iS ~0 amJ I~e Wallf~ ~ f~d i~ $~0,000 ~ l~J  Io an a'~@ I*~iN ~e of 
8% lot 36 rnoa~, cost d Lon~n0 is $2..564 'Optoml with $31.000 finarr..ed al0% ar~.sl Wr~da~ tare I~ ~ n',o',lhs ~M o~ t~nr~in(j is$9 ~/r~oa,ed l0 an ~Ia~e fln~.m~ late of 8% I~ ~ mord~. ¢0'.J 01 I~n9 iS 
$3974 "FoSe~ wzlh $30,000 lirk~ed al 0% a~t~' wcentage t~te I~" 36 n~lhs, cos1 of I~c~n~ *S ~] r.Oml~'H Io an a~a~e. I¢~aro,~ fate of 8% ft~r 3~ n~zhs, r.~101 b'~owl~ s $3846 These ale ~ ~clatlor~ 
DO~'~I'/~SP,~ ~ired $1500czJf~Y,,k~aibble~in.Mod~ne~t~ FdSOXLI ~band $1000 c"~hb+:~ a ,;aUte onm.~'r,e~ ~b,lo~XL$ l~.es~y'~ble ooblllx~J~v~bdofeca~l'ack$#.'ducled AIIo~a~ 
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! Humber  two?  
IT HE MAJOR land claims issue is not so much 
!whether the Nisga'a treaty is good or bad or 
: whether it will work but this can the second 
i one be signed. 
: It took millions of dollars and years of painstak- 
: lng and detailed work to agree to the Nisga'a 
: treaty which, in retrospect, might go down as a 
i relatively easy document to assemble. 
: Let's not forget that the Nisga'a are far better 
i ,organized than the majority of other native 
'.groups and had a coherent vision of what they 
: wanted. The federal and provincial governments 
:were also eager to prove they could negotiate a 
!settlement, particularly with the Supreme Court 
:edging toward a definition of native rights and 
:title much broader than what would be widely 
i 
: accepted by the bulk of Canadian society. 
i The isolated nature of the Nass Valley, the lack 
: of large tracts of land being under private owner- 
: ship and the Nisga'a being the dominant resident 
group of the valley meant there were fewer com- 
: )sting interests than is the case in other areas. 
But Treaty Number Two will be much dif- 
ferent. All other native groups in B.C. in various 
stages of negotiations come under the umbrella 
of the B.C. Treaty Commission, a creation of 
federal, provincial and native groups described 
as the "keeper of the process". 
Although meant to be a neutral presence, the 
treaty commission's membership is made up of 
competing political interests which invariably 
have an influence over actual treaty talks. The 
provincial government, for example, was ex- 
tremely unhappy with the treaty commission ear- 
lier this year and expressed that by opposing the 
re-appointment of chief treaty commissioner 
Alec Robertson. That kind of action can only in- 
,ease any bad feelings. 
'Arid; as tre'aty talks iiiGx,;~" iritb'the nio~e popu- 
: la'i~'d~areas o~' the province, greater problems and 
:challenges will occur. It will boil down to the 
:personal level for example access by non- 
: natives to recreational, fishing and hunting areas. 
i How human beings conduct themselves in their 
: daily affairs within the context of treaty clauses 
"will ultimately define the overall success and ac- 
:,'ceptance of land claims treaties. 
/ 
Ignored again 
i:SO, THE federal Department of Fisheries and 
::Oceans has turned over $1.5 million to the 
::Sports Fishing Institute of B.C. for an extensive 
:advertising campaign telling people they can still 
i:fish for sport in B.C. 
.~ This is to counteract the overpowering bad 
,:news of the closure of the commercial and 
',:recreational fishery in areas to protect 
e 
::endangered echo stocks. 
,," But those ads address the coast and the south, 
i:not the Skeena River, where major closures have 
::hit hard. Fishing is still permitted in some spots 
i:here, yet angling tourists won't know that be- 
:icause those ads don't tell them that. 
" It's hard not to feel that once again the interests 
::of the north are being ignored. "HROUGH: B IFOqAL.  ~ 
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:heck (Jut the Ko,z>tenays 
NELSON - Just heard that Bob 
Williams, the most powerful cabinet 
minister in the Dave Barrett govern- 
ment, was appo!nted chairman of 
the Insurance Corporation ofB.C. 
Liberal opposition leader 
Gordon Campbell is not impressed. 
Normally, I wouldn't be either, but 
I've just travelled from Grand Forks 
to Nelson, along one of the most 
wildly romantic roads, leading over 
a high mountain pass, flanked by 
seemingly endless forests, and 
frankly, couldn't care less about one 
more patronage appointment. 
At its highest elevation, the 
mad was in bad shape. A sign pro- 
claiming "Your Tax Dollars at 
Work," informed me that he next 15 
or so kilometres are about to be 
"rehabilitated." It seemed about 
time, and I make a mental note, not 
to get 1o9 nasty, next ime !.comment 
on the highways budget. 
On my way to Grand Forks, I 
had come through Greenwood, a
small place I remembered only as an 
extremely dilapidated town. It may 
not yet have quite managed the tran- 
sition from ugly duckling to swan, 
but what I saw was impressive. 
Building facades ported new 
paint jobs. There were a couple of 
sidewalk cafes. I saw a new park 
and playground that hadn't been 
there before. Later I would learn that 
Greenwood owes its rebirth in part 
HUBERT BEYER 
to a movie shot there earlier this 
year, "Snow Falling on Cedars" or 
something tothat effect. 
Asked what he town wanted in 
payment for providing the set, folks 
1894, who builds what becomes 
known as the Hums Hotel in 1898. 
For years, the hotel is regarded as 
the most luxurious hostelry between 
Winnipeg and Vancouver. 
In 1897, Hums assists the pas- 
sage of the incorporation bill for 
Nelson and in 1898, he is appointed 
Provincial Secretary and Minister of 
Mines. A strong advocate for the 
working man, Hums becomes 
instrumental in the passage of the 
"eight-hour law" for mine 
employees. 
In 1907, Hums sells the hotel, 
turning to other business interests. 
The hotel is renovated in1929, and 
continues tooperate successfully for 
many ears. 
But time catches up with the 
grand old lady and she falls into dis- 
opted for part money and part ow n' , repair. By!!h e late 1970s, the hotel 
renovations. It seems to have been'a ". '  has become arun-down flop house 
wise choice. 
Nelson is in Doukh0bor coun- 
try, and if you like Russian food, this 
is the place to come to. And if 
you're looking for a place to stay, 
the Heritage Inn, in the heart of 
downtown Nelson is it. 
The history of the Heritage Inn 
is intimately tied to the story of 
Nelson itself. Last March, the hotel 
celebrated its100th birthday. 
It is pioneer J. Fred Hums, 
elected Member of the Provincial 
Parliament for the Kootenay in 
with a seedy bar and is close to 
being condemned. City council is 
• considering having the hotel torn 
down to make room for a parking 
lot. 
Enter Dave Martin, a man with 
a dream, adream to restore the hotel 
to its former glory, It isn't easy to 
sell the idea to a wary city council, 
but more than a million dollars later, 
Martin has realized his dream. 
Renamed the Heritage Inn, the 
old Hums Hotel is, once more, the 
grand lady of Nelson. Present at the 
opening ceremony in December 
1980, is Freeda Hume-Bolton, 
daughter of J. Fred Hume, the origi- 
nal owner. 
The ambience of the Heritage 
Inn, with its beautiful wood work 
and period fumishings, reminiscent 
of Victoria's Empress Hotel, ties in 
perfectly with the image of Nelson, 
a small city that, nevertheless, has a 
cosmopolitan flavor, laying claim to 
having more bookstores and Phd's 
per population than any other place 
in Canada. 
The price is right, too: $62 a 
night, including full breakfast for 
two. I've paid more in substandard 
motels. 
Tomorrow I'm going to look up 
Lorne Nicolson, former MLA for 
Nelson-Creston. Nicolson own s a 
computer store in Nelson, and I've 
,.got to get on the Intemet to file this 
column. 
I also want to have a couple of 
drinks with my old friend John 
Smith, former owner of the Grand 
Forks Gazette, and now publisher of 
the Nelson Daily News, part of 
Conrad Black's Sterling chain, 
which bought his paper, probably 
for a fortune, which is why I will 
make him pay for the drinks. Beyer 
can be reached at: Tel: (250) 920- 
9300; Fax: (250) 356-9597; E-mail: 
hubert@coolcom.com 
Thumbs up for the, treaty 
CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
think to explore our region, have had 
their whirlwind Nass tour. Surely a 
few will return for private vacations. 
More MLAs and federal MPs 
have had a first-hand look at the 
Nass, its 1940s,-style highway, and 
New AJyansh's gravel streets. 
• Nisga'a 'artisans got to show off 
their skills. According to a 'IV 
report, the ceremonial headdress 
worn by Chief Joe Gosnell was 
FINALLY, BRITISH 
Columbia's first and only native 
treaty in this century has been cere- 
moniously signed in New Aiyansh. 
School children should have no 
trouble recalling Aug. 4, 1998 as the 
date. Puppeteer Shari Lewis died the 
day before. 
Whether B.C. and the federal 
government gave too much, or 
whether the Nisga'a got too little, 
remains to be seen. In 50 years we'll 
know. I'm happy the Nisga'a deal 
has concluded. 
Already some benefits have 
resulted. Premier Glen Clark and 
federal minister Jane Stewart have 
added a unique specimen to their 
ballpoint pen collections. A talking 
stick of plastic rather than yellow 
cedar. 
Airline and hotel bookings 
must be way up as compared to this 
time last year, thanks to all the to-ing 
and fro-ing as this treaty culminated. 
And dozens of media people, some 
from as far away as New Zealand, 
many of whom might not otherwise 
carved precisely for the signing 
ceremony. But from whence cometh 
the ermine tails on his headdress? I 
didn't hink our modern wildernesss 
of clearcuts and renegade slddoo 
trails could scare up that many wild 
weasels. 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell's insistence on a referen- 
dum bothers me. If his Liberals had 
achieved this treaty he'd scuttle all 
notion of a non-native vote on the 
deal. But it's the nature of politicians 
to criticize the accomplishments of 
others, especially the governing 
party. Look at Chretien's Liberals; 
they clung to Mulroney's hated GST 
once they succeeded him to power 
where they could wallow in GST 
largesse. 
Most obvious throughout the 
Aug. 4 init!alling was the unstinting 
support and praise from the other 
native chiefs. Even chiefs who 
steadfastly opposed the deal, some 
to the point of taking it to court, nev- 
ertheless had the good grace not to 
rain on Chief Gosnell's parade. 
Not so white ' politicians. 
Reform IMP Mike Scott and Gordon 
Campbell refused to attend the cere- 
mony on behalf of their constituents, 
because ach man personally dis- 
agrees with the treaty or its process. 
Neither man was big enough to set 
aside his personal mbitions, prefer- 
ring to sulk because his back wasn't 
receiving the pats. 
I look for this treaty to let 
Nisga'a people borrow from banks 
like the rest of us to start businesses, 
renovate homes, pay for their kids' 
college educations. They'll be able 
to develop an economy on their 
doorstep, just as we try to do, instead 
of moving to fred jobs. 
As they benefit, so will the 
northwest. Where our taxes would 
have forever paid Indian Affairs' 
expenses, that money will boost he 
Nass into its own economic orbit. 
How high they reach is now theirs to 
decide. 
No longer are the Nisga'a 
Indian Act puppets. 
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CEREMONIAL COPIES of the Nisga'a land claims treaties are held 
up by, from the left, federal Indian Affairs minister Jane Stewart, 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president Joe Gosnell and B.C. Premier Glen 
Clark and the Aug. 4 initialling in New Aiyansh. Each spoke about 
the importpnce of treaties to natives and to other citizens for the 
certainty and opportunity they bring to individuals and to society. 
"No  Ionqer be q.qars in our own lands" 
N isga'a celebrate treaty 
By JEFF NAGEL 
AMID THUNDEROUS drmmning, Nisga'a 
elders stepped out of a canoe last Tuesday in an 
emotional end to a century-old quest. 
The canoe symbolized the completion of a 
journey began 111 years ago when Nisga'a 
leaders paddled to Victoria seeking title to their 
land, but were turned away by then Premier 
Sn|ithe. 
• The ensuing ceremony in New Aiyansh's new 
• recreation and cultural centre Aug. 4 saw nego- 
tiators and politicians for B.C., Canada and the 
• Nisga'a initial the treaty completed on July 15. 
The deal, still to be ratified by the three sides, 
promises $190 million, nearly 2,000 square 
kilometres of land, resources, and self- 
" govermuent. 
• "No longer beggars in 0ilr 6Wn lands;w6 now 
go forward with dignity, equipped with the con- 
fideuce that we can make important contribu- 
tions - -  social, political attd economic - -  to Ca- 
nadimt society," Nisga'a Tribal Council presi- 
~dent Joe Gosnell said in a stirring address. 
"The Nisga'a treaty proves, beyond all doubt, 
that negotiations - -  not lawsuits, not road- 
blocks, not violence - -  are the most effective, 
most honourable way to resolve aboriginal is- 
sues in this country," he said. 
"Today, as you are my witness, the Nisga'a 
canoe returns to the Nass River with a cargo of 
hope and reconciliation." 
Premier Glen Clark got one of the loudest 
ovations when he spoke in Nisga'a: "This is a 
great day to be Nisga'a and British Colum- 
bian." 
The premier, there along with numerous other 
members of the NDP govemment, sounded a 
note of caution that a big fight is still ahead. 
"We will have to confront the words and 
deeds of those who would deny our history," 
Clark said. "Those who are blind to the in- 
justice of the past aud who reject 30 years of ne- 
gotiation and compromise." 
Federal Indian and northern affairs minister 
Jane Stewart said the treaty would help create 
Nisga'a elders such as Rod Robinson, Frank 
Calder and Hubert Doolan - -  all long-serving 
leaders of the cause ~ were honoured. 
"It gives me a lump in my throat o stand be- 
fore you on this great moment," said the 80- 
year-old Dcolan. "I never dreamed I'd see this 
day." 
"Because of the Nisga'a, over 40 per cent of 
the land mass of Canada became negotiable," 
added Robinson. "We paved the way." 
And in otte haunting moment, a minute of si- 
lence was declared for all those elders who had 
died waiting for a treaty to be completed. Sur- 
viving relatives in the romn called out the 
frames in memory. 
Nmuerous awards were presented by the 
Nisga'a to their negotiators, and Clark presented 
Gosuell with a gavel for the new Nisga'a 
jobs attd improve the Nisga'a standard of living, government. 
"Much of the financial settlement will help Jim Aldridge, the legal counsel for the 
pay to bring schools, health-care centres, roads, 
sewer systems attd other infrastructure up to the 
standards enjoyed by neighbouring com- 
munities," she said. 
It was also an opportunity for the Nisga'a to 
celebrate their achievement and honour their 
heroes. 
Nisga'a for many years, was also honoured with 
one of the loudest bouts of drumming and 
cheering. 
Gosneli also thanked former premier Bill 
Vander Zahn and aboriginal affairs minister 
Jack Weisgerber for bringing the province to the 
negotiating table. 
Talstra backs 
treaty deal 
; TERRACE MAYOR Jack Talstra has thrown his support 
behind the Nisga'a Ueaty. 
" I 'm certainly supportive," said Talstra said last Tues- 
day in New Aiyansh, where he congratulated Nisga'a 
Tn'bal Council president Joe Gosuell on the deal's comple- 
tion. 
"For us in the northwest I think it bodes well," Talstra 
said. "We now know what the rules are going to be. They 
may be slightly different from what they were before, but 
at least we know what they are. And good entrepreneurs 
that we are, we'll work within those rules." 
He said people must remember that the treaty is a com- 
promise in which all sides gave ground, but described it as 
being "about as good as it can get", bringing a measure of 
certainty and a large economic boost to the region. 
"Really what's the alternative? Finally southern B.C. has 
woken up and thinks it's a big secret thing. But this has 
been going on for five years," he added. 
Talstra said the City of Terrace was kept well informed 
through the provincial consultation process. 
" I t 's  not nearly as mysterious as southern people seem to 
think," he added. "This has been a five-year process 
where anybody interested could plug in." 
Some areas of the deal will bear close watching, how- 
ever. " I 'm a little nervous about access to Nisga'a lands in 
terms of wildlife and recreational use in terms of sporffish- 
ing for example," he said. " I  don't know what kind of 
rules will follow. But the Nisga'a are extremely intelligent 
people and I think they'll work those things out." 
Even in the area of forestry - -  where some estimates 
suggest up to 60 logging jobs now held by non-natives 
could be lost as control is handed over to the Nisga'a 
Talstra said he believes the challenges can be met. 
"Let 's be honest and up front about this," he said. 
"We've  lost more jobs than that just recently." In  some 
cases we're going to have to think of something else to do. 
And we can - -  those things are possible," he said. "We're 
certainly capable of replacing those jobs and creating new 
ones." 
With creativity and energy, he said, new opportunities 
and joint ventures can be found in partnership with the 
Nisga'a if all northwestemers work together. 
Recent difficulties such as the Skeena Cellulose crisis 
underscore the need for unity in the region, he said. 
"We will always have to face the world," he said. 
"We're always going to have to band together and face 
those challenges together." 
But he says it will be primarily up to a younger genera- 
tion of northwesterneru - -both  Nisga'a and non-Nisga'a 
- -  to decide what path will be followed. 
"We stand at the cross roads," Talstra said. "We can 
become more inclusive with this ~eaty in terms of 
cooperation between Nisga'a and non-Nlsga'a society. If  
that's what the next generation wants that opportunity is 
there." 
NISGA'A DANCERS wait on the stairs leading up from the main entry way to the 
main hall where the treaty Initialling took place. The ,sound of drums rolled 
through the hall at vadous times during the ceremonies Aug. 4. 
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M P to conduct 
B.C.-wide poll 
SKEENA REFORM MP Mike Scott says he's going to 
commission a province-wide poll to determine what 
people think about he Nisga'a treaty and whether they 
want a chance to vote on its acceptance. 
It's the latest in a series of statements from Scott who 
opposes key aspects relating to self government and the 
guarantee ofa Nisga'a fishery on the Nasa. 
Scott believes amajority of Skeena constituents and a 
majority of the people in B.C. want a referendum. 
" I f  I 'm proven wrong, I'd be quite happy to pack up 
my toys and go home," said Scott late last week. 
The MP added that he has faith in the public in reach- 
ing a rational and reasonable conclusion on the Nisga'a 
treaty initialled last week in New Aiyansh. 
Scott said he's been in contact with federal Reform 
caucus and communications officials on putting out 
bids for a poll. 
" I  want to ensure the questions that are asked are as 
unbiased as possible so they can't be taken as being 
skewed," said Scott. 
"What I am trying to 
find out is what my con- 
stituents want and I'ii take 
directiofi from them," he 
said. 
That follows Reform 
policy of MPs supporting 
the positions of their con- 
stituents even if they dis- 
agree, the MP continued. 
Scott's also challenged 
NDP premier Glen Clark 
to call an election on the 
Nisga'a treaty. Mike Scott 
The premier has discounted calls for a referendum, 
saying instead the treaty will be subject o ratification 
by the provincial legislature instead. 
Clark has also called the deal his own and seems 
ready to stake his political future on its acceptance. 
" I f  Clark really thinks he's on solid ground with this 
Nisga'a deal ... then enough with the bluster and empty 
rhetoric - -  dissolve the legislature and call an election 
at once," said Scott. 
" I  can't think of a better or more compelling issue 
that affects us all," Scott continued of the treaty. 
The MP also responded to criticism that he wasn't in 
New Aiyansh for the treaty initialling Aug. 4 by saying 
he couldn't go to something he doesn't support. 
As well, Scott said he received a faxed invitation late 
on July 31, the Friday before the initialling. 
"By that time I had already made a commitment to 
be in Vancouver to be on CTV and I indicated that on a 
response faxed back," he said. "But even if I had not 
made that commitment, I would not have attended." 
The MP did not say he wouldn't attend a final sign- 
ing of the treaty should it be ratified. 
"It 's a little premature to say I would do or not do 
something ayear or two down the road," said Scott in 
adding it will depend upon what his constituents want. 
.WILLIAMS LAKE residents appear to want a vote on 
the Nisga'a treaty, indicates an unscientific p01[,.c0n- , 
dueted by The Williams Iake Tribune. 
The paper Aug. 4 asked people to call in and respond 
to the question, "Do you think the provincial govern- 
ment should hold a referendum on the Nisga'a deal?" 
By the next afternoon, 50 people indicated 'yes' and 
17 gave 'no' as an attswer, said Tribune editor Bill 
Phillips. 
Overlap remains' 
THE NISGA'A and the Gitanyow may be back trying 
to resolve their territorial overlap problem within two 
weeks. 
They were busy last week talking to the federal 
government about choosing a mediator to oversee over- 
lap resolution discussions. 
But for now, the Gitanyow remain unhappy that the 
federal and provincial governments initialled the 
Nisga'a treaty Aug. 4, saying the document affects 
lands and resources they also claim. 
What Gitanyow chiefs want, said spokesman Herb 
Russell last week, is an agreement with the Nisga'a to 
share resources from lands they both claim. 
"Instead they seem to want to extinguish our rights 
and title in favour of themselves, not establish shared 
jurisdiction," he said. 
The Gitanyow have for years been saying as much as 
80 per cent of their claimed territory in the upper Nass 
Valley has also been claimed by the Nisga'a and con- 
sequently has been taken up in the latter's land claims 
talks. Several attempts over the years to resolve the 
overlap have failed. 
It was at one time government policy to not settle 
land claims if overlaps remained. That changed with 
the Nisga'a treaty which now indicates aboriginal 
groups can seek court action if they feel they have 
fights affected by the document. 
The treaty says clauses and provisions can be 
changed if a oourt decision relating to an overlap sub- 
sequently affects Nisga'a rights set out in the treaty. 
The treaty also states the two governments will com- 
pensate the Nisga'a for rights lost as a result of a court 
decision relating to an overlap. 
Russell said that roughly one square mile of 
Gitanyow claimed territory is contained within the 
Nisga'a core lauds agreed to in the treaty. 
That means substantial other lands were bargained 
away by the Nisga'a that also belong to the Gitanyow, 
he said. 
"We think they gave away too much," said Russell. 
He said Gitanyow chiefs are also disturbed that the 
Nisga'a want them to recognize smaller pieces of fee 
simple land given to the Nisga'a that are contained 
within Gitanyow territory. 
The Nisga'a last year drafted a memorandum of un- 
derstanding for signing by themselves and the 
Gitanyow but Russell said it was weighted too much in 
favour of the Nisga'a. 
Russell added that the Nisga'a Tribal Council has 
never spoken to Nisga'a members of the Gitanyow 
LuuHon house. 
It is these house members whose land is taken up in 
the overlap and who weren't properly represented dur- 
ing treaty negotiations, aid Russell. 
"We're in favour of mediation but we want it to in- 
volve all members of LeuHon and not have the Nisga'a 
Trial  Council act for them," he said. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mai l  Bag 
MP Scott's absence 
an insult to Nisga'a 
Dear Sir: 
Aug. 4, 1998 was a day of 
celebration, as the represen- 
tatives of the Nisga'a Na- 
tion, the government of 
British Columbia and the 
government of Canada con- 
cluded Canada's first con- 
temporary treaty. 
Among the wituesses at 
the siguing ceremony in 
New Aiyansh,:I saw the 
premier of British Colum- 
bia, Glen Clark; the federal 
minister for Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, 
the Hon. Jane Stewart; the Isaac Sobol 
Hen. David Anderson, MP; the earlier signing of" the 
the Hen. Hedy Fry, MP; Agreement-in-Principle for 
Svend Robinson, ~MP; Mike the treaty. At the time, his 
Harcourt, former premier of reply was, " I  was not in- 
B.C.; two former Skeena vited." 
MPs - Jim Fulton and Iona He also indicated that he 
Campaguola- and all of the would be prepared to 
current MLAs from north- represent all of the people in 
west B.C. - Dan Miller, Hcl- Skccna if he were re- 
rout Giesbrecht and Bill elected. 
Goodacre. Today I read in the news- 
I looked for and did not paper that Mr. Scott was in- 
scc Mike Scott, MP for vited to the treaty signing 
Skeena nnd the federal ceremony, but declined the 
Reform critic for aborigiual invitation. One report even 
affairs, states he returned the invita- 
Your readers may recall t iontotheNisga'a. 
that Mr. Scott had been He is quoted as saying, " I  
asked, doring last year's find it very regrettable that I
federal election campaign, can't be there, but I would 
why he was not present at not want my presence there 
to be construed as support 
for this agreement." 
It would appear that Mr. 
Scott not only does not 
represent, nor wish to 
represent, the Nisga'a or 
other First Nations com- 
munities in his riding, but 
thinks that they, and the rest 
of us must be really dumb. 
Given his constant negative 
comments about the treaty, 
who does he think would 
misconstrue his presence at 
the signing to indicate that 
he supports it? 
Mike Scott, I believe you 
have not been true to your 
campaign promise. Your 
denial of Canadian history, 
and your continuing re- 
jection of the princiPles of 
justice which are at the basis 
of the Nisga'a treaty, cannot 
and do not allow you to tru- 
ly rcpresent all the people of 
Skeena. 
You continue to sew the 
seeds of divisiveness, of in- 
tolerance and of disrespect 
for both our govcrnment and 
our judicial system. You 
continue to refuse to attend 
events of monumental im- 
portance in your riding, and 
insult your Nisga'a con- 
stituents in the process. 
I saac  Sobol ,  Vancouver  
Ksan views all wrong 
Dear Sir: 
We believe Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre co-ordinator Sarah de Lceuw's 
views (July 29, 1998 letter to the editor) 
concerning the Ksan House are ill- 
informed, lopsided and negative. 
As Ksan House employees, we have 
sources are reliable, not just self-motivated. 
In these times of fiscal restraint and con- 
tract reforms, non-profit societies like Ksan 
House actively seek ways in which they can 
be more fiscally responsible, while insuring. 
and maintaining continuity of services. 
We believe that Ms. de Leeuw's corn- 
never been threatened with roll backs of our:" ments are mean,spirited and Wfnder, what :,~' 
benefi~ i0r wages. Our input has always wouM~motivate her to be so critical about 
been sought on spending within our litnited 
budget and our tdeas have always been sup- 
ported and respected by management. 
Throughout hese extended BCGEU ne- 
gotiations, Ksan management has repeated- 
ly requested suggestions for innovative 
ways to cut the society's expenses front all 
unionized employees. 
Ms. de Lceuw's sugggestion that staff 
something she kndws, so littl~about.':Why 
did sli~ so blatand~ d]s/egard" the'fact hat 
people must place their trust in our services 
in order to utilize them? 
What did she hope.to gain from discredit- 
ing the Ksan House society? We hope that 
in the future she concentrates her efforts in 
working with us and not against us. 
After all, we are all working toward the 
have been frustrated in their efforts to offer same goals. Aren't we? 
possible solutions is false, and we wonder Gisele Lewis, lr landa Gonzalez, and 
how she could be so confident that her Bea Richard, Terrace, B.C. 
Still fighting Active 
VearSir: "'" 1 "l~71"nlN 
Since 1992 I 've been fighting for a decent place to cut jt.~x V JIJLl~f,~ 
firewood and for full watershed protection in the Nass Val- Exercise Your Op~'--om ' 
Icy. The most important of all is the watershed protection, ,e~',,~xq~ 
and it was taken to the table by thc provincial Nisga'a he- ~(¢f/ ~.- .'~ 
gotiators ome time ago but not negotiated. ~ ~g~.. ((~] 
The issue was again promised to be taken to the table on / f ~  ~. . ,~  
June 2, 1998 but, if it ever was, we never heard the final ~ ~ ~  [ 
results and assume it was another smoke screen. - ~ ~'b~ l 
For the people that think water in the well is not impor- ~b,"~',~ " /~, , ,~[  J I 
taut, put yourself in these shoes - -  breaking up ice with a ¢I{~,]]~ ~ '~ ~ : ~ 1  
sledge and melting it down for enough water to take a bath i~L~. } ]p._x~ ~' - _c '~  
aitd wash clothes arid dishes and have drinking water. ~ , ~ .  - '~ /~ 
Then, since there's no water to flush the toilet with, you ~--/~'~'.-~.~-- /zy,~-.~.~ 
out CANADIAN ASSOCIAT40N have to either use a bucket or an house at minus 35 with I~M I c~,.o, , ,  I ;sso-,,,,o, I 
the wind blowing. ' Ui~ ~t;:g.to. i~';g,g": I 
Couple that with one amputated leg (mine is above the ~ 
left lmee) so that it's impossible to get up or down an icy . ~ . "?  " ' ~ i f "  ]i 
creek bank, arid you have a realistic picture of my position, mere O0 YOU turn i 
This is why I 'm whining. I waut my water back, with a complaint / 
I wrote many letters to various officials, including all top against the press? ! 
forestry offices, the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs, the of- 
fice of Dan Miller, the office of the premier and direct to 
Chief Joe Gosnell, telling them of the ~ced to implement a 
no-logging plan. But they turned a blind eye to this request 
to preserve only about one square mile of our watershed. 
I thought the Nlsga'a chief would uuderstand, as he 
probably had to pack water when he was a kid. After wait- 
ing an ample amount of time, and no reply from Mr. Gos- 
nell, I wrote a letter to the Nisga'a negotiating team and in- 
formed them that if they threatened our water supply they 
would be forciug me to fight against hem for the first 
time. 
In the beginning, the previous chief, Alvin McKay, un- 
To us... 
The British Columbia Pre~ 
Council is an independenr 
review board which considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers, Tolodge a
complaint, all it takes'is the 
cost of a letter. 
g C. Pre~s Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
dcrsto0d our concern attd gave us his support. I informed Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
the Nisga'a team that the only tool we had was the ~ 1 ~  
refcrendum nnd I'd do my best to make the people of B.C. 
aware that if this agreement was signed they could expcct 
the same treatment. 
This is nty belief attd this is what I 'm fighting for. 
Lloyd Brinsom, Nass Camp, B.C.  
Mallory Glustien and Lori Oanzen, 
Registered Physiotherapists, 
are pleased to announce the opening of the 
Cedar River Phys iotherapy 
& Rehab i l i ta t ionCent re  Inc.  
Suite 100, 4619 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
For further information or to arrange an appointment, please 
phone (250) 638-1010 
fax (250) 638,6360 
I ' 
Nolaw and order  
left iri the land 
:Dear Sir:. 
Do we have law and order? It doesn't seem like it 
anymorel We have no justice as well. We have a dou- 
ble standard when it comes to law and order. 
There is one set of laws for the people, and one for 
govermnent officials who can operate above the law 
and get away with it. If we were to do the same things, 
we would be locked up. 
This system is unfair, and it needs to be fair for 
everyone. The government had better start clamping 
down on this issue and not ignore the safety of the 
everyday citizens on the streets. 
It's really a shame how mauy people wc have in this 
country that are scared to stand up and fight back 
against our justice officials conccming this issue, They 
don't even read our letters, thcy just throw our letters in 
the garbage. 
Our government has let crime get out of coutroi to a 
tcrrifying degree. Also, law and ordcr is never propedy 
enforced whcn it comes to jail scntences and parole. 
It seems that the goventment has swept law and order 
under the rug to bc forgotten. 
Mark Bain, Terrace, B.C. 
Young soccer players. 
are not losers 
Dear Sir.' 
My son has been in soccer since he was 5 years old, 
nnd almost always a goalkeeper, and fairly good one at 
that, but for the past three years is never ou a winning 
team. 
What I'd like to kmow is, how do the coaches elect 
players for his/hcr team? 
All the so-called great playcrs cnd up on oue team, 
only to play against maybe some first-time players and 
not-so-great players. 
Rccently my son's team was dcfcatcd by a scorc of 
15-2. What does this do for his sclf-cstccm when his 
teammates call him a Ioscr? 
Is it his fault he has no defcnce? Is it his fault he has 
a not-so great-coach? No, it is not. 
TYSA must have a system as to how teams arc 
formed. Players have no choice but to go with the 
teams which they are desiguated. 
I don't exactly think this is fair. Being in the Under 
14 Division should account for his experieucc. 
What kind of soccer league do we have when we can 
let a team lose four or five games in a row by a score of 
15-2, 8-2, 10-2, and think that these children should 
still keep playing to win? 
But at the end of the night come home nnd say, 
"Morn, wc lost again." 
N. Bright, Terrace, B.C. 
If she was young again 
she'd be on the ramp 
Dear Sin 
It has come to my attention that there have been com- 
plaints about the young people OU the skate ramp that's 
up by the arena. I 'd like to know why. 
I was young ouce, too. l f I  was young I'd be up there 
too, enjoying myself. . . . . . . . .  
:~ I'm ~i 86 year 01d senior lady and my apartment patio 
~lass doors face cast. I enjoy watching the fun they all 
have. The ones who are complaining should feel 
fortunate that these youngsters arc not out on the streets 
or committing crimes against seniors. 
I got to bed at 10:30 -- 11 p.m. and I am not being 
kept awake. 
Edwina Morin, Terrace, B.C. 
~ / ~ k  ifyou!ve g0t EMAILI you Can re~ch ! l  
/t||]3:t111~ |1111| electronically.i Wewelcome: letters;: II 
~B lh l~ lh l~ news tips,sports and 
~I i l~ '  ~ C0ntributions:i and feedback of all typesl; iI 
~.i..standard@kerm°de:ne! i: i ;::/ii:ii lI 
Leads qn 
the tra i. 
Trail Boss 
• 250 ?.stroke, air-cooled, od.ini~ted mgine 
• Exclusive, long.travel rear suspension (8.5 inches) * Rear gas slock 
• r~ght.tuming MacPhenon strut f, ont suspenslcv~ * Automatic transmission ' 
• Single.lever hydrauhc disc brokcs 
1997 TRAIL BOSS 
Suggested retail $5,099 
Sale $4,299 
SAVE $800 
)ffer Ends Aug. 22 I=OLRRI  
~,= RIDE THE BEST 
~ ]~ AUTOMOTIVE &INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
I 4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, e.c., • 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kitlmat, B .C,  632-2224 
 ,.te 
, O 
exerase can 
go a [0ng way! 
Walking 3 km {n 35 minutes 
tan do wondm for ~ur health. 
It's that drnl~. Kq~ 
S~dng a Hec~ Futee~ 
,~'PaRl lt lPBt' l lO/ l~® 
' i . . . .  I I 
NOTICE 
All playing fields at the Terrace, Tb0rnhill & Kigmat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998, 
I 
the teRRaCe LittLe tbeatRe 
Is hoL~tr3g a~bit lons 42OR 
theiR,season opener 
......... ' : . i! il :/ i!;~! 
S COR,  es  
u c  i 
ai icl 
- -  - -  -~=, l~  I /  . , ; ,  
at; ¢i~e mccoLL pb3/bor Jse  
36~s kaL~n"] st. 
~o~z ~:URCbeR lr~co~rrJc=ttorJ 
cor~:oc~: r Jor Jc N s tor Jo  ORCI'JGR 
o~ 63~'-15~z9 
: (  'i 
Terrace Rod & Gun 
Club Raffle 
Attached Are Names Of 
Winners For Our Clubhouse 
Renovation Project. 
1st Prize Ticket #0378 - Magellan G.P.S. 
Buck Dvorak - Hamer St., Terrace, B.C. 
2nd Prize Ticket #0464 - $300 Girl Cert. 
Murray Kuemper -Waish Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
3rd Prize Ticket #0622 - Binoculars 
Sandy Marshall- Churchill Dr., Terrace, B.C. 
I would like to thank all persons that 
supported our raffle. Proceeds will go 
to upgrading the clubhouse. 
Yours truly 
Brian McCoy 
,~  Chairperson , 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiant i re.com 
Or Email us at 
www, cantire.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
I I~ JF J  www.safeway.corn 
~mt~en q~IB~S~ 
www.terraceautomall.com 
'l'errace ]~ts  ~rAL% 
www.terracebuilders.com 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
The Terrace Standard 
atandard@kermode.net 
terracebuilders@osg.net 
Your website/emai l  address 
could be herel 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Leona Klein 
638-6O25 
Telephone/Voice Mail Systems 
Off ic iaiSuppl iers of Norstar, Mitel, Lucent Technologies 
Formerly Tolsec Telecommunicat ions 
N 
• ' .5  " 
PACIFIC NORTHERN Gas 
is r/cuffently investigating 
wb6 is responsible for the 
gas spill in Terrace last 
Thi, rsday. 
,~ccording to Ron Vander- 
le~, regional manager for 
P4eific Northern Gas, the 
,~tural spill could have gas 
b~en a serious situation. 
!"If it had ignited and 
~ited with the wind push- 
iiig towards downtown, 
ihere would have been big 
problems," he said. 
The  spill occurred when 
an excavator (Vanderlee 
wouldn't name the compa- 
ny) struck a portion of a six- 
inch gas line with a back- 
i hoe. The city is laying new 
pavement behind the Ter- 
race Hotel. 
Vanderlee said the ex- 
cavation company had 
called the toll free 
BCICALL before digging, 
which is a service that does 
a free line location check for 
companies, to let them 
Imow what lines are buried 
below digging sites. 
But somehow the lines of 
communication were 
crossed. 
Within minutes of the ac- 
cident, firefighters and po- 
lice closed off the area to 
traffic and started the 
evacuation procedure. 
Approximately 43 
firefighters were on duty 
along with countless RCMP, 
Pacific Northern Gas crews 
There was danger below 
~,~',~'[ ~ ~ 
/ ; '  /~  . . . .  :. : L': 
A SIGN in the window of Totern's tells the tale of last Thursday's  gasleak, 
Countrywide Furniture and Appl iances which led to downtown's evacuation.  
and ambulance workers to to homes and businesses in the lounge, they didn't 
help stop the spill and the area had to be shutoff  return. 
evacuate the downtown area for safety reasons. According to fire chief 
from Kalum Street to It took all day Friday for Randy Smith, it took ap- 
Atwood Street and from PNG employees to turn proximately an hour to 
Lakelse Avenue to the rail- everyone's gas back on. patch the two-inch hole in 
road. Businesses, like the Ter- the pipe. 
Many locals complained race Inn, lost money from He said he was thankful 
about gas headaches a,d the the evacuation and because that it was natural gas that 
strong gas smell, they weren't able to cook spilled, and not propane, 
PNG crews soon set about any food until late Thursday since natural gas dissipates 
the area with gas metres, night when PNG turned its into the atmosphere, while 
measuring the gas-to-air gas back ou. propane is more dangerous 
ratio, which was 1.5 per "We lost revenue from because it's heavier than sir 
cent. the time the gas shut down and therefore more flam- 
"There needs to be a 5 to (5 p.m.) until 10:30 at mable. 
15 per cent gas to air ratio night," said Dulss The patching of the pipe is 
for gas to ignite," said Kleamyck, manager of the a temporary measure until 
Vanderlee. It won't ignite Terrace hm. "We lost all the proper equipment from 
before or after this." dinner trade." Kamloops arrives to corn- 
Once the leak was isola- She added that after pletely cut out the damaged 
ted, 400 gas valves leading people were evacuated from area• 
Rebate an added bonus 
FOREIGN VISITORS to campgrounds and RV Parks 
across the country will go home with a little more change 
jingling in their pockets this summer• 
Effective June 1, a federal government rebate on the 
Goods and Services Tax was extended to outdoor accom- 
modation. 
Joss Penny, executive director of the B.C. Motels, Camp- 
grounds and Resorts Association, says th'e move will make 
it easier for Canadian resorts to compet~ with other juris- 
dictions. 
" I t  just gives us another advantage," he says. 
Since the GST was implemented,/non-roofed accom- 
modation has been excluded from thcrebate provision. For 
years, the Tourism Industry Association of Canada has 
been lobbying the government tochange the policy. 
"What we wanted to do is hav~a level playing field," 
Penny says. 
" I f  someone was coming to renl'a motel room, we felt it 
The Board of Directors of 
McEIhanney Consulting 
Services Ltd. announces the 
retirement of Lyle R. Staple! 
and the appointment of Chris 
Newcomb as President a,d 
CEO of the Company. 
Mr. Newcomb joined 
McEIhanney in 1981, andhe has 
served as Manager Vancouver 
Region Engineering, Vice 
President, and a Director of the 
company. His most recent 
responsibilities have included 
develOpment of the company's i Chris Newcomb, E Eng. 
I buSiness overseas / 
MCEihanney Consu/iing Services Ltd, is an employee-owned member 
Of the McEIhanne~group of companies and provides consulting 
engineering surveying, mapping and planning services to private 
and public sector~lients from eight offices in Western Canada and 
South East Asia/South America and Africa. 
Under the lead~'rship ofMr. Newcomb McEIhanney will continue to 
expand the ragge and diversity of its services to the infrastructure 
and resource~evelopment markets both domestically and 
international!y I 
Hanky Panky's 
, ? '  {9 
C  sers 
Week d 
' I 
Friday, Aug 14 & 
Saturday, Aug 15 
Cruise the strip with us. Get here 
earl~ and get a good parking spot. 
t 
~oeated in the Coast Inn of the West 
was similar to renting an RV spot." 
The GST will be refunded on all campsite fees, including 
hookups, and applies to both tour packages and single 
travel use. 
According to the BCMCRA, Canada is the only country 
i, the world that offers a tax rebate on short.term accom- 
modation, although not all countries have a tax comparable 
to the GST. 
Campground operators must give their visitors a receipt 
that shows the immber of nights stayed, the rental amount 
and the amount of GST paid• 
Visitors qualify for a GST refund if: 
[] They are not a resident of Canada 
[] They have the original receipts 
[] They have purchased and paid GST on short-term ac- 
conmmdation and goods worth at least C$200, before 
taxes. . . . . . .  :"~ : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Report I~!11~1 
How do we choose what o protect? 
Life is full of choices. Choosing one thing can often mean giving up 
something else. By protecting a natural area, we may not have a housing 
development where people could live, or e factory or logging region where 
0eople could work, I! may also mean giving up activities such as hunting 
trapping, Tmhing or plant harvesting. Yet, if we do not protect natural areas, 
plants and wildlife disappear and may even go extinct, We may also loose 
tourism and opportunities for recreation. 
The government of BC has recently developed s Protected Areas 
Strategy as a method of choosing which areas to protect, but the choices 
are difficult• Decision makers have much to consider, What does it mean to 
protect an area? How do we decide which areas to protect? What level of 
protection isrequired? How large should the areas be? What are the costs? 
What are the benefits? How can the multitude of oplnlcns about protected 
areas be taken into account? How should decisions be made? How should 
protected areas be managed, and by whom? What role should First NaUons 
have in managing protected areas? These are all difficult questions to 
answer. 
The provincial government has decided on two major goals for a 
system of protection• The first goal Is to protect examples of the natural 
oive, r sity in BC.. This means choosing representative examples of our many 
lanamrms ana ecosystems from the snowcled mountains, timbered hills, 
and grasslands, to rocky end sandy co~tllnas lakes river8 and fjords, It 
means finding out wnere plants and animals make their homes, and 
locating areas important to our cultural history end our current recreation 
interests, The second Is to protect special natural feature¢ This moans 
doetermining where rare or endangered plant and animal species live and 
coting areas critical for wildlife survival, It means looking for unique 
geological formations as well as cultural heritage features uch as ancient 
village sites and recreational features uch as trails, 
Still, the question remains complex, Small, scattered protected areas 
do not necessarily prevent species extinction. The design, shape, spacing 
and linking of protected areas are all elements being studied• 
, I hope you are enjoying BC provincial parks and that you will vblt other 
parks soon. Whether you come to camp, picnic, play on the beach ski 
hike, or watcn wildlife, remember that parks are for cones~,a'don and for 
eople, 
~ LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
THURSDAY AUGUST 1~ 
4:00 pm Forest Critters team about animals in the 
park and make your own animal to take home. 
7:00 pm Hike-A-Tree Looking through a magnify glass 
can reveal a whole new world in our forests. 
4:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
FRIDAY AUGUST 14 
Plunge In Explore the homes and habits of the 
aquatic animals that live In BC Parks. Bring 
little fish nets If you have some. 
Walk with the Giants Learn some secrets 
about old growth coastal ralnforests, Meet at 
the information sign near the R,V. dump 
station. 
4:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
SATURDAY AUGUST 15 
Weird Weather Weather shapes the way we 
live. Find out more about what makes 
precipitation, 
Jerry's Ranger "Tree Friends" See the forest 
without your eyes. Nature Nut. 
Jerry's Ranger "Camouflage" Life Is often an 
amazing display of how to stay alive, Dogged 
Detective. 
Hug.A-Tree Learn what to do if you are lost in 
the woods. Family presentation and slides, 
MONDAY AUGUST 17 
Butterflies Discover the world of butterflies 
end make a sun cathcer to take home. 
All ere Welcomel All Programs am FREEI 
All programs will be held In the Amphlthelflm 
unless othemlee posted. 
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75% 
OFF 
Office 
Furnitul 
25 
OFF 
Overhead 
Projectors, 
Laminators 
15 
OFF 
Calculators 
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COMPUTERS 
Systems& 
Monitors 
INDIVIDUALLY PRICED 
SCANNERS 
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PRINTERS 
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PRICED 
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70% OFF 
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Software 
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Spill charge . . , , _  . . . . .  . 
' prise' a sur  . 
standards ABOTELoff ie ia lssysthecompany is surprised itwas for ' Are these prices hot .. charged as st result of a 1997 diesel spill at Meziadin Lake Provincial Park. 
Company spokesman Ed Clark said B.C. has such high 
all of its province-wide radio repeater sites iV 
that it has won awards for environmental safety. 
1997,Clarkacltdi°wledged that the 4,0OO litre spill, the rcsU l tsept ,  gov --ent i s  i t  just me. of a crack in an oil-water separator ing, was a case of 
faulty equipment. O r The leak, which happened between Aug. 25 and Sept. 12 . . . .  : 
was discovered 12. BC Tel and 
representatives went to the location Sept. 13 to investigate . . . . .  ,at 
Two days later the provincial environment ministry or- [ ~ ~ ! : ~ t  
dered an assessment and BC Tel started excavating about 
200 cublc metres of contaminated soil. 
"We believe we have done as much as we possibly can 
do in accordance with the environmental standards act," 
said Clark. 
The province is charging BC Tel with one count of intro- 
ducing waste into the enviromnent under the Waste Man- 
agement Act. BC Tel could face a $1 million penalty. 
Company lawyers made a first appearance in Smithers 
court Monday. 
Wayne Campbell, the investigating conservation officer, 
said the charge is based on the leak itself and not how well 
or how fast BC Tel was involved in the clean up. 
Rob Melvin, ,a Department of Fisheries and Oceans rep- 
resentative in New Aiyansh, said no damage was done to 
salmon stocks. Melvin said BC Tel first noticed the spill 
when an alarm went off signalling a diesel tank had 
emptied, but that enviromnental damage was minhnized 
due to an interception trench dug by 1~ Tel. 
The ministry and !~ Tel also seem to disagree about 
removal procedures for diesel still located under the hut 
which contains the generator providing power to the 
repeater station. Derrick Lowe, a B.C. environmental 
safety officer, said the ministry will decide whether the hut 
needs to be removed completely in order to treat the soil 
underneath i  in upcoming months. 
BCTel representativea were not aware any more cleanup 
was required. 
Market parking 
• causes  a wor ry  
PROBLEMS SURROUNDING overcrowded parking at 
the Farmers Market are still under debate at city council. 
It's going to have city officials meet with market 
organizers to discuss the issue. 
City bylaw enforcement officer Frank Bowsher says traf- 
fic at the location, across Park Ave. from Lower Little 
Park, could eventually lead to injury given the nearness to 
the park's playground. 
I : James W. Radelet 
i i i 
i " i RADELET & COMPANY ~r~i~t~. Z Solicitors 
J Tax Law • Trusls • Corporate & Commercial 
i' i330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
; I I~one: 604"689"0878 Fox: 604"6.,.89"!386 
Per month 
48 mo,/lease 
' 98  CAMRY CE 
I° ° NI38  0oo00°ooo ncn  • - - i  
. Best selling car in North America • Power windows/locks/mirrors • Air conditioning 
• AM/FM cassette • Tilt steering/Cruise control • 4 speed automatic transmission 
~LIL  U~l~g permonth "98 RAY4 
48 mo./lease 
• I i D°wNPAYM NI   ON H'YPAY  N' 138  $0 $293 $1~000 $270 $2#00 $247 8 
s2,s42 $228 financing OAC 
• Full time 4WD. Tilt steering. AM/FM cassette. 16 valve DOHC, 127HP • Intermittent wipers 
TOYOTA DEALEP  
wwwtoyota ca 
p A PENCILMAN SAYS READ THE FINE PRINT: 3.8% finance offer from Toyota Canada Credit Inc. Is based on up to 60 month financing OAC~n RAV4 Lease ol e s o r  qua  ed  retail customers 
only on 1998 modets sold and delivered before September 30fh, 1998. Lease paymen s o f  $228152471527015293 for 1998 RAV4 4-Door 4WD(HP10VM.A) based on 48 month walkaway leases 
with $2842152000151000150 down. Total lease obligations are $8,102/$g,856/$11,960/$14,064, Lease payments of $24815271/$29415317 for 1998 CamP/CE (BG22KP-C) based on 48 month 
o ,N~ PROXECgON walkaway leases with $3300/$2000151000150 down. Total lease obligations are $8,604/$11,008/$13,112/$15,216.Lease payments based on a maximum of  96 .000  km. Additional charges are 
10 cents/kin. Excludes lice~'tse, Insurance and applicable taxes, fncludes a maximum of $700 for fre]ght and pre-delivery Inspection. Pencilman sa~ see your Toyota BC Dealer for delairs. 
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HEAVE HO:  The Skeena Valley Model Railway Association's 1928 railcar was 
moved last Saturday to its new home on 80 feet of b'ack in Terrace's future linear 
park. It took two cranes, provided by Rain Coast Cranes, to move the 60- ton  
coach. The railcar will house members' model railroads and will be used for week- 
ly meetings. Currently, the coach is being painted and renovated, 
Giesbrecht doubts 
gun control will work 
SKEENA RESIDENTS 
aren't happy with the new 
federal gun control bill to be 
phased in this fall but most 
will probably comply with 
it. 
In a speech to the legisla- 
tive assembly by Skeena 
NDP MLA Helmut Gies- 
brecht July 24, Giesbreeht 
said he believes Bill (2-68 
doesn't have majority sup- 
port in most rural ridings, 
including his. 
"Most rural British 
Columbians simply don't 
believe that Bill C-68 will 
do what the federal govern- 
ment says it will," said 
Geisbrecht. 
Geisbrecht referred to the 
bill as an attempt by the fed- 
eral government to be seen 
to be doing something about 
violent crime. 
He said later in an inter- 
view that there is no sub- 
slantial proof that the gun 
control would prevent 
violent crime. 
Provisions of the new act 
call for increased registra- 
tion of weapons, imposes a 
hefty series of licence fees 
and makes ome weapons il- 
legal. 
In his speech, Giesbreeht 
said, "Crhninals won't reg- 
ister their firearms, won't 
get firearms acquisition cer- 
tificates and won't take a 
course in firearms safety. 
Law-abiding citizens will 
inevitably comply with the 
law." 
He said he believes many 
of his constituents own 
guns, in many eases for 
recreation. 
He thiuks most will obey 
the new laws and pay the 
licensing and registration 
fees but that some won't  
"There are some people 
who believe civil dis- 
obedience will change the 
law," he said. 
Giesbrecht told the legis- 
lature the bill was un- 
necessary and a better 
alternative would have been 
to increase enforcement of 
previously existing gun 
laws. 
The bill was passed by the 
federal government in June 
1995 and Geisbrecht says 
estimates for implementa- 
tion of the laws have come 
in between $88 million and 
$130 million. 
HEA.q3" 
AND STROKE 
fOUNDAt ION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING "ii~rrace, B.C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VaG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne E~,an,~ Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send I 
your donation to the address above,'along with the name I 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- I 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. I 
B e  ~.; ! " 
somep ace  , 
else. 
Tra i l  B lazer  
.250 2.stroke, air.coded, oil.injeded engine • Exclusive, long.trove~rear suspension 
(8.5 inches) * £Kjht.tuming Mo~Phe~on strut front suspension • Aulomotk tmnsmissk~n 
• Single.lever hydraulic disc brokes 
@ 1997 TRAIL BLAZER E.S. Suggesled retail $5,099 Sale $4,299 NOW ONLY $3,699 
S SAVE 6 0 0  
Offer Ends Aug. 22 I~LRRI I~  ' 
_~_ RIDE THE BEST 
* 1 1~ AUTOMOTIVE& INDUSTRIAL SUPP; 
i I ~,O:rO PAR T ~ SERVICE/CENTRI 
4841 KetthAvenue, Terrace, B.C. • 
, 149B City Centre, K'dimat, B.C. * 632-2224 
There's  a new stop on 
the information highway. 
Cyberspace has found a new place to cal home. Sympanco, 
the leading Internet service i.~rnvider in B.(:. and Canad.q, 
has arrived in Terrace. Sympatico is the lnternet service you 
can trust from BC TEL. It's affordable, easy to set up, easy 
to use. In fact, everything you need is m one snmll box. 
You get :  
• Netscape Communic:~tor [nternet browser and 
e-nmil software 
• Technical support 24 h.urs a day, seven days a week 
• MyBC.conh a Web site designed by and for British 
Columbians with ever/thlng from rcgiotml business news . . . . .  
and movie reviews to an extensive directory of B.C. 
golf courses. 
To find otlt more about Sympatico r get a free Starter Kit, 
call i800 663 1440 or visit your BC TEl. I'brmeMart" store. 
fYmPATJ(® 
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YOU'VE BEEN MARRIED TEN YEARS, - 
HAD TWO HOUSES,  
& BOX SPRINGS "" ;,:,,¢ 
"" I I - -  
30 day sleep satisfaction guarantee • 
• Free removal of old b e d s  
Totem's  Count rywide /  
I I~ l r~ l~b,  Furn i tu re  ,,l~= App l iance  I 
I| VW'~ 'The value has never been better'| 
I ' '  F ~ ~  4501 Lakelse Ave. Terrace ~ ~ ~ I 1.8oo-e13-11 8  38-1158   
"THE BED EXPERTS" 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
's time to start worrying 
THE MILLENIUM BUG. 
People have talked about it 
for years but, with less than 
a year and a half to go until 
the new millenium, if you 
aren't doing so already, it's 
time to start worrying, espe- 
cially if you operate a busi- 
ness ................. 
The "bug" will happen 
because many of the pro- 
grams that read dates, as 
most programs do, read only 
the last two digits. 
So the year 2000 will read 
.as 00 on many computers, 
making them believe it is 
the year 1900 or making 
them incapable of under- 
standing the date altogether. 
Accounting systems could 
show that people have never 
payed their bills. 
Or the program that regu- 
lates the on switch on your 
computer could refuse to 
understand the date and you 
may not be able to turn yot:r 
computer on at all. 
The real problem, how- 
ever, may come from the 
networked nature of com- 
puter systems. 
Everything from interac 
machiues attd bank ma- 
chines to phone company 
records aud traffic lights are 
computer-operated. 
"Most people don't want 
to think about it," says 
Logan Dott, of Ikon Office 
Solutions. 
Dott says that with the 
decreasing cost of new 
YOUR COMPUTER equipment could night December 31, 1999, when the 
become useless after the stroke of mid- much-hyped millenium bug kicks in. 
hardware, and the high cost of computers, printers or in- 
of converting old hardware, temet access. 
many people are chosing to If you're worried about 
buy new equipment, the bug, Dott suggests tart- 
Newer computers, built in ing by figuring out what 
the last 16 months, don't kind of software and 
have the millenium bug motherboard you have. 
problem. But the problem Most major computer 
isn't limited to hardware, companies have web sites 
"A lot of your software set up to tell people whether 
could just shut down," says their equipment is subject o 
Dott. the bug and to help them 
The bug will also affect deal with the problem. 
servers, which run networks 
If you still can't find an 
answer, Dott suggests taking 
your computer to a tech- 
ztician. But he suggests uot 
waiting any longer. 
"People who can solve 
the problem are going to be 
on short demand," he says. 
To leant about loans for 
your busiuess's conversion 
costs, check out the Busi- 
ness Development Bank 
website at www.bdc.ca 
4 
# 103 4622 Greig Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M9 
ND NEW FACILITY 
 .,-,qTRAL LOCATION 
Creative Movement, Ballet, Jazz, Tap, Adult Classes, Festivals, 
Workshops, Exams, Year End Production, Syllabus, R.A.D. 
Ballet & Brian Foley ADAPT Tap & Jazz, Ages 3 & up, 
Boys Welcome. 
Director & Owner 
Carols Anderson R.A.D. ADAPT. 
REGISTRATION & OPEN HOUSE 
August 28, 29 & 30, 1998, Sept. 4, 5, 6 
12-4:00 pm 
Classes start September 14, i 998 
Call 635-8113 for further information. 
Dance Wear Available 
Out & 
About 
New owners 
DAIRY QUEEN'S new 
owners are settling in after 
taking over the beginning of 
June. 
William de Hoog, one of 
two partners now running 
the; restaurant, was a me- 
chani~c at Neid Enterprises 
and wanted to do something 
different. 
"The opportunity was 
there and I've had my eye 
on it for a while," he said. 
The other partner is Irving 
Grypstra attd the restaurant 
employs more than 20 full 
and part time people. 
Gas buy 
THE PROPANE business is 
going to change here and 
across Canada with plans by 
Superior Propane to buy 
ICG Propane from its 
owner, Petro Canada. 
The $175 million sale is 
being reviewed by the feder- 
al competitiolt bureau. That 
could take place this fall. 
There are five Superior 
employees in town and five 
outlets across the northwest. 
Company officials say it is 
too early to gauge the im- 
pact on employees. 
The two companies have 
257 branches and satellites 
across Canada and the com- 
bined enterprise would 
make Superior the third 
largest propane distributor 
iu North America. 
KFC talks 
to resume 
TALKS BETWEEN Ken- 
tucky Fried Chickeu and the 
Canadian Auto Workers 
union are still on hold after 
the union's B.C. members 
rejected KFC's final offer in 
a July 22 vote. 
Bargaining will resume 
when the two parties work 
out a schedule. 
The 481 members who 
voted rejected the offer by a 
53 to 47 per cent margin. 
The package would have 
given employees a 6.8 per 
cent raise over three years. 
CANADA-WIDE 
11 . '#t 
slOg DOWN CAN OPEN A LOT OF DOORS. GET INTO ANYOF THESE 
FOR JUST slOg AND YOUR FIRST LEASE PAYMENT. 
'1OO DOWN 
~CHEVY ASTRO 
The versat i l i ty of  a minivan with the 
sheer strength of a truck. If that 
doesn't pull  you, the rock-bottom 
price wil l ,  Vortec 4300 V6 engine. 
4-wheel anti-lock brakes, dual front air bags, 
air conditioning, AM/FM stereo cassette. 
tinted glass. 
 2 ;188 
$ * 364 SMARTLEASE /month/36 months 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
slOg DOWN 
~'98 CHEVY C/K REGULAR CAB 
200 HP Vortec 4300 V6 engine, 4-wheel anti.lock ~ 
brakes, dual airbags. AM/FM stereo cassette, 
power steedng, tachometer. ~ . . . ; ~  
$ * 306 SMARTLEASE/month/24 months 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
F INANCING 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
ON MOST VEHICLES' 
s lOO DOWN 
*452 SMAm'LF.ASs'/m0nth/24 months NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
~CHEVY BLAZER 
This hardworking S,U.V, gives you security In an 
insecure world. With these features: 
;URCHASF.I 4.3 litre V6 Vortec engine. Insta.Trac TM 31A98 4.wheel drive. 4.wheel ABS. dual 
airbags, air conditioning, AM/FM stereo 
cassette. 
s log  DOWN 
"356 SMAnTLEASE'tmonth/24 months NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
CHEW C/K 
EXTENDED CAB 
34 oo. truck for the price. 
Don't be fooled by the other trucks. 
4-wheel anti-lock brakes, dual alrbags, 
4,3 litre V6 cylinder engine, A~/FM 
stereo cassette, intermittent wipers, 
chrome-plated wheels (not shown), 
---:_!1 
s lOg  DOWN 
~404 SMARTLr~SE'/month/24 months NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
CHEW C/K 
EXTENDED CAB 4x4 
PURCHASE' 
s27,760 
For people who need a 
dependable, long.lasting truck 
with a lot more room. With these 
features= 4.3 litre V6 Vortec engine, 
4-wheel anti.look brakes, dual alrbags, 
AM/FM stereo cassette, 
HUGE SELECTION. AT YOUR CHEVROLET. OLDSMOBILE DEALERS. 
McEwan 6M in Terrace 635-4941 ,,883 
Y~u ~h~uk~ kn~w th~s: ~Ba~ ~n ~ 3~ m~nti1k~ss ~r A~m ~ 24 m~nth ~ase f~r ~ ~ C~ ~ ~b 4~ ~ ~ ~ ~b 4 ~ ~ ~ ~t~ ~ 4x4. A down p~ymo~ 
or trad0 of $1 (30 IS r0clutn~, Total obligation IS $13,204 / 10,94817,4441 8,664 / 9,796. Annual kllometn) I~nlt 20,000 Ion, $0.12 pe¢ excess Idlometm. Othor [ease optR~ns ava~Nob ~, ' t  
L[conce, k~rance.ak'conddloohgexciSetaxardt~osnolklcluded. Dea~ may sell or fease for f~ss. $Flnmclngonapl~l~edGMACorsdltonly, Exampte:$10.00OatL9% R. hl~ 
mo(ithly paymeclt is $216,5t lot 48 months. Cost of borrowing is $392.48, Tofid obagatlorl IS $10,392.48. Down paym~t, trade and/or sectl!~ deposit may be regu .l~d, Mort1 ly 
poymeT~ at~ cost o# tx:m~vbg wgl vary ~ on amount boxowsd md down payrner~l~, ' t t  Ot/er,J apply to 1998 new ot de fnon~ ~s  eqU~pl~ ~'  dosoribed, an(~aP.Plk~. 
forco~llllonsand etails, v,~-,~gmcanada.cor~llsa tr demark of Genial M~ot~ Coqxxat(on. ~g ls te~d lYademarkof Gemr~Motot~ Corporatk~l,'rD Bank ~otlsed 
Alaskan fish 
numbers drop Fut -uve  L inks ,  !. .  ' , , i [ , .~  : '"":,"'"""'ackenz ; ,Ensur ing  The  Futut Jc ,o f  Go l f  ! I 
PROVINCIAL FISHERIES minister Dennis Streifel has 
called Alaska's declaration that its western area is a dis- 
aster area because of declining fish stocks a reason to 
finally conclude aPacific Salmon Treaty. 
Streifel said coastal governments need to "develop a 
shared plan of action to recover these declining stocks." 
When news broke that Alaskan chinook stocks in the 
Ynkon River and Bristol Bay area fell an average 66 per 
cent this year, Alaskan Governor Tony Knowles declared 
western Alaska a disaster area for fish stocks and outlined 
a $19 million aid package for fishers and coastal com- 
munities. 
According to an American press release, the emergency 
money is similar to relief for crop failures in southern 
states. 
The package could include: National Guard assistance in 
transporting food to impoverished areas, changes to federal 
unemployment i surance programs, help with heating bills 
through a low income housing energy assistance program 
and aboriginal assistance for food, clothing and shelter. 
The aid program will also include conferences and busi- 
ness improvement programs. American organizers plan to 
label wild salmon as "organic" and non-American-caught 
sahnon with the country of origin on U.S. shelves. Salmon 
stocks will also be studied to determine the cause of 
fisheries failure. 
Meanwhile, details of a $400 million Canadian aid pack- 
age for B.C. fishers and commercial and sports fishing 
businesses could be released within a week. 
The money was announced in May by federal fisheries 
minister David Anderson and is meant o help sider fishers 
retire and to help businesses which now depend upon the 
fishery to develop other economic opportunities. 
This package is expected to help northwestern fishing 
lodges and guides hard hit by closures on the Skeena 
River. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Terrace Chrysler is pleased to welcome 
CJ. Kaye as the Finance manager to their 
team of professionals. CJ brings with him 
20 years experience in the automotive 
industry. Stop in and meet CJ or call for 
your motoring needs. 
TERSE w.t .m  
C 00d Health Clinies 
We would like 
to invite you 
and your family 
to join us at our 
Zellers Good 
Health Clinics. 
Meet with our pharmacist and other 
health care professionals and learn 
about your body and your heath. 
Our next Clinic Day is scheduled for: 
August  19,1998 
10:00 am - 4:00 pm 
At Zellers Skeena Mall. 
Topic: Choleststerol  Measurement.  
AVON nurse will be on hand to conduct the 
clinic and answer any cholesterol related 
questions you may have. 
F:ish facts 
No more barbed hooks 
THE PROVINCIAL Fisheries minister restricted 
Skeena nglers from using barbed hooks last week. 
"Barbless hooks make it more likely that coho and 
other vulnerable species caught by anglers can be 
released undamaged," said fisheries minister Dennis 
Streifel. 
The bau which applies to all Pacific-draining rivers in 
B.C. was effective Saturday. No other freshwater 
fisheries restrictions are expected, said Streifel. 
Native protest 
ABOUT 38 NATIVE commercial fisheries boats drew 
attention off the coast of Prince Rupert on B.C. Day in 
an effort o make local governments aware of the state 
of native commercial fisheries. 
Organizer John Helin said Lax Kw'Alaams and Met- 
lakatla residents want federal financial help and lo.g 
term access to sahnon. 
Meeting of the mayors 
FEDERAL FISHERIES minister David Anderson met 
with B.C. mayors Aug. 5 to discuss the economic de- 
velopment of coastal communities. 
The meeting was part of Anderson's plan to ask 
communities how best to compensate unemployed 
fisheries workers, said fisheries official John Fraser. 
The meetings did not include Terrace representation. 
r 
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Media Advisory 
Local Kids Benefit From Future Links Junior Golf Program 
Children aged 8 to 12 are getting their first taste of golf thanks to the Terrace 
Parks..& Recreation, The British Columbia Golf Association, and the Royal 
Canadian Golf Association. Future Links junior golf clinics are being conduc~:,d 
on ~ugust 15th & 16th from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Boys and girls are instructed in a 
high-energy, fun-filled atmosphere designed to capture their interest and foster an 
understanding and appreciation for golf. Registrations are being accepted at 
Terrace Parks & Recreation office or Skeena Valley Golf Club. 
Future Links, presented by Mackenzie Financial, is a joint initiative of the RCGA 
and CPGA designed to forge a link between golf and Canada's youth, ensuring 
the future of the game. "Since 1996 over 11,000 young Canadians have gotten 
their start in golf by taking part in Future Links clinics" says Paul MacDonald 
RCGA director of membership development. "In 1998 with support from 
Mackenzie Financial, our Official Suppliers, the provincial associations and mem- 
ber clubs we hoe to increase the number of kids in the program to 15,000." 
Children participating in the Future Links Level 1 clinic receive lessons covering 
basic instruction on putting, short game, full swing, rules, etiquette and "playing 
the aame." 
"The Mol~il ~ Clinic is really an extension of Future Links and serves as a grass 
roots outreach program," say Kris Jonasson, executive director of the BCGA. 
"Hopefully it will encourage our youth, who traditionally play other summer 
sports, to get hooked on golf." 
T H E "  R E L • C A N A D I A N 
- Ilne d.'l .e ,ea r  per, 
. ,41 
U " ~ "~ "'~ / i  
Fanco, 150 sheets 
v 
with this coupon you may purchase one of the above for the 
stated pdce. One coupon per family. Coupon must 
be presented at time of pumhase. Coupon 
expires Sunday, August 16,1998. 
No relnchecks, no substltutlona. 
~ e  
~. Coupon must 
chase. Coupon 
¢lgust 16,1998. 
o a a m l m m i  
0 subsgtutlonn. 
,4181 
i "-"i 
,,,,= "~~~, :  i each 
with thin coupon you may pumhase one of the above for the 
stated price. One coupon per family. Cou~n must 
be presented st time of purchase. Coupon 
= ~ expires Sunday, August 16,1986. 
_ . ~ No relncheck~, no substitutions. 
  corr.ot,on 7 
.m l~• v~th th a coupon you may pumhase one ot ttm I 
~,, [] stated pdco. One coupon per family. Coupon must I 
-'. :~  [] ~ be presentedsttime ofpurchase. Coupon I 
= ~ [] ! ~  ex~res Sunday, August 16,1998, I 
.- ~ - -  P.J=~aJu.B No relnolleeks, no substitutions, j 
Spr, nt3 p.a r pack 
spbrtor tube socks 
3 pair pack 
~r , , 3 pack 
~ ~ ~ p ~ F a n c o ,  assorted co,ours 
i"  al~ [ ]  wtth this coupon you may purchase one of the above for 
i. ~ Lib [ ]  stated pdce. One coupon per family. Coupon must 
i" ~ [ ]  ~ be presented at time of purchase. Coupon 
i = ~ [] ~ expires Sunday, August 16,1998. 
~- m"-  m 0118.  mPJP_~L~__Jm No relnchecks, no substltutl 
~ J ~  BIc Classlc pens, 12 per package l l  
I = ~,  [ ]  wtth thls coupon you may pumhase one of the above for the I 
I. ~ ~ [ ]  ~ed pdce. One coupon per ~mlly..Coupon must I 
IL ~ i  [ ]  ~ be presented at time or purchase, coupon I 
I = ~ [] ~ expires Sunday, August 16,19~, I 
~,~ ~,,~l . . . . . . . .  No_mlnchecks. n._o su_bg't~lo~.. J 
-=~, - -~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
La~~c.o lour lng  pencils, 24 per package l l  
l 
I :  wlth thla coupon you may purchase one of the above for the I 
17 ~iu [] stated pdce. One coupon per ~mlly..coupon muet I 
I "' ~ [ ]  ~ be presented attime or purchase, coupon I 
I = ~ [ ]  ~ expires Sunday, August 16, lgg¢ I 
~ No relnchecks, no aubstJb~ornk j 
~ I ~~, '~ Eagle pencils, per package 10 
:l? P_  
I1: ~ [ ]  wlthmla coupon y.ou may purchase one of the above for the 
I I ". ~ i orated pnce. une coupon per lamlly, uoupon mum 
I I " ~ [ ]  ~ be presented at time of pumhase. Coupon 
II = ~ [ ]  ~ expires Sunday, August 16, lgg6. I 
I ~ P_J=PJ.P.Jr.m NO reln¢, h~_~ _no_su~_ue_ _o~.__j 
Prices effective Wednesday, August 12 until Sunday, August 16,1998. We resenm the right to limit quantities. 
4524 Feeney Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9:00 A.M. - 9:00 RM. 
SATURDAY 9:00 A,M. - 6:00 RM. 
• SUNDAY 10:00 A,M. -  5:00 RM. 
i 
i 
i ":+" 
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Business. licence activity 
is beg,nn,ng to =ncrease 
THE NUMBER of business are being issued to small 
licences issued by the city businesses being started by 
has increased since April, those seeking to appeal to a 
stopping a slight downward 
trend that began in January. 
To the end of July, there 
were 1,222 active business 
iicencea, an increase from 
1,206 in April. 
Still, that's down from the 
1,274 on the books at the 
end of January. 
From January to the end 
of July, city records indi- ~ 
cates there were 162 lapsed ~ [] 
iicences, 79 new licences gll 
issued and 14 renewals. A 
The majority of the i 
licences that weren't 
f renewed happened from January to April. Much the same is being 
reported by the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce, 
Manager Bobble Phillips 
said the number of chamber 
memberships has held ~11 
steady this year. 
niche market. 
"In times of crisis new 
opportunities arise and 
people will respond," he 
said. 
Veldman said that while 
Terrace may be suffering a 
bit, it is not out of propor- 
tion with situations in other 
B.C. towns and, in fact, the For the year to date at the 
city may be better off than end of July, permit values 
other places, were $4.489 million, about 
, * ~ . , ,  one-quarter of the $17.425 
In the meantixne, city con- million for the same period 
struction records for July in 1997. 
continue to run much lower Just over $2 million in 
than in previous years, single home residential con- 
Permits issued for July struction permits were 
had a value of $524,600, issued up to the end of July 
less than July 1997's figure compared to $6 million to 
of $1.389 million, the end of July 1997. 
Chamber of com- 
merce membership 
holding steady. 
"We're on target for this 
year," said Phillips of the 
chamber goal of breaking 
the 400-membership mark. 
She estimates chamber 
membership now stands at 
385. 
"We're told that each year 
you can count on losing up 
to 10 per cent of your mem- 
bership," said Phillips. 
"We've never come close 
to that. At the most, we've 
lost seven per cent.' ' 
Phillips did concede that 
business is slow in some 
quarters but that business al- 
ways experiences ups and 
downs .  
"It's a psychology. We 
have to keep upbeat and 
positive," she said. 
Terrace economic devel- 
opment officer Ken Veld- 
man feels the business com- 
munity here has stabilized 
and that business licences 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
the Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared a quarterly divi- 
dend of 28 cents per share 
on the Issued and outstand. 
Ing Class A and Class B 
Common Shares of the 
Corporation payable on 
September 23, 1998 to 
shareholdem of record at the 
close of business on 
September 8, 1998. 
By Order of the Board 
K.L Wharton 
Assistant Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C., July29, Ig98 
v 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATIT.NTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'MORE WAYS TO ~AVE' FLYER 
PaOo 4 - IIImll, "~''13 CodliNg Rxlunl, 
S~, ,~NI IX~ The lllu~ImUon 
~wm I~ Inmm~t 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
AI"rENTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'RX-UP ~ FLYER 
Page S. Itom~ 20-Rote Rah, nus 
s~ ~.o~ex/o~ox. ~ 'zM, 
Rumfo~l ~td Capd' ~ttems have been 
discontinued. 
Page 10 • Quak~ State 5'yncron, 29. 
Copy reads: 1L ~ and 
I OW~O. Should read: g4~nt SWGO taxi 
I0W30, 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO THE FOU.OWlNG 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'"END OF SEASON B.OWOUT 
INERT IN THE 'FIX-UP SALE" 
FLYER 
P~ sofln~t.soe~se~ e~ 
41tTX. Copy reads: 5.9oJ3-Pak. 
Should mad: S,99P~, 
WE SlNCF.RELY REGRET/~IY 
INCONVENIENCE WE I~t~y 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. ; 
~V~-A I  Zeme 
I 
i i i  
The Class of '88 Grad Reunion would like 
to thank the following people and 
businesses for their donations & gifts! 
Thank You! 
Nort~em Drugs, Rickies, Bay View Fuels, Central Flowers, Erwin 
Jewellers, Valhalla Pure Outfitters, Canadian Tire, Sdeway, 
Mulligan's Home Run, East End Chevron, Flower's A La Carle, 
Ebony's, Just Legs, McEwan GM, Glass Slipper, Nyce Lady Bridal 
Shop, Inn of The West Beer Store, Northern Motor Inn, Leanne 
Saline, Bri-Don Ind., Copperside 1, Balloon Magic and 
Flower and, J&F Distributors, Pepsi, Coke, Old Dutch, Grimm's, 
Weston's, Freybe, Sight & Sound, Fitness Zone, Bargain Shop, 
Work ,War d, Terrace Chrysler, Skeena Cold Beer & Wine, 
Ronda s Hair Designs, Home Hardware, Mantique, Terrace Inn, 
Speedee Prin/ers, Third Ave', Shoes, Kerfs Marine, Terrace T~ck 
& Diesel, Braid's Insurance, Nejd's, PNG, Images By Karlene, Blue 
Ridge Venlures, MC Bike, Don Di la's, Northwest Anglers, 
@verwaitea, Dairyland, Gingerbread ayhouse, Fields, C-emma's 
Kitchen & Bath, Kondolas, Creative Zone. 
:. r>:~Ur: .... • . '-:%t - , • : .  • 
. . ,  : ~, ~,:..,,. m. . , : , '  ' " '  
:• 7r . ,~ ,  ~ r ,~  , / t  . .~ /  ...< 
Bobble Phillips 
 2.69 
Safeway Club Price 
Shady  Lane 
utter 
l - l b .  (454-g)  
F IRSTONE.  
SAVE tip to 50¢ 
~ / ~,iii~ i i ~ 
: "  • ~i ~ • 
• " , . . , '  . .  
5.88 
Safeway Club Price 
Kraft Cheese Slices or 
Cheez Whiz 
Assorted varieties, ffocess Cheese 
Food. I-kg. RRSTONE 
SAVE up to $2.11 
i ~  ¸ ,48 
3.49,;,,, 
Top Sirloin 
Grilling Steaks 
8oneless. 
Valu Pack. / 
~'"  ,, '~ "~ , ' ~  .... .~N~:?~ "~'~ '~;Nv:~ Boneless. Skinless. Seasoned, 
" , "~%~":',,~ " ' i~' .~?, ,~. . .  '~b . \ '~  Frozen. Sold in a 4-kg box for 
r - -~~;~, ,~~' , ,~ .  , '~ '  . S3ZS:'e~. 
~,' Saleway Safeway ,.:i. / I Safeway Club Price n .- ~ . . . . . .  > Club Price 
"~'i, ....... - . .  :~'i~'~.1 Bakeshop [~ Corn 
'.:~ ,:~,~_.:". ~ ::-.-:~,: ~;~ Engl ish Muf f ins  ~ l  , on  the  Cob 
~j~ :~ i ,~"~ :'.~ ~.'~'~ Pack~e of 6. ~!~1 Product of U.SA./Canada 
i 
~.~l,, s,/.~ ~, ~ Y" "1  SAVE up to 50¢ ~!:~:*1 SAVE up to $2.880n twelve 
, . . . , , .  , , , . . .  ~ • .v . . . .  . . . . . . . .  - . . .  ~ ~.~- ; . ,  
I 
I 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 0 M M U N I T 
Riverboat Days 1998 
Results 
Parade 
Correction: Misty River Books won third prize 
Slingers race 
TEAM RACE 
1st Back Eddy Pub 
2rid George's Pub, Northern Motor Inn 
3rd Hanky Panky's Lounge, Coast Inn of the West 
SINGLES RACE 
1st Petra Burdett, Hanky Panky's Lounge 
2rid Bianca Khom, Hide-away Dining Room 
MANAGERS RACE 
1st Tanya Anderson, Hide-away Dining Room 
BEST SPORTSMANSHIP 
The Old Keg, Kitimat 
Emergency services challenge 
1st Thondaill Originals 
2nd Thonthill Firefightcrs 
3r'd Terrace Firefightcrs 
TERRACE ROCKED ALL 
WEEKEND: (Clockwise 
from below) People came 
in droves to gorge at the 
salmon barbecue at KJt- 
sumkalum Reserve; Earl 
Stewart from GiGi's pub 
competed in the Slinger's 
race; Deryl Gurnsey looks 
at an antique Ford at 
Heritage Park; dozens of 
seniors showed up for the 
senior's mile down 
Lakelse Avenue; River- 
boat Queen Clara Turner 
took part in the opening 
ceremonies, Six genera. 
tions of Turners have 
lived in Terrace, starting 
with Tom Turner in 1907. 
Jules Perry was the 
Riverboat Captain. He 
helped found the first 
Riverboat Days in 1968. 
Seniors mile 
RUNNING - 55+ 
1st John Dewacht 
2rid Karl Drahorad 
RUNNING - UNDER 55 
1st Inez McAra 
2nd Magggie Brodley 
WALKING. 55+ 
1st Maxine Smal Iwood 
2nd Doloress Kucchle 
WALKING. 40+ 
1st Karcn Parker 
2nd Cindy Brown 
WALKING - UNDER 40 
1st Debbic Francis 
2nd Joan Moldenhouer 
Buggy relay 
1st Canadian Tire 
Show 'n shine 
QUARTER MILE 
Matthew Ciarabut, Sight & Sound, 1967 Dodge Dart 
GT 
TRUCK 
Bob Bowal, 1978 Chevy pick-up Silverado 
STREET ROD 
Nick Anweiler, 1934 Ford Coupe 
MOTORCYCLE 
Casey Vandenbmek, 1995 Harley 
Wide-Glide 
Davidson Dunn 
CAR 
Tony Demelo, 1966 Pontiac Acadian 
CLASSIC 
Nonnan Stephens, 1974 Plymouth Cuda 
Riverboat Days Drag Race 
BRACKET I 
1st Kcvin Martins, Kitimat 
2nd Keith Way, Kitimat 
3rd Ken Brown, Terrace 
BRACKET II 
1st Jim McColcman, Terrace 
2nd John Gryba, Hazeiton 
3rd Brutus McCa non, Terrace 
MOTORCYCLE 
1st Stephen Gra f, Smithers 
2nd Mike Ward, Kitimat 
3rd Dan Desautels, Prince Rupert 
KING OF THE YELLOWHEAD 
Mark Sarich 
BEST REACTION TIME 
Kevin Martins 
CLOSEST TO DIAL IN 
Russ Gutkwecht 
HARD LUCK 
Kris Karlson 
King of the Mountain race 
MENS WINNERS 
1st Richard Harrison - 37:33 
2nd James Smids - 38:05 
3rd Chet Carroll - 39:08 
WOMEN WINNERS 
1st I~anlelle Thompson - 51:11 
2ad Maureen Sargent. 53:19 
3rd Kate Eckfeldt. 55:33 
I /: 
:J 
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TERRACE! STANDARD 
~1 mr II 
MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
I 
• Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S  PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S.  
ETCETERA 
ner Saturday evening. Admission by  
donation at the door (minimum $5 a day 
for non members.) For more info call 
Rene 638-0483 or Audrey 635-5311. 
AKERMODE FR IENDSHIP  
SOCIETY: challenge 98 summer day 
camp for children ages 7-12 runs from 
Ju ly  6 - August 29. For more informa-' 
tion call Burr at 635-4906. No registra- 
• GIGI 'S  PUB presents The Weeds, an 
all female top 40 and rock band. THE 
LOUNGE features DJ Burt Ljungh 
playing jazz and swing. 
MOUNTAIN:  Shames 
Mountain Blueberry Fest is on Sunday, 
August 16 from noon until 5 p.m. Bring 
your buckets and pick your own 
blueberries. They will weigh them and. 
award prizes for the most picked. Enjoy 
delicious blueberry deserts. Reserva- 
tions call 635-6244. 
ALSO AT SHAMES:  "Music  in the 
Mountains" Sunday, September 20. 
There will be music, bike races, sports 
show, a BBQ'etc. 
HAZELTON FARMERS MARKET 
is starting at the Old Royal Bank 
location in Hazelton August 1 from 
9-11 a.m. No fees apply. For more 
info call Emma or Patdcia 842- 
6110. 
tion fees. 
: • 
ETCETERA ,S.A. S 
AB.C. BLUEGRASS ASSOC. invites 
people to i ts  annual general meeting 
Sept 11-18 at the Terrace Curling r ink 
for three days of music and fun. Some 
entertainers include: The Rene's (fid- 
dling and singing), Reviver (gospel), 
Bobby Ball, Dizzy Strings (bluegrass),. 
Earl Crawford & Moonshine, Earl Son- 
neveldt (harmonica), plus much more! 
Music starts Friday night. Potluck din- 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
A FRIDAY NIGHTS are for youth 
from 8-midnight at the Carpenters Hall. 
• Check out the tunes, movies and 
refreshments. 
MONDAY NIGHTS are for youths 
aged 9-13 from 7-9 p.m. at Clarence 
Michiel Field. 
July 20: ICBC impaired relay or water 
sports night 
July 27: skateboard and bike night 
August 10: open Fun night 
August 17: summer wind-up 
SATURDAY N IGHTS at the Teen 
Learning Centre form 9-12 p.m. have 
open circle-shared circle. We listen, 
share, understand, aid and support 
without judgement. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for  the 
". fol lowing week's paper. .. 
Blue Bottle Flyz 
From Haze l ton  
August  14 & 15 
Coming Back Soon 
From Calgary 
Marshal Law! 
'Class A' country 
band from Calgary. 
Friday & Saturday 
$3.00 cover 
and Kaium Lake Drive (across from 
college,) 
ART CONTEST: SU-SIT'AATK 
EDUCATION SOCIETY is holding 
an art contest for their logo. Con- 
testants must be of First nations 
ancestry, art should be related to 
the theme: Su-Sit' Aatk means 'a 
Thursday, August 13 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA- 
TION workshop at 7 pm in the li- 
brary board room. Free information 
sessions to help families adjust to 
the challenges following family 
separation. 
TERRACE WOMENS CENTRE: 
Take Back the Night Planning 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
room. For more info call 635-0135. 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7L30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 635-4449. 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the fast and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class corn- 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- 
days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You 
don't need to bring your own set to 
play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch 
at North Sparks and Halliweil (beside 
Heritage Village and the Kin Hut). 
new beginning' in T'simshain, meeting at 1 p.m.. at the Terrace ,p.m. They're looking for volunteers munity. For more info call .Bruce at Beginners and all ages welcome. 
artwork must be in' bySept  28. Women's.:Cenkd. T~d .Backtf ie land board members. Contact Lois at 635'6316. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Therewili be prizes for all age ~ Night S@t  181 is l part'vigil, par t  ',635-~4232 f0rm0re~fo. ~~ .... '~i'?::~ ~ ............. ~ ...... ~ ............ ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
groups, For more info., call. 635 ........ protest, part-rallying.cry-and.show: .i_ i .'~ "~ ........ TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
4544. 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN SEA- 
SONAL GATHERING OF FOODS: 
If you don't want your rhubarb, fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
WILUNG TO DO VOLUNTEER 
WORK: The Skeena Native Devel- 
opment Society's first Summer Stu- 
dent Youth Program is looking to  
assist seniors, and those in need. • 
We are able to help with yard work, 
car washing, small painting 
projects, and other small jobs. if 
you need some help, call 638-0797. 
Please leave a message. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities, By participating on boards 
like t, he B,C, Summer and Winter 
Games, B,C, Transit or any of the, 
other 180-plus boards in our pro-, 
vince, you can learn how choices, 
affecting your community are made 
- -  and be part of that decision- 
making process, For more informa-. 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www,youth.gov.bc,ca 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY: challenge 98 summer 
day camp for children ages 7-12 
runs from July 6 - August 29. For 
more information call Burt at 635- 
4906. No registration fees. 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY is 
hosting free internet lessons from 
now until Aug 31. Please call the li- 
brary at 638-8177 to book an ap- 
pointment. 
KIDS TIME MINISTRIES: Sunday 
school every Sunday until August 
30 form 9:15-10:15 a.m. for ages 4- 
12. Children's Church every Sun- 
day morning until August 30 from 
10:30-12 p,m. for ages 3-8. 
Vacation Bible School from August 
3-7 for ages 6-12 from 2-4 p,m, For 
more information call the Pentecos- 
tal Church 635-2434. 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL Au- 
gust 10-14 from 9:30 a.m. to noon 
at the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church at the corner of McConnell 
of solidarity against violence 
t 
against women, The platlning com- 
mittee invites all interested women 
to the meeting, 
Saturday, August 15 
SKATING REGISTRATION for the 
Terrace Skating Club's fall and 
winter school programs (kidskate,' 
Canskate, Junior ans Senior Skate, 
Precision, and Canpowerskate) will 
• take place in the lobby at the arena 
from 10-2 p.m. Come and meet our 
new coaches. There will also be a 
skate and clothing swap. Phone 
Lana 638-6098 for more info. 
Wednesday, August 19 
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME 
SUPPORT GROUP meets at 7 
p.m. For more info call the Family 
Place 638-1863 or Gwyn 635-6931. 
Saturday, August 29 
SCOUTS GARAGE SALE at Scout 
Hall behind Terrace Builders from 8 
• a.m. until noon. Proceeds go to 
Wodd Jamboree Travel fund. Any- 
one who wants to donate items for 
garage sale or pop cans call 635- 
3656 for pickup. 
t 
Tuesday, Sept. 01 
POETRY DEADLINE - -  All young 
poets must submit their poems for 
the library's poetry contest by 
today. Contest open to those aged 
12-18. Cash prizes. For more info 
drop by the library and pick up an 
information sheet.. 
Sunday, September 6 
25th ANNUAL LABOUR DAY 
CLASSIC: The interior's oldest 
footrace held on Sunday, Septem- 
ber 6 in Prince George is accepting 
entdes. All former competitors are 
especially urged to attend tis an- 
niversary event, and new competi- 
tors are welcome. Entrants can 
choose from an 8.5 mile run, 17 
mile run, a 3-by-3 mile relay, or 
wheelchair, walk, and parent with 
stroller divisions. To enter or for in- 
formation, call 962-7672. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
TIRIRSDAYS 
SATHYA SAI BABA Information 
centre holds weekly devotional singing 
. from 7:30-9:15 p.m. Thursday nights. 
For more info call 635-9544 or 638- 
0433. 
TERRACE PARENTS for French 
'meet the last Thursday of each month 
at 7 p,m. at Ktti K'Shan school staff 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
.,meets the second and fourth Thursday the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. The Terrace Standard offers tie 
of every month. They get started Oct. Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more into call community calendar as a public ser. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue ' Joan at 635-0998. vice to its readers and community or- 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
the second and fourth Thursday of each 
month at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. Drop 
in. For more info call Diane at 638- 
• 2202 or 638-2056. 
, SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. " from 7-10 p.m. 
FRIDAYS ganizations. 
column is intended for non- THE TERRACE WOMEN'S This ~ 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a los- profit organizations and those events 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the for which there is no admission 
first Friday of each month. For more charge. Items will run two weeks be. 
info call 638-0228. fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
SATURDAYS p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE in which it is to appear.. 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus Submi~'~ions shouM be typed or 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- printed neatly. 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
le intestines use about 1/2 Bmalhing takes about I 11; 
glass of water every day. glasses o[water every day. 
Under Normal Conditions, the Body Loses Ap 
1/2 ta 3 Quarts of Watar Every Day (12 
s take about 2 The skin uses about 2 
Na~ every day. glasses of wo~ every & 
The kidr~/s use about 5 1 / 2 /  
ghms of ~ ew'y day . /  
Water Is Basically Lost Through Urination, 
Perspiration and Braathlng. 
PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER 
635.234l 
4456 Greig Ave. 
Baby's Name: 
Chelsea Irene wesley 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 29, 1998 at 1h36 p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Ed & Adrian Wesley 
Baby's Name: 
xunlx~y Mary ~tson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 31,1998 at 3:00 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Scott & Anna Wilson 
¢ 
BaWs Name: 
Ilantuh Mc,~gllan Vlpond 
Date &'ilme of Birth: 
August 1,1998 at 12:12 a.m. 
Weight: 7lbs 10 o~ Sex: Female 
Parents: Elias & Cathy 
Baby's Name: 
Ethan James Mitchetl Kemulr 
Date & 1line of Birth: 
August 1, 1998 at 7:24 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs 15.4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Shawn &Glnny Kenmulr 
t 
Bab~s Name: 
llayden Paul Rosebush 
Date & 'llme of Birth: 
August 4, 1998 at 8:55 p.m. 
Weigh~ 8 Ibs 14 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Paul atrout I~=bush 
t 
eab~s Name: 
ZacI~w g~e~ Pet~ TaR 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
August 5, 1998 at 7:10 a.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs 15 oz. Sou Male 
Parents: Philip Tait & Mdanie Tudey 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
0verwattea 
.R " 
Pioneers sang coho song 
.... ~ " ~' :~ "~ #' 4 ~ .::: --  .: :':~i:7: .... 
~ .:~ .~ :~:~::~::~:::~...i:::~i~::. : , .~, ..,...: ~,~:i.'~N~-'. ~ i ;; .~ :~: ... ,y.. ~ ...... ::.., .'~" .. ~:~i ..: ~ ~.,.:  . :~ ~i~:-. . . . . . . . . .  
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY: Floyd and Aileon Frank, Terrace's pioneers, are 
celebrating their 60th wedding anniversary this week. They were married August 
13, 1938 in Victoria. Many remember the good or days when Floyd was a milk- 
man and Aileen was a school teacher. Floyd was also a songwriter. His song 
about coho was recorded and sung by Stompin' Tom Connors. Aileen and Floyd 
have greatly added to Terrace's development. Good health to you both. 
MANY PEOPLE are upset 
with the measures taken to 
protect the endangered 
eoho. 
• Now with the off-limits 
ban on salmon fishing on 
the Skeena River for much 
of the summer, local 
businesses are worried 
about the effects it will have 
~)n tourism. 
'. And of course for the na- 
tives, they said if you take 
away the sahnon, it would 
be killing a whole race of 
people. 
With all of this concern 
for coho fishing, I thought 
maybe this song would be 
rather appropriate. 
Thirty years ago, weli- 
iamwn local pioneer, Floyd 
Frank thought he would try 
his luck at song writing. 
He composed The Songs 
of the Cohoe, and lucky for 
him the song was picked up 
and recorded by none other 
than the famous Canadian 
cowboy Stompin' Tom 
Connors. 
The song of the echo was 
released in 1992 on the 
record title My Stomp,n" 
Grounds, by Stomping 
Tom. 
Song of the cohoe 
Verse 1 
Oh, I was a game young Cohoe swim- 
ming in the ocean blue 
With not a worry on my mind and not a 
thing to do 
I loved to chase the herring and the 
shrimp 'way down below 
Till suddeuly, as you can see I 'm a full 
grown up Cohoe 
Verse 2 
Oh, I 'm a roving Cohoe dashing 'round 
the bay 
Diving deep where the shell fish creep 
and leaping o'er the spray 
And when this Cohoe "eutie" came 
swimming up to me 
I flapped and sighed, "Will you be my 
bride?" and she whispered "Yes siree" 
Verse 3 
Now we're two happy Cohoes splashing 
up the stream 
And we're gonna puff our way on up tot 
Race Promoting 
Unity 2000 
t rans format ion  o f  the human 
heart  to c reate  a greater  
TWENTY LOCALS formed 
a circle, joined hands and 
he rivers of our dreams 
Back to the rocky shallows where the 
tempting spinners hine 
I'd like to know what dumb Cehoe would 
fall for that old " l ine"  
Verse 4 
So, some now we must go-go and leap for 
the canyon wall 
Over the rocks and leap for the top of the 
highest water-falls 
Then to the snow-clad mountains in the 
land of the wild hawthom 
We'll build our ,test and a place to rest in 
the pool where I was born. 
Verse 5 
Then, I'il be the daddy Cohoe, and you'll 
be the Cohoe Morn. 
With a little " roe"  of babie-o until our 
days are done 
And they'll grow up and travel down to 
the Western sea 
Then go to "school" to learn this "rule" 
and sing this melody 
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Sarah McLachlan, 
Kreviazuk, Holly 
Special radio feature 
Terrace 92.1 FM 
Kitimat 96.1 FM 
4 
:row, Chantal 
more. 
14, 1998 
6-8 pm 
For more info coil CFNR Terrace 638"8137 
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Sponsored by Sight & Sound S 
Terrace. Kitimat. Prince Rupert TANDARD 
O . . . . .  
~!~i " 
picked up talking sticks at a sense of unity among all i i~ i  ~ i~! i :~G~i~"~ ~:~!iiliiiiill 
gathering in Carpenter's people," said Ahenakew. ::~!~*~ .~.~.~.::: ! ,m_~=~.~ ~: . . . .  :~ii~'~i!! :~:~i ':2ii:iii~!~.~:ii::::::ii~ 
Hall Friday night in a bid to Ahenakew, who iiiiiill ~i :~. i~ i i~:~i i~:~i  ¢~ 
promote world unity, volunteers his time, got in- iiil ~ !~ i~! i . i~2,~; ; ! ! i~  ~]!~ii~ii~! ; ; 
People came together to valved w,th the project after ~.~ ~i :~i~::/i~ :! :~:: ~~:~:..r: .:: ~:~:~ :, ;~ :; ~ .~ ~.,~.~ 
learn about Race Unity h is  six-year-old son Devin ~ ~'::::~:~I~:~;~ :  :::~:~i~:~ ~ 7 ~  
• ~.  :•~i~ ~! : ! l f , ( !4 r~l . , l~¢~ . . . . . . . . .  i;::: ~ :!:i::iii ~:;..,..~q~; , .  wwwvwwwr i  
2000, a project focussed on was pinked on at school for t~:/:i ...,: :~:~:~.: i: : :!~:,:..h;.::~:: 
eliminating racial prejudice be,riga native. ~:~: . . . . .  
,, FOR AN APPETIZER t our ROTOLLO Ileal wzth Proscmtto, arh and creating solidarity. Racism is a Sickness ~ ry I£U ' I 'ULLU fi ~" " "- 
Locals were encouraged to an illness," he said. "We I chokes, grilled zucchini, pesto and red peppers wrapped in mozzarella with a carrot 
pick up four-coloured- don't see people's skin ] - ginger sauce. 
talking sticks, which colour. We see them as I NEXT - ONE OF OUR ELEGANT SUMMER SALADS with marl- 
' e '1  • • ' ° re resent all races m broth rs P . ] hated oyster mushrooms, bacon btts, garhc bread m a cranber~-apple dressing. 
humanity (black for African He and Voyageur are ~anua eM~ne~ "r~n ~s~'rs ~ ~nt -~r~nm P~M1MI~ "Rr lMA 
Canadians, red for in- trying to establishing 2000 ~,'~',,,~,~..~,, .. ........................... 
digenous people, yellow for Race Unity Clubs by year I IN I I LA  with broccoli, zucchini, green and red peppers, chicken breast anas m 
Asiau Canadians and white 2000 in public and private I dried tomatoes in a light cretan OR FOR AN ENTREE BISTECCHINE 
for European Canadnans ) schools in B C • . ' " . . . .  ! ' ' , ALLA  MODA DI NAPOL I  - Bee[ steak with wild mushrooms, and 
in picking up a sticK, we re getting youm in- 
people were asked to inake volved because they're not green beans wrapped in bacon. Served with roast potatoes: ?R  ~ - 
a conscious effort to stop ra- so infiltrated with racial I A light opera offish and sheUfish with fresh tomatoes aria nerve. 3ervea wirn rage- 
,, tables and w,ld nee cial prejudice and to ap- prejudice, said Voyageur. ] " " .  
preciate hmnan diversity. The race unity clubs will ] DESSERT - ITALIAN HOT LOVE - Vanilla and chocolate ice cream 
"The power is within promote oneness through ] w i t h m a r i n a t e ~  
you," said Curtis programs, stories, songs, STOP RACISM" Curtis Ahenakew and his son Devin, I - ITALIAN WINES TO COMPLIMENT: 
Ahenakew, spokesperson drawing contests, pew 6, have made 'a commitment to promote the Race ~ _ _ 
for Race Unity 2000. "Pick- wows and discussions of hu- Unitv proiect throuqhout B C Thev met with locals 
m u a sttck menus walk man virtues . . . .  ' " - ' g P " - . last week to talk about creating a greater sense  of 
ing out that door and cam-  "We really believe in this unity among all people and stopping racial pre'udicej . , . , -1  ..El/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SI::I~VA'rION 635-0083 tin I]1_e Terrace Inn,} ,-- 
mitting,, yourself to stop project, " said Voyageur. IL l .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
racism. "We're committed to the . . 
The sticks were brought vision of unity. We'll be ~VVhon~oa i :T :  I 
here by Ahenakew, from the back in Terrace three times " "  " ' - ' "  "~-'7-- : I 
Cree nation, and Ernest a year to talk wflh the club can,tbreathe,: I ~~ ~ A I ~ ~  i ~ i 1 ~ ~  
Voyageur Jr., from the Cree here." n o t - ' : ;  :~ ; ,  ~ a m m  - -  . am a m ~  ~= - - - - - ~ - - - -  - - 
and Dene nations, who are Race Unity 2000 is a non- I~lll'lg e l s  e : I IrJl   l II Ii Illll i   II 
touring B.C. and the Yukon religious project. If anyone : matters'  ::-:::. I 
promoting their unity would like to start a unity ,~ . .~....: .; i., ::.: I ~ , l l~  l l '~ l l /  ~ ~ l  I l l  ~ l~ l l  
dream, club at school or in the cam- , -4- BI",JTISH COLUMBIA I ~ l l l~ l~ i [  [ilii~' ~ ~ N i ~ 
objTchteePri°Je~a'e s : ; i :~  m;gt~@smartt.com, c°ntact " rL t~: .L~I : ; ' ION I " ~"~l~l~S~[~ ~ B ~ l ! l ~ $  : 
I I 
I ing Thursday, August 13 at 1 p.m. at the Terrace I I c~%. ,,t~.~ ~r~ ~ ~/"  I I~i::i: 
I W ° m e u ' s R e s ° u r ~ C e n t r e ' ~  I Ol '~l~r- . , iv / '~ Y / "kL / . , r "k  I I:!ii:~ 
I about'walking alone in their neighborhoods after dark. I I l ' /~ 1 I ' /~ i \1 \  I I~:~i~ 
[ F ~ i e d  about being home | I I 
I ~ women will be raped in | [ I 
I th " ~ a d i a n  women experi- I I I 
I ~ a l e  violence after the I I I 
I age of 16. ~ I • 
I T h ~ ~  is .Take Back the I I I 
I NighL It is traditionally a night wh ci h is partvigil, part I I I 
I protest, part rallying cry and show of solidarity against I I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I ~ m i g g  committee in- I I I l: : :  ; :i~:~:::: 
I rites la I interested women to the meeting. I I • ~ ~""~:~'~:: : ': ~:: ~ ::::~:+:; '; ~:~::~.::~i:,~::.;:i :! ~::~:,::~::!i; .:;. 
n' ' . 7 - . -7 ,  I I I 
I DuPl icate br idge  I I I ':~:~' ;!i:!~I 
I 6.'456'45 atat the l.,egion. For the  Legi  mole ,nm ca., ~o-.~- '~  I I I I: i:~i il;:i ~ i;:: ii:(!ii'fi:;i!;;ii iii $ ........... 99. ea:li;::: 
• ~:~. ,~; .~,.,,a. l: ~::~,G~I '  i,:::~'iiii:  !~i,;:!ii~Z:;'~: :i~!.i!iiiiiii::.:.!l;~ii .: ~i !i~:!!.~:~,!i:~i~!!~i!!!~:i:i~2 '!~ i.!ii:! : . ~*i: i '~;! i!:'~:i::!~i!::~ :i~ii!i ii:!i!i!i!::!:,:.:::. :!'.;'~)i:i , :  . . . . . .  : I I scoot, garage sale I /  drps  I ..................................................................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , ,  , ,  , ,  , ,  
I scouts Canada is sponsorlngagarage sale August 29 I / ~ ~ ~  I 
I' at Scout I-Iall, behind Terrace Builders from 8 a.m. to I / ~ v ~ ~ " . , ~ " ~ ,  :.~r. I 
l i~.-~;,;;;,;ed;~o to W~,~e~- i~u, ,d ;  I / ~ ~ ~  I SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. I ,yono,,,,,owou,,,, o,odon ,°,oos°,po,,°nsf°,l /V  I ~:y;anr:;hsOleWOeaU:~Se.~;~ ~o;oa:~ll~k?~pOr op cans ~ . Fax (250)~3~..4171Ph: (250)1~.-84, .... the garage sale call 635 3656 for pick up " ~ ' ~ ~  
i ! | . ' 
FAOTOllY DIREOT 
PAVER SAI I 
Around Town 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Amsbury 
discoveries 
T he first time the dog and I scouted 
the channel that runs along the 
base of Amsbury it was spring. 
The sky was domed and deep 
blue; the air was crisp and clear. 
The roar of cars and trucks kept Pawsome 
close. She rubbed against me, squirming, eager 
to run. As I pulled on the waders she became a
nuisance worming through my legs, standing up 
on her hind quarters to reach up and push 
against my back with her paws and just gener- 
ally making suiting up a hard thing to do. 
When I'd got my gear together at last, I found 
the tail of the skitmy side channel and scanned 
its length. The water was clear enough to reveal 
things, but if it did I didn't frame it. 
The steep way down the embankment from 
the road was made easy by a mat of fiddle head 
ferns spread out over the shot rock covering the 
ground all the way to the railway right of way, 
though I still had to be careful not to twist an 
ankle in the interstices between the jagged 
rocks. I leaned hard against he wading staff on 
the way down, and by the time I'd reached the 
rails Paws had done the circuit three times and 
had to be called back before making a fourth at- 
tempL 
We crossed a thigh high side channel to the 
channel, then walked across the smooth cobble 
to the tail of the closest run. Two large wakes 
. ,.~ailin,g.two .large torpedo ilke shapes treamed 
out ahead of us. Not quit%b!g=enough~to be 
:, ~¢q!t~cad, I knew they must be a pair of large 
• doll~; varden char or bull trout larking in i~ight 
inch water at the front of a spill to gulp down 
fry lmlled that way. 
I had the wrong rod. Beckoning the pup, I 
climbed the embankment, getting a better feel 
for how steep its incline was, rounded up the 
trout rod, made my way down again, scrambled 
across the cobble and began casting to a spot 
upstream of the where the fish had disappeared. 
I didn't find them. 
Now, three mouths later, we were back, Paws 
and I, hunting for sahnon this thne. The way 
down to the tracks was lot harder this time with 
the fents a foot over my head. I hacked at them 
like an adventurer making his way through a 
thicket in Borneo. The lush green foliage wasn't 
the only feature reminiscent of the tropical rain 
forest: it must're been over ninety degrees. 
With three quarters of my body clad in rubber I
was hot when we started down the embank- 
ment. At the bottom, where the radiant railway 
right of way lay, I was steaming. 
The channel we'd crossed so easily in Spring 
was now a raging torrent I looked for sockeye 
signs in the larger channel but saw none. 
Hoping for a crossing further upstream, I made 
my way along the tracks in the direction of 
Cote's Mill. On the way Pawsome found a 
bone. It was long, the shin bone of a wolf pos- 
sibly, we found another and then part of a hip. 
Then, on the ballast, at the side of the track was 
what first looked like the shadow of an animal. 
On closer inspection it was the shape of a dog 
or small bear made of the creature's own fur. It 
was as if something had melted the animal into 
the sharp gray rock. There were white bones 
protruding through the fur, and other bones 
strewn about the place. The fur was black. It 
made me think of my friend Dionys's lab 
retriever Aesop which had been lost a mile 
downstream of this place two months earlier. I
set down the flyrod and began looking for a col- 
lar all the while hoping not to find one. 
I came across the skull, called the dog over 
and held it up to her in comparison. It was just a 
little bigger, which makes ense since Pawsome 
is the size of a small lab, but the snout of the 
skull looked too short and squarish for a dog. 
During the course of my morbid excavations I 
came across bird skeletons and bones that had at 
one time belonged to rabbits and to smaller o- 
dents. I knew the railway was tough on moose, 
but had no idea how much impact it had on 
other attimals. I slipped the skull in my pack 
and made my way along the tracks looking with 
more vigilance now. Everywhere there were 
remains, it seemed, 
I grew up near tracks. We hunted frogs near 
them, fished from their bridges and crossed 
them to get to fishing, much to the consternation, 
of the men we called railway cops. 
Only now, almost forty years later, did I real- 
ize that railway tracks are long killing fields. I 
remembered now the time Ken Isaac brought 
me an eagle that had been caught like a cow on 
the front of a diesel. But, for the most part the 
eagles, ravens and crows, like other scavengers 
must do well along the rails. The way nature has 
absorbed the railway grid is a testament o its 
resilience. 
BD.Ucb.en qualifies for Soccer Sel cts 
THIRTEEN-YEAR-OLD Soccer has always been a 
J.J. Duben thinks getting big deal in the Duben fam- 
picked for the boys provin- fly. Dad coordinates 
cial soccer qualifying team referees in the Terrace 
is pretty cool. men's league and J.J's 
Especially cool if you're yohnger brother Cory is the 
name gets called out in front goal tender on J.J's house 
of 4,000 people at the B.C. team. 
Summer Games closing "He was kicking a soccer 
ceremonies and you haveto ball around on his first 
get on stage, birthday" said Josef Dubin 
" I  was nervous and proudly. But J.J. Duben 
happy," said Duben who quickly clarified ~ he's 
mrus fourteen in September. only been playing organized 
Terrace placed seventh soccer since he was five. 
overall at the tournament Eight years later, J.J. 
beating the Kootenays twice Duben is his age group's 
4-1, 5.4 in Maple Ridge but star player - -  at 38 goals so 
lost to Van- far he leads the category by 
couver/Squamish, Fraser 13 goals. 
Valley and Prince George 8- But this is also J.J.'s third 
0, 10-0, and 4-2. year playing in the under 14 
Duben got kicked in the age group - -  he was always 
shins by ace Vancouver bumped up earlier so that he 
player, Desmond Taeki in could have some competi- 
his second game and was tion to play against. 
benched for games three and "He regularly plays with 
four. the adults," said Josef 
It wasn't until the fifth and Duben. "It's his age, not his 
final game of the heat- skill thatstops him." 
scorched tournament that J.J. Duben knows that Ter- 
provincial scouts noticed race may be easy to him, the 
Duben's quick-thinking competition at qualifiers 
moves and short-listed him next year will be tough. 
for the spring 1999 qualify- Other team members 
ing camp. won't have to travel as far, 
He called home as quickly show as much commitment 
as he could, or put out as much money in 
"He was pretty happy, he travelling costs. 
told us right away" said That, and they get to prae- 
dad, Josef Duben. tice outdoors for more 
Josef Duben knew from months of the year. 
coach Roger Da Silva be- " I 'd  love to live itown 
fore his son left for Maple there," said J.J. Dubenwist- 
SHOWIN' HIS STUFF: J.J. Duben flexes his 
muscles after being asked to try out for the 
B.C. Boys provincial soccer team. Duben 
will join Emily Arndt in training all winter for 
the spring 1998 try out camp. 
Ridge 1hat J.J. was a pos, fully. ' ' '  ' "  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  Smithers "A" squad taking 
sible candidate for the team : But for now, he'll have to on the Northmen who 
but didn't let on to any- settle in for the winter sported an identical win- 
one else. months and train indoors, loss record but a far more 
"Youneverl~low, what's That, and a little minor impressivepoints-for-and- 
going to happen," said hockey should get him againsttaily. 
JosefDuben. through. The 30 degree plus heat 
was starting to suck the 
Rugby. 
men win 
By DAVID D. HULL 
THE TERRACE 
Northmen Rugby Football 
Club finished off the 1998 
season with a decisive vic- 
tory in the Smither's 
Seven-a-Side Rugby 
Tournament on Aug. 1-2. 
The Northmen had a 
shaky start losing their 
first game to the Smithers' 
"A ~ team 14-7 but after 
that slight set back it was 
all Northmen. In the 
remaining four games of 
the round robin the 
Northmen were un- 
stoppable recording four 
victories including three 
shut outs. 
The touruament s arted 
as the Prince Rupert 
Seamen, dazzled by the 
bright Buikley Valley sun 
succumbed tothe Terrace 
lads 22-0. The Smithers' 
"Killer Bee's" (the "B" 
squad) took a 24-0 kicking 
from the Northmen to fin- 
ish off Saturday. 
Sunday started as Satur- 
day left offwith the 
Northmen devastating the 
Fort Saint John 
MooseMen 43-0. The final 
round robin game saw the 
Smlthers "C" squad make 
a late game rally while the 
Northmen were already 
resting up for the finals 
and put 10 points on the 
scoreboard on their way to 
a 22-10 loss. 
The championship game 
had the tournament end as 
it started with the 4-1 
Riverboat sports life out of the Northmen and they fell behind 14-5 
at the half with Dion Or- 
FROM TENNIS to drag 
racing, mountain runs, 
speedway, soccer or soft- 
bali, Riverboat days had a 
lot to offer avid sports fans. 
Richard Kriegl of Terrace 
won the men's singles A- 
clags tennis tourney at the 
Haliwell courts while Erna 
Motschilnig walked away 
with the women's singles 
title. 
The Drag races out on 
highway 16 in Thomhill 
were won by Kitimat's 
Kevin Martins (bracket I), 
Terrace's Jim McColeman 
(bracket II) and Stephan 
Graf of Smithers won the 
bike event. 
Richard Harrison of 
Smithers won the King of 
. . . . .  
the Mountain race for his 
twelfth time. Terrace newest 
hotshot, Danielle Thompson 
was the first woman to run 
the eight kilometre track in 
51:11 minutes. Nicholas 
Vanlierde, 8, of Terrace was 
this year's youngest compe- 
titor to cross the finish line. 
Stay tuned next week for 
softball and speedway 
coverage. 
bell, a transposed 
Northmen back visiting 
from New Zealand scoring 
the only points for Ter- 
race. A few tactical player 
and position changes at 
the half by the crack 
Northmen coaching squad, 
dressed resplendently in 
their matching white club 
shirts, made all the dif- 
ference as the final stanza 
of the game was all Ter- 
race. 
Harj Grewal and Alvaro 
DaCosla chalked up two 
tries and with Willie 
McCleary added a conver- 
sion which gave the 
Northmen 12 points in the 
second half. This gave 
them 17 points for the 
game to the big fat second 
half goose egg by the now 
devastated Camels leaving 
them on the wrong side of 
a 17-14 loss and not win- 
ning their own touma- 
meilt. 
The individual scoring 
of tries is a very contested 
championship atSeven-a- 
side tournaments and the 
this year itwas all 
Northmen leading the 
way. Mike Homenluk 
was the tounlament leader 
with and unprecedented 
seven tries. Dion Orbeil 
Women finish first rugby season 
By DAVID D. HULL 
THE NEWEST rugby program under the umbrella of the 
Terrace Northmen Rugby Football Club concluded their 
first season with an impressive fourth place finish in the 
women's division of the Smithers' Camels Seven-a-Side 
Tournament Aug. 1-2. 
Women's organizer ZsuZha Godar started with a dream 
and a few advertisements in January and February and 
with the help of the men's club became aviable team. 
Later in the year, the team asked and were accepted as part 
of the Northmen rugby program which also has two men's 
sides and an under 19/High School boys team. 
Godar, normally playing scram half was on the side line 
ceachi,g for the final game of the season as "her girls" 
fought a courageous battle against the somewhat bigger 
and more experienced Smlthera' Humpies for the third 
place title. 
The "as yet unnamed" side played a "shadow", though 
informal, schedule of the men's league, trying to match up 
game days and venues with the women's teams in Rupert 
"The Swallows" and the "Humpies" of Smithers. 
The Seven-a-Side tournament was a superb demonstra- 
tion of the advancement of skills and talent hat has devel- 
oped over the season amongst the female ranks. 
Playing bigger and considerably more experienced teams 
from around B.C., the squad held up well with two ties and 
two losses in Smithers and a good strong showing at the 
William's Lake Stampede Toumament inJuly . 
By next season their jeraeys will have arrived and they'll 
be glad to not have to wear the oversized men's jerseys. 
They'll also have a moniker and their own "colours" to 
help establish their persona. 
The women continue to train Thumday at the NWCC 
i rugby pitch with the men at 6:30 p,m. for the balance of 
the summer. Any one interested in women's rugby can 
come to the field on Thursdays or call Godar at 615-0027. 
and Harj Grewai were sec- 
ond with five tries each. 
Alvaro DaCosta and 
Kevin Duarte each put up 
four tries and Kerry 
Makela, in his first 
seven's tourney came 
away with three tries. 
The "Play Maker" of the 
touruament award would 
have to go to Ben Soueie 
of the Northmen who did 
not manage asingle try 
but was the catalyst for at 
least 20 of the Northmen's 
28 trys - -  a true indicator 
of an unselfish team 
player. 
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DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
DiipIm/, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursdav at 4 D.m. for all dlsolav and classified ad-~ 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (stan~ &Ao'~er,se,) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 Weeks (Standard s Advertiser)$19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
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CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mall out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes I photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
The Terrace Standard reserves the fight to classify ads under appropfiata headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discdminate on the basin of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold ~ Inst~ctlons not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received• 
Those answering Box Numbem are requested not to send oflglnsl documents to avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion or the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
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3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VaG 5R2 638-7283 638-8432 
105 ACRES. Lot #2 D.L. 777 
Hwy 16 East and Aldous Road 
Hazelton area. Year round 
creek. Plateau with view. Ven- 
dor finance. $8000 down. Amor- 
tized over 20 years. $538•05 
month. (250)635-6910. 
1250 SQ.FT. 3 bdrm home in 
Horseshoe. Paved drive, private 
fenced yard, fruit trees. 
$109,900. Ph: 638-1622. 
1800 SQ ft home in Hope B.C. 
2 bdr's up, one down. Two bath, 
large family room. N/G fire- 
place. Shop. $128,000 or trade 
for home in Terrace. (604)869- 
7240. 
1991 14'X56' 2 bedroom manu- 
factured home with 12'x14' fin- 
ished addition, sundeck and 
8'x10' garden shed. Immaculate 
condRion. Offers to $53,500. 
Evenin.qs 638-8684. 
2 BDROOM trailer with addition 
and 12'x32' shop on a lot in 
Thornhill cn Simpson Cres. 
$50,000. 635-2224. 
20 ACRES w/power and septic 
only. 8 acres of Hwy frontage. 
Zoned. C-2 + MI in Topley. 1- 
250-696-3346. Phone/fax ma- 
chine. 
3. BDRM hom e on approx 2.5 
acres. Many recent renovations. 
Lg. carport, separate shop, gar- 
den shed, excellent well, private 
setting. Asking $155,000. Call 
638-1984. 
3 BDRM house 1500 sq ft. truck 
shop. 2 acres. Separate parcel 
rental income. 1 bdrm house 
nice setting. 3.9 acres. Country 
near town. $335,000. (250)398- 
8611• 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths, 
cddar home, wood/pellet/elec- 
tric heat, lots of water. On 5.22 
acres 5 man. from Houston. 
Marketable timber, large heated 
shop. Serious offers only. Call: 
1-250-845-3407. 
EXCELLENT LOCATION. 
Close to Uplands School. 4 bdr 
house with side entrance for of- 
fice or small business. Large 
landscaped lot. 22'x24' at- 
tached garage with 12'x14' 
shed. 5 years old. $167,900 
obo. 635-4841: 
FIVE BEDROOM family home. 
Two fireplaces, gas heat, new 
hot water tank, 2 baths and an- 
suite, jacuzzi tub, new kitchen 
counters and ceramic tile floor- 
ing. Finished basement with 
family room. Large 2 car carport 
and storage shed. Greenhouse. 
Great family home. Whitesail 
neighbourhood. Great street for 
kids. Ph. 632-7536. 
BEAUTIFUL LOG homes, wee- 
kend cottages, pan-a-bode for 
salei To be removed from resod 
property-moving costs on re- 
quest. Call Bruce (604)925- 
3698. 
CONDO FOR sale 1320 sqft. 5 
appliances, on site mini stor- 
age. Serious inquiries only. 
Open to offers. #4 2609 Braun 
St. Terrace B.C. for more info 
call (250)632-7916. 
COZY 2 bdrm home w garage, 
ng heat. Many renovations, 
large fenced yard, W/D, F/S.! 
2706 Kalum St. Phone 635- 
5086 eves. $88,000 obo. 
Open House  
Sunday 1-3 pro. 
4019 Temple 
$188,000 
Over 1600 sq.ft, on 
main f loor  with a full 
basement  ready fo r  
, development .  Pick 
up an informat ion 
feature sheet  in mail-  
box. Call anyt ime.  
Will cons ider  trade.  
635-3494 
" SMALL  ACREAGE " 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
~ 1 6 appliances, close to town centre & schools, eared barn, large workshop with 220 wiring, glass 
greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
Price $189,000 Phone 635-4453 , 
ANXIOUS TO SELL? Can you 
take payments? I'm looking ofr 
rent-to-purchase and vendor ta- 
keback mortgages. No commis- 
sions to pay. Larger payout. For 
details to see if this fits your 
needs reply to file #119 C/O 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St, Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Please include your name, 
phone number and brief de- 
scription of the property. 
FOR SALE by owner. 5 bdr 
house. 9 acre in city limits. One 
and half bath. 1250 sq. ft. fin- 
ished up and doWn. Two bay 
carport. $155,000. View by appt 
only. 635-0912. 
FOR SALE by owner. Trl-plex 
two 1 bdr. One 3 bdr suites. 
Close to hospital. Phone 
(250)638-0259. Fax (250)638- 
0473. 
FOR SALE or lease nice 4 bdr 
house in horseshoe. 2 bdrs up- 
stairs, 2 bdrs down. Close to 
schools. W/D, F/S, microwave, 
D/W. $850 month to lease. 
$500 security dep. Ref reqd. 
635-5996 leave mess. 
HORSESHOE. BEAUTIFUL 3 
level split home. Uke new. 5 
years old. Fully fenced. New 
20'x24' shop. Garden shied. 
Nothing to fix. Just moveln,.' 
$155,000. 635-4233. 
HOUSE FOR sale. 3 bedroom 
house close to schools and 
downtown, appliances, n/gas 
heat with 2 bedroom basement 
suite for revenue. Asking 
$120,000. Phone 638-1825 or 
635-3161. 
HOUSTON- 5 bedrooms; large 
kitchen & dining. Main floor: 
1413; finished basement 1174; 
16x24 garage. Close to 
schools; 3080 Nadina Way. 
$144,800. Phone 845-2139 or 
cell 1-250-845-8336. 
A GARDENERS DREAMI Gor- 
geous 3 bedroom, split level 
home. Natural rock wall fire- 
place, garage, deck, basement, 
2 1/2 baths, natural gas. Situat- 
ed on  over 1/2 acre of ex- 
quisitely landscaped property- 
minutes from downtown and 
Uplands School. 4608 West- 
view Drive. $190,000. After 
6pro- 635-4871. 
• Installations 
• Sanding & 
Finishing 
• Restoring old 
floors to hew" 
2678 Clark  S t  
615-0050 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyonclng 
Will=, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notar;zations Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 j 
For Sale By Owner 
2 Bedroom Woodgreen 
~onaominium 
1032 sq. ft. 
Main floor features: 
• Bedroom 
• Full Balh 
: !jving room/Dining room 
Kitcnen 
~j Natgr, tlfi~ " Fireplace 
pstatrs reaturcs: 
• Large loft style bedroom 
• EnS~ite 
* La~e deck 
Inc!ud"~ ~dge,. stove & 
dishwasher. ~<uflW cnu~nce, 
c0vcred .c4rpg.~, full lau,ndr~ 
L~ci"ty tn buUcUng, very snort 
walk to downtown. 
$99,800 
Call 638-0640 
(No Agmts 1~) 
CUSTOM LOG home oft Hwy 
16 5 ml. e. Toploy. 80 acres, 
year round creek, 5 bdrms, full 
bsmnt, large shop on concrete. 
Phone 250-696-3617. 
LAKELSE LAKE- West side. 
200' lakefront, 4 acres, 3 bed- 
room cabin. Hot tub and dock. 
Government lease, $77,500. 
Ph. 632-7536. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4 
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras. Reduced to $178,500. 
Call 638-8089. 
LARGE UNFINISHED hse in 
New Remo on 1 acre asking 
$78,000 obo. 635-2224. 
LOG BUILDING with loft, ap- 
prox. 650 sq. ft. main floor, 
creatively hand-crafted. Suit- 
able for small house or cabin. 
$19,750. Phone 847-0774. 
LOG HOME on 2 acres, 3 br, 
completely renovated, skylights, 
electric/wood heat. Pine cabi- 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE Is. Prime 
6 acre ocean front lots. Alaska 
view. Beach, forest, dune serv- 
ices. $165,000- $170,000. 
(250)626-5051. 
R.V. CAMPSITES for sale on 
Vancouver Island. Fully serv- 
iced oceanfront and forested' 
sites from $28,000. Financing, 
available. Avorado RV Resort 
Qualicum Bay. 1-250-757-8075. 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY 
approx 15 acres w frontage on 
Skeena + Zimacord rivers + 
Highway 16 West. ideal for RV 
Park. 635-5061. 
REDUCEDI 4 bdrm home, 70+ 
acres, choice farmland, 1,400 
sqft steel shop. Will consider 
5th wheel/travel trailer partial 
payment. (250)587-5152 eves. 
$168,500. 
RURAL ACREAGE approx 80 
acres. Excellent hobby farm po- 
tential, year round water, subdi- 
vision potential, 5.8km down 
north Sparks (Terrace). Good 
timber value, vendor will 
finance. Terms negotiable. 250- 
635-6910. 
14X70 MOBILE home e/c. Fac- 
tory expando and addition. 3 
bdr. new carpet and linoleum 
large kitchen has island and b/I 
appliances wood fireplace in 
huge livingroom. Large 4 pc 
bathroom. Big covered porch, 
attached shed on fenced pad. 
Reduced to $43,500. 638-8505. 
14' WIDE mobile home in Burns 
Lake starting at $18,900. No tax 
on our own B.C. registered 
homes. Delivery available. Call 
1-250-692-3375. 
FOR SALE one 10x60 trailer. 
$10,000. One 12x70 fully reno- 
vated trailer. $27,900. Phone 
evenin.qs 635-2319. 
J.+J MOBILE Home Sales has 
reconditioned newer homes. 
1982 14' wides to be moved to 
your location. Call for details. 1- 
403-458-6398. 
SAVE THOUSANDS on or 
Chaparral display homes or or- 
der your custom modular home 
'Factory Direct' only at Sheldon 
Custom Home, 3075 Sexsmith, 
Kelowna. (Toll Free 1-888-765- 
nets. Landscaped, trees, out- RURAL ACREAGE. Approx 80 8992). DL10146. 
buildings. Great well Lots of acres. Excellent hoppy farm pc, 
tentiaL Year round water. Sub- ' 
water. ;1-250-699-8570..,. ::~ : ~:.  division i~o((~r~flai!~5~ "l(m:~bwn ;
MOVING MUST sell, large older North Sparks:'(TerraCe): Good'/ '~1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
home in N. Usk. Needs renova- timber value. Vendor will rent. References required. 635- 
tachs & finishing, much new 
work already done. Suite car- 
penter. 2 storey w. basement & 
workshop on 1/2 acres w. fruit 
trees. $70,000 - by owner. 638- 
8526. 
MUST SELL 14'x70' 4 bedroom 
mobile, 14'x34' and 10'x16' ad- 
ditions. Sliding glass door, pa- 
tio, large lot, 20'x24' shop, stor- 
age shed, new vinyl siding. 
Many renovations. Call 635- 
9465. Asking $125,000 obo. 
NEW HOUSE, 5 yr new home 
warranty, 3 bedrooms plus 
living, dining, kitchen, patio door 
to back yard. Walk-in closet and 
ensuite in master bedroom• 
Carport. Some landscaping 
completed. Shade trees in back 
yard. Great first home. Mills 
Ave., Southside. Price is 
negotiable. Unbeatable value. 
Call 635-0737 and leave a 
message or 635-0080 in the 
evenings. 
OLDER TRAILER fenced 1/3 
acre nat. gas furnace, Thornhill 
water, as Is condition, to view, 
drive by 3836 Klrkaldy St. 
$50,000 obo. 635-3826. 
OPEN HOUSE Aug 15th, 22nd, 
& 29th 12-2 pm. 68-4832 La- 
zelle Ave. (Woodgreen Condo). 
1 bdrm, end unit, recent renova- 
tions C/W 3 appliances & N/G 
fireplace. Laundry facilities, cov- 
ered parking. Avail immed. 
$67,900. Phone 250-849-5851. 
PEACHLAND, BY owner, 
1,220 sq.ft, plus home. Fantas- 
tic lakeview, wrap around deck. 
Easy care yard, underground ir- 
rigation and more. $171,000. 
Phone 1-250-767-9650 for Info. 
RANCH OR ranching potential 
for 150 cow/calf operation• 
Please contact Tim at 250-567- 
4929. 
finance $9500 down. Amortized 
over 25 years. $692 month. 
635-6910• 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
WILD ROSE Bay Properties. 
Shuswap Lakeview. Lakeshore 
lots, fully serviced R.V.'s wel- 
come slips available $39,900- 
$139,900. Toll free 1-800-890- 
9166. Sheila or Garry. Home- 
life, Salmon Arm. 
lg83 14X70 MOBILE home. 6" 
walls, sunken DR, stippletone 
ceilings. Price only $26,900. 
Delivery can be arranged. 250- 
692-3375. 
lg96 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home, 2 bdrm, 2 full 
bath, NG fire place, 5 applianc- 
es, full window covering, in a 
quiet adult section at Timber- 
land Park. 635-1821. 
i. .. ~ . . .  ;~::~.. . . : = 
3 Bdr. Mobile 
Many upgrades, 8x10 
shed, $34,000 ORe 
Woodland Heights 
635-6224 
MOUNTAIN VISTA LOTS 
FROM *45,000 
BENCH VIEW *79,000 
t t ,4[GB DIEII/ELOPMENlr CORPOIRb~TIlON 
Lot Sales & Home Construct ion 
1-888-234-4412 
6428, 638-1595, 635-2424 
available immediately• 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management• 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR duplex. Private en- 
trance. Downtown. N/G heat. 
F/S included. $395 month. Avail 
immed. No pets. 638-0790 for 
appt to view. 
1 BDR for rent. Suitable for 
gentleman. Kitchen facilities. 
635-5893. 
1 BDR house in Thornhill• $415 
month plus damage deposit• 2 
bdr duplex in Thornhill. $475 
damage deposit. No pets. 635- 
9530. 
1 BDRM basement suite. Suit- 
able for single working N/S per- 
son. Utilities included. Rent 
$500 damage deposit $200. 
638-2044. 
1 BDRM duplexes. Complete 
with F/S in town. 1 2 bdrm 
house, F/S. No pets. 635-5464• 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent 
at Lakelse Lake. Private setting, 
suitable for a bachelor. Avail- 
able Aug. 15. F/S, w/d, includ- 
ed. No pets, no parties, prefer 
non smoker, references re- 
quired. $550 per month and 
damage deposit. Phone 798- 
2456. 
2 BDR basement suite. Cou- 
ple/single. N/S, no pets. Close 
to downtown• Avail immed. 
$575 includes utilities. Dam dep 
req. 635-7930. 
2 BDR basement suite. F/S incl. 
Close to town and schools. 
$500 month. 638-8245. 
2 BDR duplex suite on Queens- 
way. Newly renovated. $500 
month. F/S. 635-2837• 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets - 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
Taking applications 
now for 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Clean, quiet, 
parking under cover, 
on bus mute, security 
entrance, on site 
management, elevator, 
no pets, references 
required. 
638-8554 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundw facilities on each floor 
, Close to sch0ols & downtown 
, On bus route 
• Secudty entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
2 BDR home in excellent condi- 
tion. Downtown location, Ter- 
race. F/S, W/D incl. Call Peter 
639-8508 or 632-5873. 
2 BDR house on Lakelse Lake 
beachfront. Hwy side. Suitable 
for single person or couple. No 
pets preferred. F/S. Quiet set- 
ting. No malntenance:~$525~ 
plus damage deposit. Sept. 
1/98.. 798-2201. Leave ross-, 
~aqe. " ' 
2 BDRM brand new reno. Rent 
only $597 me. 51 Kalum Trailer 
Park. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. 638-0555 
days, 635-3327 eveninqs. 
2 BDRM suite, top floor of du- 
plex, close to downtown• Clean, 
quiet $600 month• 635-7058. 
2 2DRM townhouse complete 
F/S• Suitable for professional 
couples. No pets. Ref, required. 
635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill. F/S, W/D• Fresh paint & 
new flooring. Non smoking. 
$650/month $325 security de- 
posit. Ref. required. 635-2946• 
2 BEDROOM unit In 6 ptsx on 
Pear with f/s, hookups for w/d• 
$620/month. No pets please. 2 
bedroom unit in a 4 plex on 
Soucie. References required. 
Call 635-5213. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
• No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
3 BDR apt. W/D, F/S, DW• 
Clean. MIn. from d.t• Sac. Dep. 
$360, rent $725. No pets. Ref 
reqd. 635-5954. 
3 BDR duplex in Terrace. F/S, 
W/D hook up. Carport. No pets. 
Ref. reqd. Avail immed. 635- 
2258. 
3 BDR DUPLEX. F/S. N/G 
heat. South side. $900. Avail 
Sept 1st. No pets. 3 bdr town- 
house. Horseshoe. $700. 635- 
2479. 
3 BDR duplex. W/D, F/S. D/W. 
Close to schools and down- 
town. No pets. Available Aug 1. 
Ref. required. $900/month. 635- 
3346. 
3 BDR home. 4 years old. 4 
appl. Auto garage door. N/G 
heat with F.P. Huge master bdr. 
2 1/2 baths. Nicely land- 
scaped/garden area, $975 
month. Thornhelghts. No pets. 
635-4838. 
3 BDR house on Brauns Street• 
Aug. 15. F/S, d.w. carport. 
Shed, greenhouse. W/D, deep 
freeze. 1 1/2 bath. Large back- 
yard. Ideal for family. $1000 
month. (604)584-1643 rues. 
saqe. 
PARK MANOR 
We are taking 
.applications for a 
2 b#droom apar~ent:  
S580 .par month, 
includes heat and hot 
water. No pets; 
adult-oriented. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
! 
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3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
CHRYSLER 3 BDR upstairs. F/S incl. Close 
to town & school. No pets, no 
smoking. No parties. Avail. Sepl 
1. 635-5174 anytime. 
3 BDRM basmt suite. WIw car- 
pet f/s. Close to town. Available 
Auq. 1/198. Phone 635-2360. 
3 BDRM house with in law suite 
on 2 acres in very quiet area, 5 
min from downtown. Available 
Sept. 1. $950 per ruth plus DD. 
Call and leave message 250- 
634-5406. 
3 BDROOM trailer, natural gas, 
shop, outdoor animals fine. No 
smoking. Jack Pine. Reference 
required. $700/m. Sept. 1. 635- 
7232. 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX 
SOUTHSIDE, F/S, W/D hook- 
up, patio, large yard, no pets, 
ref. required. $600 month $300 
damaqe deposit. 638-1691. 
3 BEDROOM house newly ren- 
ovated close proximity to 
schools and town. 5 appliances 
included. $625/month, utilities 
no included. 635-5153. 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse in 
Terrace, new unit, no pets, ref. 
required. Walking distance to 
shopping centre. Phone 632- 
5918. Available Sept. 1st. 
3 BEDROOM trailer on fenced. 
1/2 acre lot with shop. Ffidge, 
stove, dishwasher. Thornhill 
bench area. Pets welcome. 
$800/mo. $400 dd. 635-0838 
after 4:30 pro. 
.3 BEDROOM, 2 bath home, 
.country setting, close to town, 
$800/month. Damage deposit 
required, horses welcome. Rep- 
ly file #112 C/O Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 5R2. • :FORD: 
4 BDR house. 5 rains walking 
distance to town. $900 month 
plus $450 damage deposit. 
Avail now. 635-9151. 
4 BDR house. N/G. Washer & 
:dryer. F/S. Kalum Lake Drive. 
.Ref reqd. Damage deposit. 
$1000. Avail. Aug. 1st. 635- 
9290 or 638-0712. 
4 BDRM house 3 baths, F/S, 
washer. Fenced yard, near 
town. May sublet. $1000/month. 
Please phone evenings. 635- 
7939. 
4 BDRM upper suite of home 
southside. 4816 Warner St. All 
utilities included w/d. 
$900/month. 638-7290. 
BEDROOM duplex on south- 
~ide. (Upper unit), heat includ- 
ed, $850/month, ref's and de- 
bosit required. Call 798-9554. 
4 YR old, 1200 sq. ft. on main. 
plus basement. 3 bdrms. 2 full 
baths, appl., blinds, double ga- 
rage. Quiet bench location. 
Avail. Sept. 1st. Ref reqd. $950. 
635-6169. 
ONE' BDR apait. New building. 
Skyll~)ii. ~/g: 'W/D. 2 ~bilifig 
f~ns.' E~b:"condition. $525 plus 
deposit. 638-0687 John. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
'required. Call 635-7429. 
46% LESS rainfall than Wdimat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 2 
bedroom mobile home in Pine 
Park, 4 appliances, renovated, 
fenced yard, air conditioner. 
$600 per m~nth. 635-2126. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, 
Centrally located 2 bedroom 
basement suite close to 
schools. Utilities included. $300 
damage deposit. Rent]roD. 
$600. Available Aug 1/98. 638- 
1825 or 635-3161. 
CLEAN 3 bdr house. F/S. Pri- 
vate yard. Sundeck. Encl. ga- 
rage, laundry room. No pets. 
N/S. Aug. 15th. $750 month. 
635-5081. 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile in quiet 
adult park. 4 appl. New floor- 
ings & paint. N/G heat. No pets. 
Damage dep. & ref reqd. $600 
month. 535-7411. 
'FOR RENT. 2 bedroom trailer 
w/shop, rig, w/fenced yard. 
$575. 635-2224. 
FOR RENT. 3 bedroom 1 1/2 
bath condo. NG fireplace, 
fenced backyard, paved park- 
ing, quiet area close to town. 
No pets. Refs required. Avail- 
able Sept. 1/98. Call 635-3766. 
FURNISHED, SELF contained 
.1 bdrm cabin located 5 rain 
from town. $450/month. Phone 
635-6905. 
LARGE CLEAN 3 bdr apt in 
Thornhill $700 month $350 
damage dep. W/D, F/S. No 
pets. No smoking. Heat incl. 
Adult orientated. Avail Sept. 
635-2469 message. 
LONELY, NEW 2 bdr duplex. 
Looking for caring individual to 
make a house a home. F/S, 
W/D, H. up. Must be mature, 
clean, quiet person for a match 
to be made. No pets, no parties. 
Ref reqd. Non smoking environ- 
ment. Southside. $750. File 
#120, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2. 
NEW 3 bdr condo, f1320 sq. ft, 
5 appl., blinds, on site mini stor- 
age. No smoking. No pets. Ref. 
reqd. #5- 2609 Braun St. Ter- 
race 632-7916. 
NEW SPACIOUS 2 bdr apart. 
F/S, W/D. Window coverings. 
Storage room. Horseshoe. No 
pets. N/S. $650. Damage dep. 
638-0046 or 635-4852. 
OLDER 2 bdr house (625 sq.ft.) 
on quiet street in Horseshoe. 
Avail Aug. 18. No basement. 
Has unheated storage building. 
$525 month plus utilities. F/S. 
635-2626. Ref recld. 
3 BDR house. Avail Immed. 
Horsehoe. F/S. W/D hookup. 
$800 month. $400 damage dep. 
Storage..shed v. Carport .  6~-  
1677 . . . . . . .  
3 BOR house. Close to Uplands 
School. F/S, DW. Fenced back 
yard. AvaiL Sept. 1. $800. Ref 
reqd. 638-0095. Damage dep. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhlll. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
sec. dop. Ph. 635-2065. 
QUIET 3 bdrm home located 
Copperslde Estates. 2 baths, Ig 
yard, gas heat & hotwater, F/S, 
D/W, W/D, damage deposit and 
ref. req.," avail. Sept. 1st, 
$800/month or rent to own op- 
tion, 632-7192 or 847-1413. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share 4 bdr apartment on West 
2nd Ave in Vancouver. 4 blocks 
from beach. Avail. Aug. 15th. 
$300 month util. incl. Megan. 
635-9359. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Per- 
son wanted to share quiet 2 
bdrm suite. Close to downtown. 
N/S, N/P. $300 plus utiL 615- 
0027. 
SPACIOUS 1 bdr suite with use 
of washer and dryer. Located in 
Thornhill. $450 month. 
(250)624-6141. 
SUMMIT SQUARE apt. 2 bdr 
unit. Basketball, volleyball & ra- 
quetball courts. $575 month. 
Ref reqd. 615-6762 or 635- 
0662. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM apadment, 
new kitchen cabinets, dish- 
washer, no pets. References re- 
quired. Available Sept. first. Call 
635-3333 during days, 635- 
1417 evenings. $650/month. 
TWO BEDROOM suite avail- 
able September 1, 1998. Natu- 
ral gas fireplace, fenced private 
yard, washer/dryer included. No 
smoking. No pets. Call 638- 
8093. $675 per month. 
UNIQUE, SPACIOUS, fur- 
nished 1 bdrm plus den base- 
ment suite, in holistic non/smok- 
ing household. Separate en- 
trance carport, Ig yard. $450 in- 
cludin.q utilities. 635-2184. 
WANTED FEMALE roommate. 
Nonsmoker. $300/month. 635- 
2931 leave message. Jackpine. 
May have horse. 
1500 SQ. ft. warehouse/office 
for rent. Price and terms negoti- 
able. 635-5200 ask for Gord. 
MERCIAL BUILDING for rent. 
4000 sq.ft, fully insulated, 16 fi 
ceiling, concrete floors, Merritt 
area. Price negotiable. 250- 
378.4669. 
i 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
. . .  : AIm~l~ 8ulldl,g,, 
:i . 3219 Eby St. 
2#00 sq.h. R~il or Olfke, Ground 
1#00 sq.ft o 1,500 sq.h. ~ce 2nd Floe 
Ph: 635-7191 
::#i~i~:ii~i ......
SEMI.RETIRED, active prof. 
gent. seeks home to care for, 
work for pad rent or? Refs., reli- 
able, mature, responsible. Reqd 
for Aug. 15th or ASAP after. 
635-2403 (mess). 
WORKING COUPLE with good 
credit seek reasonably priced 
rent to own home. Terrace 
area. 615-0101. 
4 DRAWER fire proof legal siz- 
ed filing cabinets. Good condi- 
tion. $200 each obo. 635-5364. 
BOOKS FOR sale. Sociology 
101. Psychology 101 and 1st yr 
Business Admin. Uke new. Ex- 
cellent price. 635-0131. 
COMPLETE SET of quality 
hockey gear in excellent condi- 
tion will fit 8-11 year old. Asking 
$200. Phone 635-3796. 
COUCH & love seat; neutral 
colors, excellent condition, in- 
cludes toss cushions, $550. 
638-0640. 
FARM PRODUCE: good tt- 
mothy hay, up dry, square and 
round bales. Phone: 1-250-645- 
7867. 
- i 
[~@(~ ~! .. ~ ,  
• b: 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
.,,,., w. .u . . s  
I I I i i l  Phone: 635-7458 
FOR LEASE 
4816 Highway. .16~/est 
Prime common next 
to H~E~.  2,627 sq. ft. 
Warelfi~e space 880 sq. ft. 
Greig Avenue - Central Location 
1,700 sq. ft. retail/office space 
900 sq. ft. retail/office space 
2901 Kenney St. 
1,735 sq. ft. sl0refronl w/ 
Warehouse at back/OH Door 
5002 Pehle Avenue 
951 sq. fl. worehouse/0~ce 
rJw Off door 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
998 sq. ft. new office/ 
store [root 
2709 Kelum Street 
5,200 sq. ft. commercial 
c/w warehouse & compound 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Suitable for all business and office purposes. 
Rent is negotiable. Sign up for a long term 
lease while the price is rigl~t. 
: Located at:451 5 Lakelse, 
All inquiries welcome. 
638-0555 
RIM BOARDS DECKIN 
E 
r i 
::IMPORTS 
k 
[ ]  
[lpp  c  
Renovations, 
Repairs & Additions 
FREE ESTIMATES J 
2406 CRAIG AVENUE, TIRIACt, IC VIG IJ2, IP~ 
TILEfflONE: (250) t l$ .0 / I /  FAX: (lSO) 635-0937 
II:IIII l~] I ~ll I:I ll:141*]filhl I114 I:I l[l']'~ll llllll I l~lll 
•i• 394 lit,gin) ' " • : F . . . .  I I Th,s spot could be 
!J yours, 
. , 'e =,, -,. I[ Call 638 7283 
, ; ] I .... I I  
"1  I I STANDARD 
~k J~'st level 1186 sq. f t ,  second level 697 sq. f t .  ~ I j . . . .  
i f  . • ,,,~1 a , I  / I  q , , /  / 4~=m~ I I~,I"IM"F~I ~'il !~.] I:1 I!~::1 I~l H"h~J I~.il i.~:1 B 't~ I~ Lm lUl, 
¢ • . . . .~  =.,,,~,,. r'~.,,~,.,-.~ e - ~ 4423RoilwayAv \'nu' '~  ~ Northwest Tile &' Marb le  
Terrace, e C V8S 1L~ SALES ,.  d]de s : • a. ~,M, a. ~ Ph' (250) 635.2801 
• g ~ ~ J ~ _ l ~  . . . . . . . .  ~ I~  I ~.~ull~ I Ceramic file, M~rble endG/ass Blocks P~Je~ 
% ~ ~ o  lULL  I'KtlC ~ ~ ~, ~L~I ,  Phone: 635-9280 
, . , . Fax: 615-0022 % 1 800 635 2801 terracebu,lders @osg.net ~111 01"  ~ ~ ~  GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
'~.~,~:,~ ~ onn  Avn  r~ 'T ~.- '=-~. .  . . . . .  , . .  I~J  Come see us at our NEWIocation/ 
,~ ~ -  " o " " " - "  " ' - "  ' H, Price &  0ns Lta, ~ , ~ 4038 Motz  Rd,~Unit #10 
~I2U/Munroe, lerroce O~: -oz /o  CEIIINI~IGN~11JREF,&NACO~BIN~ !,~1 N lf l  I~1 !~! t;!l I~ t~/I I!:] t~1 I~] IH I~! t¢~t m m I~ I 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, 6 am to 11:30 am. 
$50.29/plck up load. 638-2171. 
INSULATED STEEL building. 
Free standing 50'wx100'1x16'h. 
Construction specifications 
avail. Must be dismantled & 
moved. $25,000 obo. Pat 1- 
604-576-2672, 1-604-644-2289 
or 1-604-644-4012. 
MOVING SALE- slate pool 
table, solid oak dining room su- 
ite, six chairs and china cabinet, 
20" Panasonic colour tv. 638- 
1817. 
MOVING: LAMPS, coffee ta- 
bles, end tables, queen hide-a- 
bed with chair, queen bed, 
dresser, desk, bookcases, 19 
inch TV, filing cabinet, bikes, 
skates. Get ready for schooll 
Macintosh Laptop Powerbook 
520C, 4MBRam, software. Ap- 
~ole Laserwriter IISC Printer. 
635-0008. 
ONE DOUBLE front door com- 
plete with from, hinges and 
lock. Price negotiable. 635- 
7647. 
PINE MUSHROOM maps for 
sale. Covers N.W.B.C. For 
details write "Shroom Maps", 
Box 18, Site 27, RR#1, 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT. 
8' pastry display cooler, single 
head capuccino machine, u 
shaped desk, commercial stain- 
less steel fridge, tables & bar 
stools, fridge air galley, fridge 
22 cu.ft: Jet black, 4,500 BTU 
furnace, many more items. 503 -~ 
2222, 545-2306, Vernon. 
TWO 58.5 FT. steel bridge 
beams. $4000. Phone 635- 
6352. 
WEDDING DRESS for sale. 
White. 638-8180. 
TUPPERWARE 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
KAREN MAI-rEIS 
635-7810 
• -'--- - - -7 'Skeena 
~ ,~111, Ddvlng 
f Schoo l  ' 
'~he Keys 1o Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
Gmduat ion2p:~ 
." Assessments 
Evaluations . j j ,~ 
Tall Free 1-800665-7998 
~.___PH~FAX6._35-75.32' .. , 
v, .... ,'", ~ t!m~ 
................ v;2  ............................ 
~l!~!::~i! :,::: I::~ i~:~"gii 'ii ::"~::~:::#~ 
2x10 P lanks  
1&2 in Lumber  
Spruce  & P ine  
Siding & T&6 
1 x6x5' - 1.85 
1 x6x6' - 2.40 
1 x8x4' - 1.70 
1x8x4' - 1.70 
1 x8x5' - 2.40 
1 x8x6' - 3120 
2x4x8' - 4.00 
2x4x10' - 5.00 
2x4x12' - 6.00 
4x4x8' - 10.00 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Kispiox Valley 
(250)842-5660 
Call First, Flexible H o u r s  
1980 DODGE camper, fridge, 
sink, A/C., double bed. $1800 
and 1987 Ford Taurus, 4 door, 
sedan, auto trans, A/C 6 pas- 
ssnfler. $2000. 638-0252: 
1986 HONDA Accord' LX. 4 
door sedan. Excellent running 
condition. $4300. 635-4715. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638.1156. 
cruise control, Hwy driven. Ex- 
cellent mileage. Ideal for stud- 
ent. Snow tires incl. $4500 obo. 
(250) 639-9244. 
1981 TOYOTA 4 runner, One 
accident over $2000. P/W, P/L, 
cruise, NC. CD, case,, roof 
rack. 94,000 kms. F_JC $14,000. 
635.,1674. 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
was $19,995 now $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Aut0,A/c,'nlt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
was $83,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Luamie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $21,995 
'95 Chrysler Town & 
C0unW 
Loaded 
Only $31,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Club Cab 4x4 
v-8, 5 speed, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Deisel, auto, NC, Cruise, lilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, . 
was $23,995 now $19,995 
'92 Oak~~l~lh  LE 
4x4~~,T ia  
was $~~ $12,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8,Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $17,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'95 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
was $11.995 now $10,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, A/C, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $12,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, A/C, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chevy Taho~ 2dr 
4x4 spo~t, ~c~l~sette, po  cks 
~~e 
was $~95 now $25,995 
'94 GMC 4x4 
6 cyl, 5 speed ' 
was $18,995 now $17,985 
'92 Chev 1500 Silverado 
v.8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyi, loaded 
$10,495 
'97 Toyota Ray 4 
Only 25,000 kms, like new 
was $25,995 now $23,995 
• '96 Toyota Taco.ma 4x4 
Extra Can 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Stereo Cassette, 
Power Locks 
was $30,995 now $29,995 
'96 Toyota 4 ~'~er 
L lmi~~er ,  
was ~gTnow $36,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
6 cylinder, auto, cruise, tilt 
was $21,995 Now$18,998 
Partial" List 
Only0ver 25 
MorePre-Owned 
Vehicles 
In Stockl 
TER cE 
 H.vSl.ri ! 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635-7187 
:1-800-313-7187 Din. 59aS 
www.terraceautomall.oon 
100: TRUCKSFOR 
: SALE~ : • : ; 
. • . ,  . .  
~-RECREATION 
. .  • : .  • . . 
;" VEHICLES~ 
,. RECREATION I 
VEHICLES' :: 
. , '  , 
200. FARMERS 
MASKET : : 
, , . .  • . : .  • 
1992 NISSAN Pathfinder 5- 
speed, Excellent condition. 
Sunroof, p/w & locks, cruise. 
$17,900. 1980 Saab 4- door 
hatchback 5-speed, $750, 638- 
0439, 
1995 GEe Metro hatchback. 2 
door. Auto, AM/FM cassette. 
34,000 kms. 3 1/2 year warran- 
ty. E.R.C, Very economical. 
Uke new. 635-1308. $8000 
firm. 
1987 FORD F-150 extended 
cap V6 standard. Longbox. No 
rust. Exc. running condition. 
Asking $3500 abe. Call 638- 
1941. 
1988 JEEP Cherokee 4WD. 
140,000km. Two door, automat- 
ic, power windows & doors, Re- 
cent work orders. Excellent con- 
dition. 847-3750, $8900. 
1989 FORD Fiso 4x4 PU GRC 
$5500, Call 638-1663. 
1990 GMC 4x4. Auto. V.G.C. 
air, cruise. $14,000. 1989 Chev 
2 WD. 305 auto. Exc. shape. 
P/W P/I.. $8500. 635-4233 
1994 FORD. 4x4, 5 sp,, mint 
condition. $13,900 o.b.o. 1-250- 
698-7677. 
21 r 
IN MEr~ 
/ ,  , ,  
3RIA 
3,~ 
lg94 TOYOTA xtra cab 4x4 
SR5, 5 speed, AC, am/fro cas- 
sette, good condition. $12,000, 
635-0903 days. 638-8180 eves, 
Ask for Mike. 
1975 V.W. VAN. Fully camper- 
ized. Only $2500 (firm). 624- 
8490. 
1977 CHEV camper van. 350, 
V-8, auto, cruise, furnace, sink, 
stove, 3-way fridge. Awning. 
$3000. 1-250-694-3350. 
1979 32' Wilderness travel trail- 
er. Excellent condition. Sleeps 
six. Full bathroom. Carpet 
throughout. Completely self 
contained. $6000 abe. 635- 
0786. 
1987 TENT trailer sleeps 2 
adults, 3 children. Like new 
condition. Can be towed by 
small car. $2500 abe. 635- 
4956. 
1990 6TH WHEEL 26 1/20ka- 
nagan, slide out, awning, com- 
pletely self contained. A/C, 
large freezer, sleeps 6, excel- 
lent condition. New tires, 
$16,400 abe. 1-250-698-7917 
or 1-250-692-7404. 
NORTH AMERICA'S finest r.v. 
resort and marina is now selling 
fully serviced rv deeded lots on 
beautiful Lake Okanagan. Con- 
struction to be finished October 
5, 198.:Over2,100 feet of 
lakeshore, fully landscaped. 
150 slip marina. Indoor/outdoor 
pools, hot tubs, wet, dry sauna, 
130 seat movie theatre. Enjoy a 
complimentary 3 day 2 night 
stay. No obligation, no pur- 
chase necessary. Call Ridge- 
view RV Resort and Marina. 1- 
888-226-5566. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
230. PERSONALS 1996 Yamaha 
40 hp with Jet 
1994 Yamaha 
Timberwolf 4x4 ATV 
with winch 
1982Honda CX500 
Motorcycle 
Turbo, Mintshape 
Used 1997 Yamaha 25HP 
short shaft, Still under 
warranty 
Quick Silver 
Inflatibles On Sale! 
1992 PW80 
1991 Honda CR250 
NewTires 
- -$2 ,599-  : 
Yamaha GP1200 
Water Craft 
Fastest Around 
Yamaha 2 hp Outboard 
. $599 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
i i 
1993 8.5 ft cariboo camper. Ful- 
ly loaded. Like new condillon. 
$12,000. 635-4233. 
24 FOOT Class "A" motorhome, 
generator, roof air, refridgerator, 
stove/oven, furnace, rear 
queen. $6000 abe. Bar trig, 
V.G.C. Contact Perry 635-3097. 
MOTORHOME. 23' Triple E 
Class C. Excellent condition, 
70,000 miles. Bathroom with 
shower, sleeps six. Runs greatl 
New rubbr on front. Very clean, 
good colors. Very well main- 
tained. Must be seen. 847- 
3750, $12,900. 
1983 HONDA Shadow. 750. 
17,000 kms. New rear tire, bat- 
tery, and pipes. Excellent condi- 
tion. $1900 abe or trade. 635- 
1714. 
12 FT aluminum resod boat 
with trailer. Asking $800. Phone 
635-5635 evenin~ls. 
21' REINELL boat. New motor. 
Ready to go fishing. Depth 
sounder and down riggers. 
$9500. 624-8490. 
37' ALL West aluminum boat. 
Flying bridge, many other 
things. Down priced from 
$50,000 to $35,000. 1-250-697- 
2474. 
50 HP newer outboard motor. 
New controls, new battery. New 
tank. Low hours. $3500, Deep 
aluminum boat 16' and rebuilt 
trailer $1 O00. 635-5745. 
BOAT: 1991 Grummin 18 1/2 
foot aluminum boat. 1990 John- 
son 110 HP. Included is fish 
finder; marine radio; two down- 
riggers; canopy top. $13,500. 
Call: 1-250-845-2269 (eves) or 
call: 1-250-845-2536 (Susan- 
days). 
lg96 445 John Deere tractor 
with lots of attachments. 638- 
8986. 
BLOWER 15 h.p, fan size 16" 
$2,000 abe. Table saw. Delta 
10" 1 1/2 h.p, 52" fence $1,200 
abe. Chapman strip saw 15 h.p. 
and starter 5 h.p. and starter 
$8,000 abe. Eagle reciprocating 
compresser 5 h.p. CFM 13.6 
$750 abe. Stanley Bostich nail- 
ers coil type 5 nailers on hand 
takes 1" to 2 1/2" nails $400 ea. 
abe. Mikita compound mitre 
saw 10" $400 abe. 5/8" Sealess 
strapper and strapping cart 
,$1,000 abe. 250-395~6048. 
FOR SALE 1990 892 DLC ex- 
cavator, c/w hydraulic thumb, 
bush guarding & two buckets. 
847-3397. 
JOHN DEERE 350B crawler 
loader. Canopy, rams, red & 
starter overhauled. Good motor, 
fair undercarriage. $7000. 
Phone Winfield 1-250-766- 
1313. 
Tractor 100HP farmall, 806, 
$4500. 65hp J.D., loader, exc. 
conJ., $17,500. Universal 1010 
D.T,, 10Ohp, 4x4, cab, loader, 
220 hrs, 6 mths left on warren- 
ty, $45,000. N.H. round baler, 
8001bs, exc. cond,, $8500. 4 
bottom plows, $3200. J.D. ham- 
merm]ll, $1500. 842-5400. 
AFRICAN GREY parrot with 
deluxe cage. One and half 
years old. $1500 firm. Call Ter- 
race (250)635-1162. 
BORDER COLLIE cross pup- 
pies vet checked, black w white 
markings. Ready to go to good 
homes. Aug 15, 638-0937 or 
638-0703. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER pup- 
pies, Offspring of Dixie and 
Rusty. Will be ready to go Aug. 
15. $350. For more information 
call 250-847-4403. 
GORGEOUS GREAT pyrenese 
puppies, from Guardian par- 
ents, have 1st shots & vet 
check, $350, Phone 250-838- 
6760, Fax 250-638-,6791. 
MALE BABY budgies. $10 
each, Baby love birds $25-$50 
each, Call 638-1246, 
SHELTY PUPPIES, champion 
obedience parents, Blues, 
I:EED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination, Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500, Southside Feeds. 
FOR SALE of trade 2000+ 
pound registered purebred lim- 
ousine bull. 635-9470 or 635- 
2078. 
HAY FOR sale. Call Glen at 
638-0254, 
LONE FIR- Hereford bulls, 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
REGISTERED CHESTNUT 
arab. gelding, 8 years old. 15.2 
H.H. Trained english western, 
jumps, trails. Great disposition. 
$1800. Western saddle. Suede 
seat. 15". Leather tooling. $500, 
635-1308. 
ROCKY ACRES agrimarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m, 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863, 
TWEEDSMUIR CAVALIERS 
Saddle Club Burns Lake. Horse 
show Aug 20. Eagle Creek 
grounds. For entry forms call 1- 
250-692-7387 Brenda, Sandi 
696-3678 or Cecile 698-7627. 
FARM PRODUCT: Hay for 
sale: square bales; no rain; for 
information call: 1-250-690- 
7464 - Fort Fraser area. 
HAY FOR sale in Vanderhoof. 
Phone by day (250)567-4201 & 
eves 250-567-9856. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent quality. Will 
trade for round baler. Phone 
250-846-5504. 
GARAGE SALE. Furniture, 
bikes, skates, games, garden 
tools, planters, rain or shine. 
4415 Welsh Avenue on Birch 
Bench. 9:00 a.m. - 12:00. Satur- 
day, Au.qust 22. 
RED BIRD Flea Market now 
open at 3226 River Drive. 
11:00-5:00 p.m. daily except 
Sundays. 
THE GIANT gqrage sale. Sport- 
lng goods, Stereo' equipment, 
washer, lawn mower, furniture, 
toys, kids clothes & furniture. 
4621 Straume. Au~ 16 8-12 pm. 
FOUND CD carrying case with 
CD's. On Hwy 16 East. Must be 
identified. 635-3557. 
LOST ONE pair of women's 
eye glasses. In flower patterned 
case. Near Farmer's Market, 
Wed. July 29. 635-1494. 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen, 
Call locally 310-CHAT. 18+. 
. DISCRETE XXX Live 24hrs 1- 
800-337-8122 c.c.'s. College 
Girls 1-900-870-2740 ph billing. 
From $2.25 18+ "Now Hiring 1- 
800-337-8122". 
GERMAN GOOD looking fe- 
male, 32 years old, 5'8", wants 
to meet a rancher, 30-40 years 
old. I like riding, fishing, nature, 
etc. Serious inquiries with photo 
only to Sabine Curdt, Buchen- 
wag, 14 38550, Tsenbuttel, 
Germany. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
L IVe  & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVAHLY RAYS TALK 
blacks, reasonable prices. One siva t ON S 
female, litter due fall. Order icJnz ~=,~¢:~ 
your choice, References. De- ~ 
10 YEAR old bay gelding 15hh. - . . . .  
Has dressage, pony club to B- 
Level Wonderful disposition, 
good beginners horse. $3500. 
1-250-695-6381. 
6 YEAR old "Gashol" appendix 
mare. $3700 (abe) Reg. border 
collie pups- [eady Aug, 12- 
shots/dewormdd. $350, Call: 1- 
250-845-2830 evenings or 
leave a message. 
60 BROWN laying hens. Ready 
to lay In two months, 635-1344. 
EXCELLENT HORSE hay. New 
crop, barn stored, no rein. T/B/A 
mix, $3.50/bale or pick from 
field $3.00/bale. Delivery avail- 
able. Call 846-9890 or 846- 
9609. 
FEED - oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination, Delivery available, 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southslde Feeds. 
AREYOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk, 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
,~ or yell at you 
I or scare you 
You can be safe. 
, There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
240.  B IRTHDAY & 
ANNIVERSARY. 
, #, 
ii 
Happy 60 
Big Kahuna 
~.From Rabi and family~ 
Daniel James 
Fagan 
1963-1997 
One year has gone 
Bye, Aug. 14, 
In our Heads your 
II memory lingers, 
I Always tender, fond 
land ,  true, 
I There s not a day goes 
Bye, Dear Dan, 
That we do not think of 
you. 
All our Love from 
FamiEy and Friend 
BERNARD ELZA 
DODD 
Aug. 12, 1944 - Aug. 
5, 1997 
Nothing can ever take 
away 
The love our hearts 
hold dear, 
Sweet memories l inger 
every day 
Our love sti l l  keeps you 
near .  
Remembered by wife Vicky, 
daughter Brenda Keeler and 
grandsons Justin, Rabble and 
Trevor (Terrace), son Ricki 
(Sherri Lozinski), grandchil- 
dren Brandon, Tara and 
Dillion (Medicine Hat, 
Alberta). 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
ADOLPH REUM 
Clarence Adolph Reum was born on May 29, 1923 at the 
farm homestead at Ryley, Alberta. He was the youngest son 
of John and Hulda Reum and resided in the Earling district. 
He took his Schooling at the Salt Lake School and attended 
the Zion Lutheran Church: As a young man"he"continued to 
live here. Later he moved to the.Yukon where he Worked on 
construction and to Terrace, B,C. where he worked for his 
brother Garfield. In 1973 he moved to 100 Mile House 
where he worked as a mechanic. He retired here and lived 
here until he passed away on July 10, 1998 at the age of 75 
years, after a lengthy illness. 
He leaves to mourn his daughter Carolyn Mack and her 
friend Dean; two grandchildren, Apreil and Shawn Mack; his 
sister Ruth (Cliff) Bratrud and his brother Garfield Reum. 
Clarence was predeceased by his son Myles and his wife 
Jean; his parents John and Hulda and sisters, Violet, Anna, 
Lil and brother Orville. 
Clarence was a devoted family man and was loved by 
young and old alike. He loved his dogs and nature and built 
many outdoor ornaments for the birds and animals. 
Clarence's main interest in life was to talk and make people 
ey, were important and welcomed. 
Blessed be his memory. 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
i 
We Re:l 
ii~::!::2i:S!ii!::! 
;~";:: :i ~! :::iiiiii}: ~i:.i~ . ...... 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabb le  St. 
635-9434 
Residential & Cornmerci~l 
.~;~Carpet & Upholstery Service 
• Flood Restoration 
=~ FREE ESTIMATES 
• i 
. .  . 
• Homeopathy *Detoxiflcatlon *Preventative .Nutritional 
• Food Allergy Testing Programmes Medldne Consultation 
• Vltamin& Botanical for appoinhnents, call: 847-0144 
Supphmentation Sle. 11-1188 Main St. Smilhers, B.C. 
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-ROBERT BRUCE' 
JUDD 
long time Terrace resident, 
born in Prince Rupert, 
B.C. June 18, 1947 to 
~aymond & Patricia (Love) 
ludd died in Terrace, 
August 5, 1998. 
Survived by his loving 
wife, Gabrielle, his par- 
ents (Vernon, B.C.), 
brother Ran (Nan), nleces 
Rebecca and Hi lary 
(Secheh, B.C.), sister 
Laurie (Jim) Home, neph- 
ews Andrew and Robert 
(Kamloops, B.C.) and 
numerous aunts, uncles 
and cousins. 
No service by request. 
Private memorial to be 
held at a later date. In lieu 
of flowers donations may 
be made to the B.C. 
Cancer Sociely (Renal 
Cancer Research) or char- 
ity of your choice. Special 
thank you to friend 
Richard, and Dr. Fourie 
and home care nurses 
~rsula and Jodie. ~.~ 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and padies of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon 
request, black tie or casual 
events. Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information, 635-3763. 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Albeda 
delivered to anywhere- from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very reasonable price, any size 
order. Call 847-4083. 
NATURE'S WAY Herbal Health 
Institute. Certified programs. 
Herbal consultant, lridologist, 
Refiexologist, ReikL Classroom 
& homestudy, Quesnel, B.C. 
Starting: September 98. HWHHI 
registered with, PPSEC. Tele- 
phone: (250)547-2281 Fax: 
(250)547-8911. 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or padial backheuls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083. 
WEATHR- bos Enviro Safe 
Stains: The best coatings, for 
loft homes, 847-0774. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
in~ requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
iJ'6rience', Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.corn 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
1980 GMC grader truck; 16 yd, 
Nahanni box; 671; 13-speed; 
certified to Nov. Possibly with a 
job. Misc. pads & tires. 
$10,500. Phone: 1-250-845- 
7965 after 5 p.m, 
ENTREPRENEURS DREAMI 
5-10k/per month pad time. Un- 
limited potential full time. Not 
mlm, no meetingsl Top training 
and supped, 24hr recorded 
message. Phone 1-888-476- 
6572. 
LOOKING FOR working busi- 
ness partners. Investment 
required. P/T and F/r oppodu- 
nities. Financing available for 
suitable candidates. A great op- 
portunity to get into business. 
The only skill required is a 
strong work ethic. 580-8360 or 
1-888-478-! 777. 
MOVING MUST SELLI Estab- 
lished Home Based Business. 
Good income, part time hours. 
Unlimited potential. Asking only 
$18,600 includes everything. 
635-0794. 
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS for 
sale. In quick print and graphic 
industry. Established 9 years. 
Great location in Abbotsford, 
B.C. Substantial growth, 604- 
855-4831. 
EXCERCISE YOUR entire 
body. Learn to BELLY DANCE. 
Classes will be held this fall 
pending interest. Call 638-0305 
after 6:00 p.m. 
NATIONAL AWARD winning 
trainers for employment G.R. 
Technical College. Exclusive 
programs offered this fall In Sur-' 
roy B.C. Electronic Office Tech-. 
nician, start date Oct. 5, Fork-" 
lift/Hydraulic Equipment Repair, i 
start date Oct. 5. Tele- 
phone/Wireless Systems Tech-. 
nlclan start date Oct. 5. Building 
Repair Technician start date 
Oct. 26. Locksmith Technician, 
start date Sept. 8. Computer- 
ized Shlpping/Recieving start 
date Sept 21. Call 1-800-646- 
1477. Funding available for 
qualified applicants. 
CHRYSLER TECHNICIAN re- 
quired by Island Chrysler deal- 
ership. Apply to Box 377, Dun- 
can B.C. VgL 3X5. 
FOUNTAIN TIRE, a large tire & 
auto service co, requires a It. 
censed automotive technician. 
Excellent company benefits. 
Apply to: 5130 A Highway 16 
West, Terrace, B.C. 250-635- 
4344. Fax 250-635-4354. 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting & Grocery 
* Hunting • Fishing 
. Camping • Groceries 
We have it all! 
Hours: Monday To Saturday 6am - 11pm 
, Sunday 7am - 11pm 
5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. I 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1369 I 
Dcsktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, flyers, ads, menus, posters, ntc. 
• scan photos, art work, loges for prJilt or computcr use 
~.., • design company loges, business cards, letterhead 
('~'~ • small valuate printing at affordable rates 
/ "~ ~ • business cards pri.ted while you wait 
/ } ) . compt,tor elide presentations 
I~L/ , 
tJY  
~L~ ~L; ;~f~E~ :: 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
L IFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acupressure 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St, Malhew's Centre, 4506 Lakels¢ Ave.,Tena~ 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
i 
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Financial Officers 
VANCOUVER Pc VARIOUS OTHER LOCATIONS 
MINISTRY OF RNANCE AND CORPORATE RELATIONS 
Consumer Taxation Branch 
Ti he following challenging and experience-broadening opportunities require ndividuals with a professional ccounting designation (CA. C6A, CMA) or an 
equivalent combination of education and experience, to lead and/or conduct audits 
under the Social Service, Motor Fuel, Tobacco, Horse Racing and Hotel Room Tax 
Acts. Please note: prior to applying, you must contact [250) 356-1758 for a 
complete list of duties and qualifications, 
Audit Team Leaders 
VANCOUVER 
You will lead a team of auditors and senior auditors in developing annual audit work 
plans and in conducting large, complex audits and leading extra-provincial audit rips. 
Related functions include: •personally conducting audits of large, complex or specialized 
files as well as researching and interpreting difficult ax applications • supervrsing a
team of 6 audit staff to ensure establishcct audit plans are achieved • scheduling 
assignments and reviewing performance • resolving contentious issues. 
Your indepth audit experience (including audit project management and supervision) is
complemented by: • an excellent knowledge of the taxation legislation • the ability to 
plan and develop audit programs • strong team-building and communication skills. 
SALARY: 47.393 - $54.286. Competition #FC9a:1912. 
The Province 
of British 
Columbia 
is committed 
to employment 
Senior Auditors 
VANCOUVER, VICTORIA Et NORTHERN BC LOCATIONS 
You will: • conduct complex audits of medium to large businesses as well as specialized 
audits on major taxation-related projects •devdop audit plans• interpret tax applications 
• maintain specialist information on audit policies and procedures • finalize audits. 
Your advanced knowledge of business practices and knowledge of the taxation Acts is 
combined with the ability to: • determine efficient auditing procedures • communicate 
effectively, orally and in writing o organize and prioritize. 
SALARY: $44,505 - $50,961, Competition #FC98:1915, 
Auditors 
VANCOUVER, VICTORIA Et NORTHERN BC LOCATIONS 
You will audit a range of businesses, determine tax liability, propose audit assessments 
when non-compliance is noted, as well as finalize audits and obtain the agreement of 
the taxpayer to the proposed additional liability. 
Along with considerable knowledge of accounting principles/systems and financial uditing 
standards/techniques, youhave: • the ability to determine effective and efficient auditing 
procedures on a case-by-case basis • well-developed organizational, prioritizing and 
verbal/written communication skills. 
SALARY: $40.562 - $46.365. Competition #FC98:1920. 
Please forward a r~sum~, quoting applicable competition umber and LOCATION 
PREFERENCE(S), to: Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations, Human Resources 
HOSTESS REQUIRED for 
mushroom season, as well as 
packing duties. Room & board 
supplied. For more into call 
635-5220. 
KAL TIRE is looking for career 
minded people to work in Sales 
& Service, We offer: Training, 
Advancement into manage- 
ment, Good benefits, Pension, 
Profit sharing, Position could re- 
quire moving with our organiza- 
tion, which includes B.C., Alber- 
ta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, 
Ontario. For Interview please 
contact Smitty @ 847-2665 Fax 
847-5477 or cell 847-0414. 
LOOKING FOR (3) people to 
assist manager. Opportunity of 
$500 + per week. Must be neat 
with excellent work habits. Call 
635-3066 or apply at 4718 La- 
zelle Ave. loam - 12 noon Mon- 
day - Friday. 
MOTEL MANAGER required 
for 25 units in Terrace. Duties 
includes managing staff, reser- 
vations, etc.. Wage package in- 
cludes on site accomodations 
plus salary based on experi- 
ence. Suitable for a semi-retired 
couple. • References required, 
PHASE 2, located in Vender- 
hoof, very busy salon, is looking 
for hair stylist, minimum 5 years 
experience. Call (250)567- 
2060. 
WANTED CARING, depend- 
able people who enjoy working 
with people who have the Home 
Support Worker Certificate or 
nursing background. Apply at 
Terrace Home Support 1-3215 
Eby St. 635-5135. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 
Persons with experience in silvi- 
culture stocking or free growing 
surveys. Phone 250-846-5060 
collect. Ask for Brad Layton or 
Marie-Josee Blals. 
Looking for -~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of t~e 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
Reply to file #117 c/o Terr Stan, and is funded by the Minis~ for 
3B21.0 " Clinto= VaG. 5R2,. Terr ~ Children a d Fami l ies . .  
NOW HIRING 
Gas Jockey 
Apply Monday-Friday 
12 pm - 4 pm Thornhill Husky 
3097 Highway 16 East, Service 
Terrace, B .C .  635-3717 
Fully Qualified Hairstylist 
Needed for  fu l l - t ime or par t - t ime work. 
ULKATCHO FIRST NATION 
position announcement for So- 
cial Welfare Administrator posi- 
tion. Qualifications: 1) Experi- 
ence in Provincial and Federal 
Social Welfare Guidelines and 
Policies; 2) Knowledge of First 
Nations Social Welfare Pro- 
grams; 3) Team building and 
administrative skills desire; and 
4) Some experience in account- 
ing and bookkeeping. Respon- 
sibilities & Duties: - implement 
Administrative Restructuring,. 
supervise Social Assistance 
staff, - prepare and submit 
monthly, quarterly and annual 
reports as needed, - prepare 
funding proposals. Also position 
announcement for Child Wel- 
fare worker, Qualifications: 1) 
Experience In Provincial and 
Federal Child Welfare Guide- 
lines and Policies; 2) Knowl- 
edge of First Nations Social 
Child Welfare programs; 3) 
Team worker and administrative 
skills desired; and 4) BSW re- 
quired. Responsibilities & Du- 
t ies : -  Counseling individual 
children attending the Band op- 
erated School and School Dis. 
trict #27 secondary school; - 
Trained/skill counseling to pro- 
vide referrals to services; - Co- 
ordinate training and delegate 
delivery of services; - Provide 
emergency shelters for parents 
and children; - prepare and sub- 
mit monthly, quarterly and an- 
nual reports as needed; and - 
prepare funding proposals. 
Deadline: August 14, 1998 for 
both positions. Wage is negoti- 
able. Submission of job applica- 
tions and resumes to be for- 
warded to: Will Sandoval, Gen- 
eral Manager, Ulkatcho Band, 
P.O.Box 3430, Anahim Lake, 
B.C., V0L 1C0, Phone 
(250)742-3260, (250)742-3288. 
Fax (250)742-3411. 
ST. LEONARD'S Youth & Fam- 
ily Services: requires Foster 
Parents, part or full-time, for two 
children/youths, in Burnaby, 
New Westminster or Tri-Citles. 
Support available by Child & 
Youth Counsellors. Excellent fi- 
nancial remuneration. Send re- 
sume: #220-6545 Bonsor Ave. 
Bumaby, B.C., V5H 1H3. Fax 
(604)434-1510. 
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
in organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to. 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re. 
pairs or new construction. 20 
yrs exl~eriance. Call 638-8526. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across/ 
country, Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
NEED CUSTOM built home, 
framing, concrete work or reno- 
vations? Call Eden Construc- 
tion. 635-1926. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it right ancel Call 635-3783. 
PYL HOME AND GARDEN. 
Work in carpentry, cement, 
sheds, sundecks, fencing, 
painting and lawn care. Seniors 
discount. Call 635-3790. 
CHEEKY'S CONSIGNMENT 
Clothing: Huge inventory; just 
arrived from Alberta. Hurry for 
best selection. Great quality, 
great price. Houston: Open: 
Men-Sat: 10-5:30. 
T]EIO~HILL 
CO ZV~NITY 
CH~?CH 
Su~dayz~S~ r~Lco,~lO: 45 
St~¢hy's Cod CI~ P~ zgcs 2.12 9:30 
cot,eg~&~ ...... Teen• ~ul :~ Group•  
AdUltcu~hL~.M.sMtd-;~e~lble Studlea 
equity Services, 1st Floor, 525 Superior St., PO Box 9420, Stn Prov 6ovt, Victoria, BC Clientele not necessary. If you are a team -- -  == '-- me --, - -  - .  - -  == me == == 
v8w9v1; fax:(250) 387-0694. Closing date:ongoing, player and would like to be part  of a busy 
M,,0~ and progressive salon, contact Karlene at Students They 
Images by Karlene with resume. • 
4652 Lazelle Avenue Work  
635-4997 They can wash windows, trim the 
, ~. hedge, paint the deck...the list goes 
on! Let a student do 
r ?~; ~;, ,Tar ~enace your odd jobs. 
IB ,  ~ ,~, ; ;  I~rtending Services Contact the Human Resource Centre 
B~~, . .~  *Weddings and parties c for Students 
~ / '  kinds, at: 635-7134 local 303 J ~ .From 50 to 550 people 
~ custom design a pockoc or  fax us  a t .  635-4073.  
~1 ~ suit your needle 
i °Out of town bookings w, 
Formorelnfo Hi re  A S tudent  Today! 
i Call Karen at 635-3. ~ 
~: ~ ific Cotton Candy i;i 
:: :!/+ii!i : i ............................. " i ................... : : . ~ J:[ ~ ,M+: . : ! i i~++ m~++ +Mf .",~iii ,Eventsaackyard B, Falrsrthday PerU,s : 
! ................................................................................................... ~  ~ili i!i!ii!ii ~" !. Sporting Even s if! :1 ~1!~ ~ck&24ftTraileratYourServ, c lll ~ .......... ~:i ent  Canad  
I " ~  ; A~/;~/SaSs~?~tn°rto;eC°untry I I  .Co';m~n;;'Events(pdvate/publlc) ::i mm mill mm =m m= . =.= mm =1= me . . 
I ml~d~ ~ omryou I /  ~ : ~ i .  Poocom&SteamedHotDoas :.!! 
I ~  • Reasonable Rates I I _ ~ . . . .  " ::i: 
: J~t~' - I I~  ' * Bondable [:J Contact: Jeff Town ;!ill 
I~1 .~ /::~..~;.^.~,~.,::~::::::,.,,:,,,,,,,,l:l 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace il 
! / i  i:;i: ::+: :!!:' : i , ! :  >:,:  ::.!:::! : : : ! : . : : : : , / : :~! : :  :i,;::i/:;!::.~:. i, ~ : i : :  : : i /  • :: . ,  i :  , i : , . : i ! : - ! : : - - : : : : : : :  :: 
Absolu Pet Care 
Pet Groomer ~ ~I~1"~ Home Cars 
JayneBury 
' Ph.635.9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax&35.0130 
' DMNE CANINE 
~ " ~  DANA SIMPSON 
PHONE:  (250)  635-7856 
FAX: (250)  638-1880 
. . . .  i s 11 
• . 
The tarl ght He,.,l n . ,  ! 
/I ,="..:,,,,.._."2"" 
: : ! JWedd ings  & Spec ia l  Events  ]]::1 " : , ,  ~ .~,~.~.=~T_~ I 
: : : i  "Decorations ~BubbleMacblne ~ n . , ayll~-~M=~ 
::: e Cakes *Arches ~ * ~mmamerapy • Ararna~ra Perth, 
'.P CaMleabras . . . . .  J 
:~l'FloweeBa,~kels "Zlebls l[Per~nohz~o,~.C4hGm'ffk'a~ 
i /  A le&e3 / I  Susan Maroney- Cer~l~" -~J  
: ~,J ~J'"l"~,,,~ U ~ . I 
:i;~ Let m decorate so ~o, do.'t have to! .~:J 250  638-0823 i 
I D.J. Service (with or wi lhout D.J.) I I I  
It,.., Certified Bartenders , r~ l l  I 
Let us organize your next party, , I:1 
f0rb0okingacalIPaulLabrunat II 
638'- 8813 [ I 
Rosldentled &Commercd~l 
Carpet & Upholstery Service 
• Flood Restoration 
FREE ESTIMATES 
638-7633 
LAPLANTE YARD MAINTENANCE 
Lawn and Yard Services 
mowing, clean.up, rototllllng, mulching, 
thatching, snow removal, exterior washing 
(houses & mobile homes), building flower beds 
Rob Laplante #16 - 4625 Graham Ave. 
(250) 635.9216 Terrace, B.C, 
VBG 1A7 
ALSO SERVING KITIMAT 
Absolute 
CLEANING SERVICES 
EXPERIENCED, BONDABLE, MAID SERVICE 
References Available Upon Request 
No Job Too Big or Too Small 
Renovation Clean Up/Weddings, Receptions 
Contract Rates, Daily, Weekly or Monlhly 
Your Need is Our Desire 
CALL DOROTHY 635-6647 
Kinesiology Position 
Work Able Centres are CARF accredited 
facilities specializing in the provision of 
multidisciplinary rehabilitation services. The 
• Work Able team includes occupational 
Iherapists, physiotherapists and consultants from 
the disciplines of general medicine and 
psychology. Each facility houses state of the art 
work conditioning and work 
hardening equipment. 
Positions are available in Terrace, British 
Columbia. We are offering a comprehensive 
reimbursement package. Please forward yo0r 
resume in confidence to : 
Danielle Thompson 
Work Able Centres Inc. 
3228 Kalum Avenue, Suite 302 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2N 1 
Ph: (250)615-0084 Fax: (250)615-0085 
" Terrace Emergency Shelter 
Part time Support Worker 
Program: provides shelter, meals for 7 homeless men and 
women and one communily health bed. 
$13.31 per hour + Benefit Package Wages: 
Terms of agreement:, part-tlme (dO hours hi-weekly) 
Applicanls must have: 
-Minimum Grade 12/SSW or HSW Certificate & or relevant 
practical experience 
-a valid BC Driver's license and access to a vehicle 
-good knowledge of communily resources 
-ability to deal with residents in a professional manner and 
ensure complete confidentiality. 
-famillar with povedy issues, Native culture and the Gain Act 
-good interpersonal nd communication skills 
-abilily to handle stress, assist people in crisis, work as a team 
member 
-first aid ticket -criminal record check 
Resumes will be oc~q~ecl until August 18, 1998 and should 
be ecldres~d to: 
Emegency Shelter- House Manager 
K'San House Seclety 
#202 4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G IS6 
August 24, 1998. 
GET OUT of your tiemsharell 
Guarenteedlll mini-vacation in- 
cluded. Holiday Resort Interna- 
tional. #1 in selling & renting va- 
cation propertieel Total internet 
advertising. Call now Toll Free 
1-888-470-0001 or (760)721- 
2692, Visit our website 
http:/hvww.holidayr.com. 
KICK BOXING, lose weight, get 
in shape, self defence, have 
more energy and stamina. Im- 
prove your co-ordination while 
having fun, First workout free, 
Call Tony at 638-7154. 
Christ Lutheran 
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
Summer Workshop 
Schedule: 
Sundays - 11 am 
Mid-week: 
Thursdays - 7:30 pm 
The little church with 
a big heart 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC I 
&HEALING CENTRE I 
• ? ~ ~ ~  ..... ,~~ ::i<~: ~ , ~ .  
sp/,e=a c,~,. ~=,,,,=. 
U,,ema,,,d~,~=,,~=~ - 
~4rm/aa./~ 8en~ 
Zaun~ C,n~¢, M~.D. PtuL 
OOf .~ 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal 635-3531 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a ne'w 
baby, or are geh. 
ting married, Or 
starting a new 
business, just ~ive 
~e of us a ca,. J 
w 
.I Lock Out Auto Crime 
SecureYour Vehicle 
Night and Day. 
It Makes a Difference. 
RoadlR, 
Sense 
( t 
t 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT' 
FOR SALE: MOBILE HOMES 
Kmhvanga 
4 Pond Road (Mobile Home Reg. No. 083977, CSA No. 
157814, S. No.MW1116) - estimal~ Market Value $6,000. 
7 School Road (Mobile Home Reg. No. 044899, CSA No. 
419739, S. No. XE0553) - Estimated market Value $10,000. 
8 School Road (Mobile Home Reg. No. 044898, CSA No. 
419738, S. No. 0552)- estlmated Market Value $12,000. 
Estimated Market Value as at: May 25, 1998 
THIS IS A SALE OF THE MOBILE HOMES ONLY. 
The Board makes no representations as to the condition of the 
dwellings. Prospective purchasers are advised to arrange For 
inspection beFore making an offer. Sales are on an "as is/where 
is" basis. 
Purchasers agree to remove the mobile homes from the prop- 
erties within 30 days of purchase. Purchasers will restore land 
to a level graded condition and be responsible For all damage. 
Purchasers will enter the prop ~rty at own risk. The highest or 
any offer will not necessarily I'e accepted. The I~0ard reserves' 
the right to negotiate with the I~ ighest offeror or any other offer- 
ors to the exclusion of all othe~ offerors. Offers which offer less 
than the estimated market value may be rejected or may be 
accepted if the School District considers the estimaled market 
value set Forth above to be higher than warranted. The Board 
does not warrant the actual market value to be equal to the esti- 
mated market value set Forth above. The Board does not war- 
ranty the accuracy of the above description. Purchasers are 
responsible for obtaining transport permits and For all require- 
ments of Manufactured Home Act and Regulations even if those 
requirements are directed to owners. Offers may be for one, 
two or all three mobile homes. 
Offers must be accompanied by certified cheque or bank draft 
payable to The Board of School Trustees of School District No. 
82 (Coast Mountoins) in the amount of 10% of the purchase 
price and must include an undertaking to make payment and 
complete the purchase within 30 days of acceptance by the 
Board. The possession and adjustment date will be the same 
da,( as the completion date. Purchaser must retoin notary public 
or lawyer to prepare transfer documents. 
Offers to purchase must be delivered to the undersigned by 
12:00 Noon, Friday, August 21, 1998 to: 
SECRETARY TREASURER, 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82, 
3211 KENNEY STREET, 
IERRACE, B.C. V8G 3E9 
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NOTICETO Moving? Visit Us First! 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF IHE ESTATE OF 
DAVID LEASON 
Creditors and others having claims 
against, the a~,,  estate are 
required to send lull particular= of
suc]~ claims to Womer Bandstra 
Brown, #200 - 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6, 
on or .before ~ 2~th ~ of 
.Seplember, 1998, after which da~s 
the assets of the said estate will be 
distributed having regard only to 
the claims that "have 
received. 
BRENDA IRENE RAMSAY and 
TRACIE ANN LEASON, 
Adminidn~ors 
c/o WARNER BANDSTRA BROWN 
Solicitors for the Estate 
F~ 
NOllCE OF SUBSTANnAL 
COMP~ OF 
ROAD CONSIRUCnON CON11~CT 
[99-01-9759 
5OUIH KITSAWAY 
FOgESI' SERVICE ROAD 
In accordance with the contract 
dated April 17,1998. 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
Ministry Of Forests 
and 
CONTRACTOR: 
Don Hull & Sons 
Contracting Ltd. 
BOX 32 
Terrace, British Columbia 
VSG 4A2 
This is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
July 24, 1998. For all purposes 
under the contract, wherein the 
dghts, duties and obligations of all 
parties concerned are described, 
and for all purpo~s under the Uen 
Legisla6on applicable to the place 
of work, Substantial Performance 
shall be regarded as equivalent o 
"Completed" m described 
thereunder. 
DEPUTY MINISTER 
Consider the convenience of looking at real estate in another 
city the very moment you decide to move. You can search for 
properties by area, type, price, number of bedrooms and 
bathrooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will 
arrange viewings for you. 
Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing ¸¸¸13 MULTIPLE USTING SERVICE , .~ ,~,~e REALTOr~ 
GOI )D - 
DEAL! 
i]]!] i[::: . " ~'T: '!]T"~T" • . i~:.-~'~'~ .......... '  ................. ::,:'~r!::;~'~ 
:One issue inSEVEN Communities for FOURw~ks, ~ ~ ~ 
• over 55,000 potential buyers, i~i i! 
mradwill appear in • VanderhoofExpress  . . . .  ;t.fam~))} 
P..burier • Bums Lake 
| _ ===== Call us at: | 
~ Class i f ied  Adver t i s ing  Serv ice  ~ 
S gEST 
Best Buy 
Per Insertion 
25 Words 
BG's Interior $80. $1.67 
Vancouver Island $80. $1.67 
TheLower Mainland $80, $1.67 
m ~ =  
All of the Above $199. $5.00 
40 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 794,86011 
7 i ¸  
For more information please contact: TERRACE STANDARD638-7283 ] 
i ®MedieA ler t  
W WW, m e d_i~co le r ' t . l :  
:r , 
1 
are TERR'ACE 
we 
doing?. 
Wl~m ~ fMl short of  your 
expeciatton, please tell vJ  
' ~ a newspaper story does 
'not seem to reflect fairly what 
was sal~ let our editors know. 
When we are unable to so l~ 
your cemplalnt, we encourage 
you to submit it to the: 
KC Press Council 
900 - 1281 W, Geotgla St, 
Yancouver B,C. F6E MT ' 
Tel~Fax (604) 683-25 71 
~be B.C Pre~ Council was 
created in 1983 as an 
independent review board to 
protect the Dubllc from pre" 
I~ccumc 2 or unfalrnera nd to 
lm~mote quatlt~ 
]oumat~ 
AY 
S3ANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street Terrace, B.C, V8G 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 638-8432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important to the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
1 Year ............................... $56 ,18  (GST included) 
(within B.C. 
1 Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $63 .13  (GST included) 
(Outside of i~rovlnce) 
1 Year ............................... $49 .76  (GST included) 
(Senior Citizens) 
USA and Europe ............... $155 .15  (per 6 too.) 
H g H m i  | H i  DR HH mR i H H H B H H | H  H | H i a l l a  i H R H i | i  | H R | i m R i H  H H i |  
m clip & mall to , , I~l Yes ,  I wou ld  l ike to  rece ive  the  
TERRACE l ; r 
,' STANDARD Ter race  Standard  every  week .  
m a=,oc,,~.s,.T, . ... ,,c.~.,,=~lo=,2. F=l=~lS~, Enclosed is $ (GST included) for a one yearsubscriptlo.n. 
I 
, 3210 
• l Name 
, C l in ton  St reet  Address 
' Ter race ,  B .C .  a Town Postal Code 
' V8G 5R2 Phone 
• m . .  
i R H i i n i H i H H i H i  i n H H i l i  H m m i H H H  a i n u  H H H  R R R H  i H H H H H H  H H i  
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Sports 
Scope 
Signing up 
THE TERRACE skating 
club is registeriug skaters 
for its 1998 school pro. 
grams.Register for kidskate,. 
canskate, junior, santo: pre- 
cision and canpower skate 
programs at the Terrace 
Arena on Aug, 15. 
Come to the arena lobby 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
and meet the skating club's 
newest coaches. There will 
also be a clothing and skate 
swap. Contact Lana at 638- 
8098 for more information. 
Range hours 
THE TERRACE Rod and 
Gun club's rauge has 
chattged its hours to accom- 
tuodate its neighbours. 
Shooters now start at 8 
a.m. and finish at the offi- 
cial suuset or 9 p.m., 
whichever comes firsL 
NICE HO: Greg Quandt plays defence as team captain Dan Kovaos goes horizon- 
tal for the disc at the Williams Lake Ultimate Tournament. Ultimate is a cross be- 
tween basketball, soccer and football but is played with a disc or frisbee. 
Ultimate t =am places third 
Terrace's first competitive ultimate team, On Sunday, TUL time began the playoff 
TUL (tool) time played played the Wit- rouud by beating Vernon 11-2. Then came 
liam's Lake Tournament on the Riverboat the semifiual match against Prince George: 
days long weekend and finished an ira- Prince George had beaten Terrace 11-4dur- 
pressive third, ing the round robin and Terrace wanted an- 
TUL time played five games during the other shot at them. The game was close and 
Saturday round robin, and two more games .well played, with Prince George prevailing 
during the playoffs Sunday. Saturday's 13-11. 
first-ever Terrace poiut was scored by The Terrace Ultimate League hosts a fun 
Lizette Goucalves. Other day one tournament with teams from Kitimat and 
highlights featured an 11-0 win over Smithers, next Sunday at CassieHall from 
Vcnlon, and an 11-4 win over host team 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Call Dan or Cailin at 635- 
Williams Lake.. 1134 if interested. 
Golf for 
beginners 
GET THE kids to play golf this weekend at the Royal Ca- 
nadian Golf Association's junior golf clinic. 
Sessions will be held at Skeena Junior Secondary 
school's oval track from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday Aug. 15-16. 
The dints aims to help kids 8-15 years old who have 
never golfed before and will teach golf basics like how to 
hold a dub, chipping, putting and a variety of golf rules, 
said Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club's new junior 
golf coordinator, Ron Nixon. 
Saddle club benefit 
The Tweedsmuir Cavalier Saddle Club Fall Fair horse 
show on Aug. 22 in Burn's Lake will be a fimdraiser this 
year. 
Money from entry fees will be donated to three-year old 
Stuart Cowan, the son of a well-known northwest riding 
coach Karen Ritchey. Cowan was kicked in the head by a 
horse  Ju ly  24 and requi res  surgery  to repair  in jur ies to his 
jaw,  pal let attd nose,  
To obtain an entry form contact Sandi Hedin at 696-3678 
"or Cecile Phillips at 698-7627 in Bunts Lake. 
"THA KYg  
The 1978 Gra~JCommittee wou ~ i e to 
send a HUGE THANK YOU 
to the following: 
Nodhern Molar Inn 
Grace Fell Florist - 
Sivlverlip Promotions 
Tar Benders 
Sight & Sound Productions 
Totem Ford/Hertz Rent a Car 
Norm & Margaret Hull 
Norco ~pfic 
Mark & Marina Hidber 
Gall, Darryn, Darlene & staff 
Gall Cameron 
Carol & Cord Shaben 
Karen & Charles Brunett 
Todd Bellamy 
Valley Oxygen 
Axle Hansen 
West Point Rentals 
It was a very memorable weekend and 
we'll celebrate again in 10 
years for our 30th. 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Laze l le ,  Ter race  @ 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics Now 
Available. 
For Appointment 638-8165 
r ~  C0MMUNIW NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Cofambt4 and Yukon 
August  10 
Save 
:i110 to 2 
!ill!!! ::!0ff  elect Itel 
l i}iThlroughout the, iiiii!ili',i!i!!ii  
Northern Horse Supply 
3083 River Drwe, Terrace 
638-7252 
m 
II 
Network  C lass i f ieds  576-WEEKOF AUGUST 10, 1998 
These ads appear in approximately 106 I(~ "~ (~ for 25 words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon ~ ¢.. t J  O $ 6,DO each this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 m ion re.adsrs, additional word ICNA at (604) 669-9222 
AUTO BUSINESS 
• *NEW & USED* OPPORTUNITIES 
Car/Truck Financing. No 
turn downsl Good credit, 
bad credit, no credit, even 
bankrupt. No one walks 
away, everyone drives 
awayl Minimum $1000. 
down. Steve/Christine 1- 
888-514-1293. 
LEASE REPOS-Returns, 
4x4's-trucks-vans; luxury 
cars-gas aver, caravans- 
explorers-Jimmy's. Take 
over lease- club cabs- 
gas-dieseL All makes and 
models. Marry Kozak 
(604) 552-4554. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH ~ OUT 
Coke,Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock estab- 
lished unique vendors In 
your area. No selling, Full- 
time, part-time, Minimum 
investment $13,9'80. 1- 
,888-503-8884 (24hours) 
member B.B.B. 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. MOBILE HOMES 
HELICOPTER LOG- 
WHAT GOES AROUND GING/S i lv i cu l tu re  
COMES AROUND. Training. Men and women 
Milllonalre wants to help - train for ekciting, high 
you become one too. paying careers in growth 
sectors of the forest In- 
Build your own company, dustry, W.C.B. 'Worksafe' 
No gimmicks. 24 hour recognized training. 
message. 1-888-574- Private Post-secondary 
9720. Institution. Job placement 
BUSINESSES FOR assistance. I H-L Tralnlng 
SALE Institute Ltd. (250)897- 
1188. 
BEAUTIFUL GARDEN 
CENTRE on Sunshine 
Coast unique cottage 
style destination nursery 
with well established local 
patronage. Excellent year- 
ly growth, Priced at 
$550,000, No trades. Ph: 
(604) 886-2796 or Fax 
(604) 886-2718. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
WANT TO EARN OVER 
$1000 weekly & travel 
B,C, Attractive, ambitious, 
Females that want to work 
smart not HARD should 
apply at 1.888-999.0013, 
Call after 4pm. 
TRAVEL BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNITY. Travel 
P ro fess iona ls  
International Is the only 
way to enter the travel In- 
dustry. Canadian compa- 
ny expanding, Minimum , EDUCATION 
Investment $7600. 1-800- A CAREER CHANGE? 
709-9910, tpione@tpl.ca, Train to bs an 
ONLINE CHRISTIAN Apar tment /Condo 
NETWORK. Serve the Manager, Many Jobs-All 
Lord & Your Community. areasl Free job placement 
Join growing network of assistance. 17 years of 
Christian Franchisees. sucoessl For 
Full training & support, info/brochure 681.5456/1- 
Protected territories. 
Investment required, SIG- 800-665-8339.RMTI, 
NIFIcANT ROI. Call 1- BE A SUCCES=SFUL 
800-663.7326, WRITER,,,wrlte 'for money 
AMAZING FACT. and pleasure with our 
WORLDSITES - "World's unique home-study 
fastest growing Internet course. You get Individual 
franchise". 14 countries, t'ultlon from professional 
$15,000+/mo. Full train- writers on all aspects of 
Ing. 1-888-678-7588 not writing- romances, shod 
M.LM. stories, radio and TV 
GUARANTEED OR your scripts, articles and chtl- 
money backl We pay you dren's stories. Send today 
to advertise our 800# with for our FREE BOOK. Toll 
your code #. Dlstrlbutsr 
average $500- free 1-800,287.1829 Fax 
$S000/wkly. Offer ends 1.813-74g-9551, The 
August 29th, Free Inta 1- Writing School, 3073 - 38 
800-81  1 -2141 , MoArthur Ave,, Ottawa, 
CD#53521-0. ON K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
LEGAL ASSISTANT 
PROGRAM, Provincially 
recognized certificate pro- 
gram, Selkirk College, 
Trail, B.C, Jennifer 
Calhoun (250) 368-5236. 
MEDICAL TRANSCRIP- 
TION PROGRAM. 9.5 
month training program 
for medical transoriptlon- 
Ists, Available on-site for 
via Internet. Selklrk 
College, Trail, B,C, VI 
Kalesnlkoff (250) 368- 
5236, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PARTS PERSON JOB- 
BER store located 2 1/2 
hours N.E. of Edmonton, 
Minimum 5 years expert. 
ence, Salary 30 • 36K 
plus benefits and parlor. 
VITAMIN SAVINGS. 
BEST PRICES IN CANA- 
DA, 28 years in business, 
Huge selection. Never un. 
dersold, Sample. 
Glucosamino Sulfate 
(GLS) 500rag. 90.$10.99, 
E4001.U. D'alpha natural 
100 caps $10.99. B-100 
Complex TR 100 tabs 
$12.99. CoQ-10 60mg, 
30-$14.99. Greater sav- 
Ings on larger sizes, 
Order or Catalogue 1- 
800-663-0747 in 
Vancouver 321-7000, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large ca- 
pasity, Best sawmill value 
anywhere, Free Informa- 
tion 1.800-566-6899, 
Norwood Sawmills, R.R, 
2, Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1G0. 
VIDEO GAMES - 
Nsw/ussdl Super- 
Nlntendo, Sony Play- 
Station, Nintendo, N64, 
Saturn, Genesis, 3DO, 
Gameboy, Game-gear, 
Free price Iistsl We buy, 
sell, trade, A.J, Video 
Games, 1-800-463-7529. 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used slngle and 
double wides. "We Servs 
- We Deliver'. 1-800-339- 
5133~ DL#6813. 
PAYTELEPHONE 
SERV. 
CANADIAN PSYCHICS - 
Uncover secrets of your 
future. Let us tell you the 
answers 24 hrs, 
Accurate and Affordable. 
1 -900-451 -7070 
$2,89/mln. 18+. 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAIN* 
MENT. Order the best by 
mall & pay less. FREE 
catalogue, FREE video 
offer, Discretion guaran- 
teed, HMC Video 4840 
Acorn, 201-C Montreal, 
Quebec. H4C 1L6. 
REAL ESTATE 
BC "FOR SALE BY OWN- 
ERS" Improve their odds 
of finding a buyer by ad- 
vertlslng on the Internet 
with BC Homesellers 
(www.bchomesellers,com 
HELP WANTED ), 4 month ad only $99. 
ASSEMBLE SIMPLE For details call toll-free: 1- 
PRODUCTS at home, 888-248-5581. 
Earn up to $700 weekly 
full-time or part-time, STEELBUILBINGS 
Send Self Addressed FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
Stamped Envelope to Box INGS. All-purpose etruc- 
384, Kelowna, B,C,, tures: 100% usable 
Comp 7., V1Y 7N8. space. Factory-Direct 
MANUFACTURED Savings. .A30x40= 
HOMES $6,558; $36x50= $9,108 
OWN YOUR OWN menu- (including eliding doors). 
manes bonuses, Only ag- lectured home lot in Many sizes & modelel 
gressive and organized Sundre, Albeda 50 lots Call 1-800-668-5111 ext 
needapply. Send resume', remaining, 6,700 sq,ft, 132. 
BTB, Box 306, Lac La ($17,928) to 13,400 sq,fl, TRUCKS 
Blobs, AB, TOA 2C0. ($25,000), Please call the 
FULL - TIME SERVICE Sundre Town Office 403. 0 DOWN O,A,C 
wdterandJourneymanau- 638-3551, fax 403-638- Guaranteed credit ap- 
tomotlve mechanic re. 2100 or small: provals. Trucks, 4x4'e, 
quired at busy Ford ddal- sundre@agt,net, crew cabs, diesels, sped 
ership, We offer excellent 1980 AND NEWER 14 X utilities, Rape'e, broken 
wages. Full benefits. 70 mobiles starting at leases, heavy duty equip- 
ment. Take over pay- Continuous training, $12,500,1nfalr, good and 
Team environment. Send excellent condition. For merits, Free delivery, Call 
resume to: Curtis Wright, northern B.C, • 1985, The Untouchabtesn0w. 1- 
Box 767, Slave Lake, AB, 16x80 at $27 j000. Call 800-993-3673; Vancouver 
TOG 2A0. 403-258.1069. 327-7752.: 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
,  ssociation 
Registration & Swap 
Saturday August 15 
Go 
figure! 
If just 1% mm Canadians ~re physi~Uy 
active, annual savings in heatt.h-gre costs 
todd be as much as 5ILO00,O00. ~ r  
Northwest Region 
*CRN: Course Registration Number 
In Prince Rupert: 
COMM 310 - Intermediate Financial Accounting - Fridays: 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Instructor: Chds Wright Delivery: Face-to-Face CRN: 35549 
In Terrace: 
EDUC 632- Language Development - Meeting times: Alternating weekends 
Instructor:Dr. JudithLapadat Delivery: Face-to-Face CRN: 35621 
EDUC 711 - Counselling Theory - Meeting times: t.b.a. 
Instructor: Dr. Dawn McBride Delivery: Face-to-face CRN: 35622 
EDUC 719 - Counselling Practkum - Meeting times: t.b.a. Supervisor: Dr. Dawn McBride 
EDUC 471 - Crib, alive Writing: l~ction and Creative Non.Fictlon - Alternating Saturdays 
Instructor: Sheila Peters Delivery: Face-to-face 
FNST 237 - Sm'algyax, Level 3 - Tuesdays, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Instructor: Dr. Margacet Anderson; co-instructor: Mildred Roberts 
Delivery: Face-to-face CRN: 35624 
FNST 302 - First Nations Health and Healing - Tuesdays, 7:00 - 10:00 p.m, 
Instructor: Lee Dates Delivery: Face-to-face CRN: 35564 
HIST 421 - Environmental Hlstory of Nodh Amerieo - Tues. & Thurs., I 1:30 a.m.- I p.m. 
Instructor: Dr. David del Mar Delivery:Teleconfercnce CRN: 35582 
PSYC 307 - Motivation and Emotion. Thursdays, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Instructor: Dr. Ted A l ta r  Delivery:Face-to-face CRN: 35595 
By Teleconference to Prince Rupert and Terrace: 
COMM 345 - Retail Management - Tuesdays: 6 00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Instructor: Michael Conyette Prince Rupert CRN: 35555; Terrace CRN: 35554 
ENGL 330 - Canadian Literature - Thursdays, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Instructor: Dr. Greg Lainsbury Prince Rupert CRN: 35563; Terrace CRN: 35562 
HIST 400. Aboriginal People ia Canada - Wednesdays, l I:00 a.m. - 2:00 p,m. 
Instructor: Dr. Jan Swainger Prince Rupert CRN: 35576; Terrace CRN: 35575~f  
UNBC'S Fall courses begin on September 9. Please register soon. 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
"Cat"astrophe 
"Helpl Helpl He's killing met Save mel He's 
slashing reel My childrenl My blood Is rushing out 
of mall HHHe.,,I.,," 
The neighbours rushed to call 911. 
The police zoomed to the scene of the murder. 
5 Police cruisers screeched to a sudden stop, 
The cops rushed up the stairs, their guns 
drawn, 
Three police crashed down the door. 
A young woman in her mid-thirties was lying 
dead, in a pool of blood. 
Two little children were huddled together, their 
bodies racked with their sobs. 
The murderer was nowhere to be seen. 
The neighbours began to appear, 
"1 knew it would happen. Such a nice young 
woman, And the children so well behaved. She 
just moved in a month ago. Left her husband, 
The brute, He couldn't accept it, The poor thing. 
She tried so hard to start her life all over again," 
One of the police officers let out a cry. 
"Hey, John, take a look. There's a man's jacket 
here. It has cat hairs on it," 
One of the neighbours spoke up. 
"That's her husband's jacket, I recognize it, 
He wore that all the time, And he has a cat." 
The officers put yellow caution.tape around the 
apartment, 
"Arrest lhe husband. Charge him with murder, 
And get samples of his cat's hair," 
Doug, the husband was brought into the sta- 
tion, handcuffed, 
"No way, I'm going to let you have samples of 
my cat's hair." 
The captain didn't waste time. 
"Get a warrant, Go Into his house. Get sam. 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
pies of his cat's hair." 
That night the proof was in. 
The hair of Doug's cat matched the hair on 
the jacket left at the scene of the crime. 
Doug was identified as the killer, 
"No way those guys are going to use those 
samples as proof. They got it illegally," Doug 
took the police to court to exclude the cat's hair 
as evidence. 
Exasperated, Doug argued, "Your Honour, my 
rights have been violatedl The police pulled 
hairs out of my cat without my consent, There 
was no need to torture my cat like this, He 
didn't do anything. This Is unreasonable search 
and seizure. I refused to give them the sam- 
ples, That should be the end of it. The police 
shouldn't be able to Interfere with my property 
without my consent," 
The police were flabbergasted, "Your Honour, 
why are we here? We had a warrant, With a 
warrant we can seize property without the own- 
er's consent. If we can seize his car, we can 
take some cat hairs, We didn't hurt the cat. 
He's just upset because the cat hairs matched 
the ones In the jacket, It's not our fault the 
evidence makes him look guilty." 
Should the cat hairs be admitted as 
evidence? 
Youl Be The Judge, Then look below for the 
decision: 
SPONSORED BY 
*v  LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant LIr~dsey 
Crim/nal Defance Law 
Phone 638-1764 
Holly Grueger Marshall Matlas 
General Law Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
=The hairs ere edmlssiblet he Judge confirmed, wrhs police had a warrant 8o the seizu~ of the cat hairs wu 
vatid." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the aw 
of the province of Manitoba. If you have a similar problem, please consult Llndsey & Grueger. Claire Bernsteln Is a 
Montreal lawyer and nationally s ndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises, B15-3 
